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GARDEN CHIT CHAT
 Welcome to the 42nd addition catalogue.  We had all hoped that 
in 2021 we would see the end of the pandemic but alas it was not 
meant to be.  Having a profession that is not only outdoors, but in 
the country away from the hustle and bustle of crowded stores and 
streets has certainly been a plus.  Your support for Mid-America Gar-
den has allowed us to live our passion for Iris and for that we offer a 
heartfelt thank you. Gardening in general, and in our case working 
in the field, is the best therapy in dealing with the everyday stresses 
of today’s world, we are truly blessed.  
 Last year we invited your opinion on the continuation of the 
printed catalogue versus going web only.  We were completely over-
whelmed by the phone calls, messages, texts, emails, letters, and 
every other imaginable form of communication that we received.  It 
was a resounding YES, “please continue with the printed catalogue!” 
It just so happens that we also like the printed version, so we did 
some thinking and pricing and decided to keep it going at least for 
the next few years.  With the cost of production of everything going 
up, we had to make some tough decisions.  The catalogue will con-
tinue to be free for those that live in the USA and have ordered in at 
least one of the last two years.  Domestically we can still mail bulk 
rate which takes longer but is much cheaper than first class.  Un-
fortunately, we do not have that same option for shipments out of 
the country.  We no longer will mail catalogues to foreign addresses 
automatically.  If you live outside the USA and still want the cata-
logue we request that you send $10 (Canada) and $20 for all other 
countries and we will put one in the mail to you.  This was a tough 
decision to make.  Ironically this issue is the largest ever that we have 
produced at 100 total pages with the order form and cover!  So much 
for scaling back a bit-lol.
 I would like to thank one person in particular for this catalogue 
that you are holding.  Mirena Oberg designs and does the layout of 
the catalogue. I provide all the text and photos and then Mirena works 
her magic.  This is the sixth edition that her and I have collaborated on.   
She loves doing the catalogue and she is my greatest cheerleader to 
keep it going.  Thank you Mirena!  
 2021 was not without its highs as well.  We always welcome a 
phone call from the American Iris Society president.  This year was 
particularly exciting and my best year to date, receiving seven top 
awards including:  Dykes Medal for Daring Deception, Wister Med-
al for Don’t Stop Believing, Cook-Douglas Medal for Stop and Stare, 
Sass Medal for Code Of Honor, William Mohr Medal for Parable and 
Two Walther Cups for Alaia and Woody Woodpecker!   There was also 
good news for our other hybridizers!  Lynda Miller won the top Wister 
Medal with Football Hero and the Williamson-White Medal with 
Moose Tracks.  Paul Black won a Wister Medal for Bluebird Of Happi-
ness, Cook-Douglas Medal for Portland Pink, and a Caperne- Welch 
Medal for Elf Esteem and the coveted Board of Directors Award for 
Chubby Cheeks.  This is a huge honor as this is an award that is rarely 
given.  Congratulation Paul! Thank you to all the judges who took the 
time to grow and evaluate our hybrids.  
 If you haven’t checked out our facebook page give it look, we 

post quite regularly especially during bloom season and it is a strong 
form of direct communication to our customers.  Our website has 
been updated with lots more photos.  It is our goal to provide more 
than one image of each variety listed to help you better make your 
selections.  Some flowers transition in color from one day to the next 
and of course can look quite different depending on the lighting.  
For those who love to show we try to get stalk shots and clump shots 
when possible.  There is so much happening during bloom season 
that we don’t always get all the photos we want, but we sure try. 
 If you are in the Salem, Oregon area and you would like to see 
the fields we are open every day from 10 to 5.  Since we are on the 
same location as Sebright Gardens we just follow their hours.  They 
are open every day from April to November.  Peak Tall Beaded bloom 
for us has always been very close to May 19th.  Median bloom can 
vary quite a lot from year to year depending on weather.  It is always 
a good idea to email ahead of time and see how the season is pro-
gressing before making plans.  
 Lastly, I would like to mention communication.  I do not have an 
office staff.  I do all of the bookwork myself but am also working out-
side in the field during daylight hours so it can be very difficult to 
reach me by phone.  I admittedly am not good at checking phone 
messages but am very good at answering emails.  I try to respond to 
emails daily and sometimes many times during the day.  

 Thank you again for your continued support of our passion.  Stay 
well and be safe.

       Thomas  

Daring Daring 
DeceptionDeception

FootballFootball
HeroHero

Bluebird Bluebird 
Of Of 

HappinessHappiness

Don’t StopDon’t Stop
BelievingBelieving

Cover Photo:  Sending Love
T. Johnson, 2022 TB
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THOMAS JOHNSON 
TALL BEARDED INTRODUCTIONS

Be Not 
Afraid

BE NOT AFRAID  (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB Early-
Midseason 38" (96.5cm)  Sweet fragrance.  Egg shell to light 
lavender standards with a narrow buff-gold ruffled rim.  Milk glass 
white falls have a deep violet plicata band.  There is a heavy concentra-
tion of violet across the hafts that forms a solid violet dart below burnt 
orange beards.  Contrasting medium salmon style arms and a slight 
blush of salmon on the hafts of the falls completes the effect.  A super 
strong grower with lovely show stems and triple bud sockets from top 
to bottom yields 12 or more total buds.   Sdlg TK211B: ((((( Blyth O16-A: 
Louisa’s Song x Gypsy Lord sib) x Treasured) x (Glad All Over x Adoree)) x 
((sib to I’m Dreaming x ((Enjoy The Party x (Arabian Story x Cast A Spell)) 
x Mandarin Morning sib)) x (Wild Angel x Jersey Bounce))) X (Midnight 
Velvet sib x Reckless Abandon))  $60.00

Cash And 
Carry

CASH AND CARRY (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB 
Midseason 36" (91cm) Sweet fragrance.  White standards with a 
light lemon-yellow flush up the midribs.  Falls are white with an irregular 
dark lavender blue band.  Lemon-yellow hafts shine brightly on either side 
of yellow-orange beards.   Cash and Carry forms large clumps very quickly 
that cover themselves in bloom.  Nicely formed flowers are held on consis-
tent show stems carrying tens buds.  A clump of Cash and Carry is simply 
amazing!  Sdlg TK77F:  Hard To Resist X What A Feeling   $60.00

CASTING CALL  (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB 
Midseason 36" (91cm) Sweet fragrance. White standards with 
slight lavender blush at base.  Medium lavender blue falls with lighter 
wash in the center becoming deeper at the edge.  Rather large bushy 
beards tangerine leaning towards red.  Nicely formed, heavily ruffled, 
and lightly laced flowers are held on well branched and budded stems.  
Beautiful in the garden and a favorite since its maiden bloom.  Sdlg 
TI100A: sib to Watercolor Print X  ((Hysteria x Blyth 0201-A: (Let’s Romp 
sib x Mango Daiquiri sib)) x ((Wild Angel sib x Whispering Spirits)) X 
Dinner Talk)  $65.00

Casting Call
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CRANBERRY SPRITZER (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB 
Midseason 36"(91cm) Sweet fragrance. Cranberry red self with 
a blue blaze that becomes a wash below the tangerine beard.   Really a 
nice rich and vibrant color that draws you in.  Nice wide overlapping falls 
with light ruffles.  Sdlg TK66A: Painted Love X Keppel 0760A: Painted 
Love X Keppel 07-60A: (Red Skies x Gypsy Lord  $60.00

DARE TO BE DIFFERENT  (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB 
Midseason 36" (91cm) Slight fragrance. Rich butter yellow standards.  
Falls have a light creamy yellow base that is a near solid patch in center 
becoming a lined and rayed pattern that is overlaid mid to deep violet, then 
the petals are etched light yellow with a purple wire rim.  Nicely ruffled and 
pleated flowers are extremely bright and showy.  Quite a unique application 
of color and pattern.  Lovely show stems and good bud count assure it to be 
a contender on the show bench.  A favorite since its maiden bloom.  Sdlg 
TK170A: Dressed To The Nines X Disco Lights. $65.00 

CASTLE ON THE HILL  (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB 
Early-Midseason-Late 40" (102cm) Sweet fragrance.  Creamy 
white standards with a very light violet plicata stitched edge and gold 
rim.  Falls are stark white with deep violet plicata edge and haft.  The 
beard is white at the base then violet and finally tipped orange.  Very dark 
mustard yellow style arms provide a stark contrast.  The crowning glory is 
the incredible show stems that are well branched and budded carrying 18 
buds consistently.  A very long period of bloom that starts with the early 
bloomers and continues into the late season.  Impressive!!  Sdlg TK118F:  
((((Dinner Talk x (Jersey Bounce x (Goldkist x Heaven))) x Vapor) x (Silk 
Brocade x Epicenter) x Petticoat Shuffle) x Keppel 98-204A: sib to Tunnel 
Vision pod parent X Be Not Afraid pollen parent.   $60.00

CHAMBER OF SECRETS  (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB 
Midseason 38" (97cm) Sweet fragrance. Medium purple standards 
with a strong red violet wash through the center of the petal.  The falls 
are medium purple heavily washed red violet and then edged medium 
purple.  A striking flower that is well formed and ruffled.  Seven buds are 
held on slightly top branched stems.  Sdlg TK79B: Higher Love X Keppel 
11-152B: (Arrivederci x Dancing Days)  $65.00

Castle On 
The Hill

Dare To 
Be Different

Cranberry 
Spritzer

Chamber 
Of Secrets
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DARK HOUR  (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB Midseason-
Late 36" (91cm) Sweet fragrance. There is nothing like a well formed 
solid medium purple to violet iris.  Dark Hour is a very strong grower with lots 
of beautiful show stems and a lovely sweet perfume.  The blue beard really 
adds to the attraction.  A quality garden iris!!  Sdlg TK15D: Raven Girl X Clash 
Of Titans.   $60.00

DOUBLE JEOPARDY (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB 
Midseason-Late 36" (91cm) Sweet fragrance. Salmon pink 
standards over orchid falls with a slight blue flash below the red-orange 
beards.  A very strong grower that makes a very elegant clump filled 
with bloom.  What we really like about Double Jeopardy is how it dis-
plays itself.  The sequence and placement of blooms and stalks allows 
for an open look that does not overcrowd.  Each flower is an individual 
ruffled creation.  A favorite of mine for the last few years as it never fails to 
dazzle.  Recommended!!  Sdlg TK46VV:  Arrivederci X ((I Hope You Dance 
x Florentine Silk) x (Poster Girl x Cameo Minx)) $60.00

Don’t 
You Dare

DON’T YOU DARE  (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB Late 
34" (86cm) Sweet fragrance.  Pure bright yellow standards.  Falls 
have deep yellow hafts on either side of the beard.  The bright yellow 
on the hafts becomes lighter towards the petal edge.  There is a strong 
dark violet inkblot below the beard that extends to near the petal edge.  
Ruffled and slightly flared flowers for the late season.  A very interesting 
and striking pattern.  Sdlg TK3C:  Barbara Rider X Espionage.     $60.00

DEEP IN LOVE  (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB Early 35" 
(89cm) Slight fragrance. Blue white standards with a strong pink flush in the 
center.  Falls are a rich flamingo pink with a red beard.  A striking color combination 
with well branched and budded stems.  A very rich and vibrant approach to a pink 
amoena.  Sdlg TK195A: unknown parentage,  lost tag. $60.00

Deep In 
Love

Double 
Jeopardy

Dark Hour
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2 FEED THE FLAME  (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB Early-
Midseason-Late 38" (97cm) Sweet fragrance. Cream standards 
heavily infused and slightly veined butter yellow.  Falls are a rich deep bur-
gundy with a large deep yellow sunburst pattern.  Feed The Flame starts 
the season and continues blooming all the way to the beginning of the 
late season bloomers.  Nice stalks with plenty of buds to spare.  Will make 
an extremely bright addition to the garden.  Sdlg TK95F: (Blueberry parfait 
x Watercolor Print) X Disco Lights.     $60.00

FESTIVAL OF LIGHTS (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB 
Midseason 33" (84cm) Slight fragrance. Emphasis here is on the 
width and size of the flowers coming from its father, Hard to Resist.  Yellow 
standards are edged in cream.  Falls are yellow with a very wide violet border.  
Nicely branched show stems carry 8 buds.  This one will not be overlooked in 
the garden.  There are several sisters being introduced from this cross.  Truly 
stunning!!  Sdlg TK199A: Shadow Bands X Hard to Resist.     $65.00

FLAME STITCH  (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB Midseason 
36" (91cm) Sweet fragrance. Brilliant golden yellow standards are edged 
with a unique rust veined pattern.  Rich and plush mahogany red falls have a 
yellow central sunburst pattern with red lines radiating throughout.  Strong 
growth with nice show stalks carrying 8 or more buds.  Quite a dramatic 
looking iris in the field.  Sdlg TK184: ((Reckless Abandon) x Stole The Show) X 
((( Blyth S292: Catwalk x (Chestnuts Roasting) x Blyth S278A: (Dragon Dance 
sib x Strawberry Spy))) x Reckless Abandon)) $65.00

FLIRTY TEASE  (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB Midseason 
36" (91cm) Sweet fragrance. A bit of a hard color combination to describe.  
Standards are a muted lavender violet lightening towards the edge and 
becoming a gold band and then a very light lavender edge.  Falls are mostly 
a deep plush red-violet but with a deeper blue blended central belly stripe.  
The blue coloration also peeks through closer to the fall edge.  The edge of the 
petal has a border of light flesh pink.  The blue tipped beards also add a lot 
to the pattern.  Wonderful large and ruffled flowers with exquisite form that 
keeps you coming back for another look.  8 buds are borne on nicely branched 
stems.  Proving to be an excellent parent.  The color does lighten with age but 
gracefully and with class.  Sdlg TJ249A: (((Champagne Journey x Mysterioso)) 
x Unknown X Dressed To The Nines.                $65.00

Feed 
The Flame

Flame Stitch 

Flirty Tease

Festival Of 
Lights
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FOOLISH GIRL (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB Midseason-
Late 38" (97cm)  Sweet fragrance. Flesh pink standards that are more 
pink in the centers and more peach on the edges.  Falls are light lavender 
with and darker lavender center wash that extends from the red-orange 
beard to the petal edge.  Hafts are touched peach.  The fall is then banded 
with a warm flesh pink.  Very ruffled with nicely branched stems and good 
bud count.  A strong and gorgeous performer with an extended bloom 
period.  Sdlg TJ120ZZ: Highly Classified X Dancing Days. $65.00

HONOR ROLL  (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB Midseason 36" 
(91cm) Sweet fragrance.  Honor Roll is the fourth sister in this cross to be 
introduced and it has been used heavily in my hybridizing program.  Palest 
cream standards are veined and infused light lemon and deep gold at the 
base.  Falls are a very deep plush burgundy with a wide light lavender band 
that blends into a light yellow edge.  Heavily ruffled parts of the petal backs 
show and add to the effect with multiple layers of color.  Nice stems with good 
branching and bud count make it a winner.  A very beautiful iris and a favorite for 
sure.  Sdlg TJ252YY: Sib to last year’s intros, Strike A Chord, Break My Heart and 
Read My Mind.  $65.00

GOOD TIMES ROLL  (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB 
Midseason-Late 36" (91cm) Sweet fragrance. Lavender 
pink standards are deeper lavender in the center.  Falls are a rich 
deep lavender blue with a heavier blue wash in the center.  Beards 
are a burnt orange.  Nice classically formed ruffled and lightly laced 
flowers are borne in abundance on well branched stems.  Definitely 
for the lover of rich bicolored and laced iris. Sdlg TK64C: ((Rite Of 
Passage x (In Love Again x Secret Affair)) X (Coralina x (Full Of Grace 
x Crowned In Glory)))  $60.00

Honor Roll 

Garden 
Prince 

GARDEN PRINCE (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB 
Midseason-Late 36" (91cm) Sweet fragrance. Stately and bold 
probably best describes Garden Prince.  Classic form on this lovely laven-
der-blue-purple.  The hafts and style crests are touched chocolate.  The fall 
is also bordered in a deeper violet edge.  Orange beards tipped blue com-
plete the look.  Very nicely branched stems and with good bud count.  An 
intriguing iris and one that always drew me for  a closer look when walking 
through the seedlings.  Sdlg TJ117YY: sib to last year’s introduction Dance 
Off.   $60.00

Good 
Times Roll 

Foolish 
Girl
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2 HOUSE OF LIGHT  (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB Early-
Midseason 34"(86cm) Sweet fragrance. Standards have golden 
yellow centers and icy blue-white edges.  Falls are golden yellow with a 
white flash that extends from just below the beard and blends into a gold 
band near the petal edge.  House Of Light is a very vigorous grower and is 
always one of the very first to start blooming.  Strong show stems with ample 
buds make it an early season showstopper.  A nice iris to kickstart the TB 
season.  Sdlg TK164B: TG403A: (unknown ) X sib to Just A Crush.     $60.00

I WRITE THE SONGS  (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB Late 
36" (91cm) Slight sweet fragrance.  Lavender pink standards are flushed 
flesh pink in the center.  Falls are a lighter lavender pink with a faint pink 
band.  Big bushy blue beards with frosted white hair tips.  Very nice classical 
form with good ruffles. Nicely branched stems with good bud count.  One of 
the deepest blue beards we have achieved thus far on a pink iris.  Now if we 
can just hold that beard color and turn the petals a flamingo pink!!  There is 
always something to shoot for!!  Sdlg TK155A: Simply Fabulous X unknown, 
illegible tag.   $65.00

JUST CURIOUS  (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB Early 35" (89cm) 
Sweet fragrance.  Medium orange standards with darker centers and style arms.  
Falls are a light butter yellow with an old rose band and lighter white area below the 
brilliant orange beard.  Super grower with well branched and budded show stems.  
I have used Just Curious heavily in hybridizing, it is a fantastic parent for all sorts of 
different rimmed patterns.  It also transmits its vigorous plant habit and great stems 
quite easily to its children.  There will be many introductions from it in the next few 
years.  Beautiful!!  Sdlg TK32ZZ: (((Pursuit Of Happiness x Stage Presence) x Rio) x 
(Gypsy Lord x Watercolor Print pod parent)) X Oil Painting  $60.00

JUST WANTING ATTENTION  (Thomas Johnson 
’22) Midseason 36" (91cm) Sweet fragrance. Icy white standards 
are heavily infused deep yellow in the center.  Falls have a large deep 
yellow flash around and below the beard.  Below the yellow flash is a blue 
wash that becomes red violet before forming a lavender blue band.   A very 
beautiful and colorful combination.  An easy and free flowering variety 
with good strong show stems carrying 9 buds.  Nicely ruffled and very 
widely formed flowers.  Large brilliant orange beards add to the display.  
Sdlg TK199D: sib to Festival Of Light and Pull Me Close.      $65.00

Just
Curious

Just Wanting 
Attention 

House 
Of Light 

I Write 
The Songs 
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LESSONS IN LOVE  (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB 
Midseason 36"(91cm) Slight fragrance.  Pink standards with 
lighter edges.  Smooth mid lavender falls with a very slight pink touch 
at the hafts.  Beards are a gorgeous combination with orange in the heart 
then frosty blue and finally lavender at the tip.  A good grower on a beau-
tiful bicolor combination of lavender and pink.  Sdlg TK55I: Secret Affair X 
sib to Pharaoh’s Poet.      $60.00

LOVER’S KISS  (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB Midseason-
Late 35" (89cm) Light fragrance.  Standards are pink with a light flesh 
to yellow blended edge.  Falls are a smooth lavender blue with a lighter area 
below near-red beards.  Gorgeous ruffled form with strong stems and plenty of 
buds.  Really elegant and beautiful. Sdlg TK44ZZ:  Arrivederci X ((Stilettos sib x 
Super Model) x Secret Affair)    $65.00

LIVING IT UP  (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB Midseason 
37" (94cm) Very light fragrance.  Deep golden yellow standards with 
light butter edges.  Falls are a very complex mix of colors.  Gold hafts on 
either side of the beard and then maroon and finally lavender before 
forming a gold band.  Below the beard is a blended mix of medium 
and dark lavender.  Very colorful in the garden and a very floriferous 
iris.  Great stems and ample buds.  Flowers are semi-flared.  Very showy.  
Sdlg TK158ZZ:  sib to That’s Entertainment X Keppel 07-60A: (Red Skies x 
Gypsy Lord)  $60.00

Lover’s 
Kiss

Line Item 

LINE ITEM (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB Midseason 
38"(97cm) Sweet fragrance.  Pristine white standards.  Falls are 
white with strong dark violet lines that radiate from the heart of the 
flower to the white banded fall edge.  Beards are brilliant red orange.  
Tall,  well formed and ruffled with wide show branching.  Won’t be over-
looked.  Sdlg TJ224C: sib to previous years introduction, Gussied Up and 
Thundering Applause. $60.00

Living It Up 

Lessons In 
Love 
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2 MOOD FOR LOVE  (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB Early-
Midseason 40" (102cm) Sweet fragrance.  Standards have pink 
centers with light creamy yellow edges.  Falls are cream with deep pink hafts 
and variable fall wash and then banded in honey pink.  Very ruffled flowers 
are carried on tall strong stems.  An early variety that continues blooming 
well into the midseason.  Beautiful.  Sdlg TL252A: Bring Me Diamonds X One 
Man’s Art pod parent.   $65.00

ONE STEP CLOSER  (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB 
Midseason 36" (91cm)  Slight sweet fragrance.  Light pink standards.  
Falls are pink with a lavender wash deeper in color below the violet tipped 
beard.  Nice looping ruffles, strong stems with good bud count.  Another 
step forward in the lavender and blue bearded project.  Sdlg TJ106E: Other 
Side of Heaven X Treasure Bay.  $60.00

OWN THE NIGHT (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB 
Midseason 35" (89cm) Sweet fragrance.  Dark purple self, or bicol-
ors with ruffles or lace,  and a yellow beard have been a project of mine.  
Own The Night is headed in that direction.  Medium purple standards sit 
atop plush deep purple falls with a light narrow edge.  Mustard tipped 
beards set it off.  Very nicely ruffled and formed with strong stems and 
ten buds.  Marked as an introduction since maiden bloom.  Flashy!!  Sdlg 
TJ212A: (Seasons In The Sun x Born This Way) X sib to Elite  $65.00

Mood 
For Love 

PERUVIAN DANCER  (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB 
Midseason-Late 40" (102cm) Sweet fragrance.  Light honey 
yellow standards with a violet flush up the midrib.  Falls are a rich purple 
with a lighter band.  Strongly ruffled flowers are carried on tall multi-bud-
ded stems.  A very easy and showy grower.  Sdlg TH116ZZ: Barbara Rider 
X Born This Way.  $60.00

One Step 
Closer 

Peruvian 
Dancer 

Own 
The Night 
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PRIVATE LESSON  (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB Late 
38" (97cm) Sweet fragrance.  Sky blue standards over deep marine 
blue falls.  Beards are tangerine in the throat and frosted blue at the end.  
Private Lesson is a late variety with exemplary traits.  Classic globular form 
with nice looping ruffles, tall strong stems with good branching and high 
bud count.  Very stately in the garden and one that will not go unnoticed.  
Sdlg TJ115ZZ:  Good Morning Sunshine sib X All Ashore.  $60.00

QUARTERBACK (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB Late 35" 
(89cm)  Slight sweet fragrance.  Palest yellow standards.  Falls are deep 
burgundy with light yellow band.  Very ruffled and showy.  A good grower 
and dynamite color impact for the late season.  Sdlg TJ250ZZ: Dressed To 
The Nines X Sizzlin’ Hot.      $60.00

Pure 
Intentions 

Quarterback

PURE INTENTIONS  (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB 
Midseason 36" (91cm) Slight fragrance.  White standards have a narrow 
gold halo that is matched on the style crests.  Falls are white with a violet 
plicata stitched edge.  Beards mustard- yellow, more tangerine in the throat.  
An excellent grower with strong show stems carrying 10 buds.  Nice ruffled, 
wide and overlapping form adds to the show.  Gives a very clean and sharp 
look to the garden.  Sdlg TK185A: TH19C:(Reckless Abandon x Stole The Show) 
X Beautician.     $60.00

PULL ME CLOSE  (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB Midseason 
36" (91cm) Sweet fragrance.  Standards are a rich shade of salmon pink 
extending out to become veining as it moves towards the icy blue border.  Style 
arms peek through with the same rich salmon coloration.  Falls are white with 
light salmon hafts and a blue blended band becoming deeper toward the edge.  
The form is wide and overlapping at the hafts with good ruffles.  Easy growth and 
strong stems make this a real garden standout.  A favorite of mine and of visitors 
to the garden.  A very pretty combination.  Sdlg TK199C: sister to Just Wanting 
Attention and Festival Of Lights.  $65.00

Pull Me 
Close 

Private 
Lesson 
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2 RUNAROUND (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB Early-
Midseason-Late 37" (94cm) No fragrance.  Peach and cream 
blended standards.  White falls with a wide red violet plicata band and thin 
belly stripe that extends from below the beard to distal end.  Nice classic 
rounded form shows off the deeply contrasting dark mustard yellow style 
arms, creating quite a dramatic look.  Strong growth and show stems with 
loads of buds allows for a very long season of bloom.  A very good and 
showy garden iris.  Sdlg TJ154ZZ: sib to Marry the Night X (Petticoat Shuffle 
x ((( Silk Brocade x Epicenter) x  Keppel 98-204A: sib to Tunnel Vision pod 
parent) x (High Master x (Silk Brocade x Epicenter)))) $60.00

SAY IT RIGHT  (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB Midseason-
Late 38" (97cm) Slight sweet fragrance.   Clean brilliant mustard gold 
standards.  Falls are cream with a light yellow touched wash.   The falls are 
banded Deep oxblood red that is deeper and solid at the hafts and a showy 
oxblood center belly stripe that extends from the sienna beard to distal end.  
Excellent stems that are strong and with 9 buds will win on the show bench.  
Intensely dramatic in person.  A wow iris for sure.  Sdlg TJ150ZZ:  ((sib to 
Hysteria x Danger Money) x Cheap Frills) X High Desert $60.00

SENDING LOVE  (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB Early 
Midseason 36" (91cm) Slight sweet fragrance.  Cream standards 
with solid peach pink centers that radiate into peach veining towards the 
edges.  Falls are flamingo pink with light yellow blending and tangerine 
beards. Very vigorous growth and an abundance of well budded stalks make 
for a long flowering period. Colorful and bright!!  Sdlg TI222A:  sib to Walk 
Right Back. $60.00

SHADOWBOXER (Thomas Johnson ’22) Midseason-
Late 36" (91cm) Sweet fragrance.  Plum purple standards blushed 
lighter in the center.  Falls are medium lavender with very deep plum 
hafts and narrow medium plum band.  Nicely formed and ruffled flowers 
are carried on show stems with 9 buds.  Very distinctive and pretty.  Sdlg 
TK124B: Dream About You X Elite.    $60.00

Sending 
Love 

Shadowboxer

Say It 
Right 

Runaround
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SHOCKING SECRET  (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB Late 
37" (94cm)  Sweet fragrance.  Shocking Secret was selected for introduc-
tion when I first laid eyes on it. It was in flower in the middle of a 20 row 
seedling patch.  The patch was in full flower and still Shocking Secret stood 
out among the sea of color, staring at me with its deep signal as if to say 
“pick me”.  Medium orchid to lavender self with pink tones infused in the 
standards.  Falls are the same, only with a large dark black cherry signal that 
surrounds the orange beards. Nicely branched and budded with good form.   
Yet another introduction from When Doves Cry, proving to be an excellent 
parent.  To say it is dramatic is an understatement.   Sdlg TJ246ZZ: Medal Of 
Honor X When Doves Cry.            $70.00

SOMEBODY TO LOVE  (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB Late 
34" (86cm) Sweet fragrance.  Bluish pink standards and edge on icy blue 
white falls.  Big, bushy, frosted light blue beards add to the attraction.  Nice 
wide form on heavily ruffled and ever so slightly laced flowers.  The coloring 
is somewhat similar to last year’s introduction, Eyes Of An Angel.  Someone 
To Love is more of a blue pink in color and the beards are larger.  They are defi-
nitely different in the garden and have different parental heritage.  Both are 
a great advancement in the blue bearded pink breeding lines.  Sdlg TJ135A: 
TD10C: (Parisian Dawn x Material Girl) X Fashion Week sib.            $70.00

SO HOT  (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB Midseason 37" 
(91cm) Sweet fragrance.   A very early and long blooming variety, defi-
nitely in the top ten to start the  season.  Marked as an introduction from 
its maiden bloom it has performed consistently every year.  A bit hard to 
capture but the color is so bright in the sun it appears on fire.  Beautiful full 
ruffled form and show stems with ample buds.  Brilliant gold standards sit 
atop rich burgundy red falls with orange beards.  A definite garden favorite 
Sdlg TK227B: Honey Pie X High Desert.          $65.00

Somebody 
To Love 

Simple 
Magic 

SIMPLE MAGIC (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB Midseason 
38"(84cm) Slight sweet fragrance.   Pure white standards and styles.  
Falls are white with a medium blue haft and brindled wash throughout.  
Brilliant tangerine beards shine brightly.  Very sharp and clean.  Sdlg 
TK130A: Truth or Dare X Autumn Tease sib.   $60.00

So Hot 

Shocking 
Secret 
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2 SPINE TINGLER  (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB Early-
Midseason 40" (91cm) Sweet fragrance.   Luminatas have always been 
a favorite of mine and I am super excited about Spine Tingler.  The form is 
divine-very wide and ruffled flowers on show stems with high bud count.  A 
clump of it approaches perfection.  Inky purple standards with nice precise 
gold edging.  Darker violet falls with nice creamy-white lumi patch that is 
touched gold with a short white dart below the orange beard.  The very wide 
ruffled falls are edged in gold.  Recommended for the lovers of this pattern.  
Sdlg TK22YY: Dancing In The Dark X Belle Fille.   $65.00

STOKED  (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB Midseason-Late 36" 
(91cm)  Sweet fragrance.  Light lavender blue standards with darker laven-
der infused centers.  Fall are smooth lavender blue with bright red beards!  Very 
ruffled and full formed flowers on good stems.  Very unique bicolor with the 
intense red beard.  Sdlg TK46XX:  sister to Double Jeopardy. $65.00

SUGARBABY (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB Late 38" 
(97cm) Sweet fragrance.  Steely orchid lavender self with slightly darker 
standards and a lighter area below the white tipped beard.  Sugarbaby 
exudes elegance with very wide, rounded and heavily ruffled form and 
smooth clean color, it has a finish that nearly glows. Super strong growth 
with gorgeous stems and buds that simply add to the beauty.  Sdlg 
TJ106XX: sister to One Step Closer.   $60.00

SUNDOWN BEACH (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB 
Early-Midseason 35" (89cm) Sweet fragrance.  Canary yellow 
standards.  Falls are canary yellow at the hafts becoming a light yellow 
wash below the beard.  The light yellow then blends into a wide rose pink 
band.  A very pretty and unique color combination.  Nice full and ruffled 
form, show branching and good bud count.  Very stately looking.  Sdlg 
TK131C: Sweet City Woman X Dressed To The Nines.    $60.00

Stoked

Sundown 
Beach 

Sugarbaby

Spine 
Tingler 
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THAT’S MY GIRL  (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB Early-
Midseason 35" (89cm) Slight fragrance.  Icy blue white standards 
are heavily infused coral orange.  Falls deep coral orange with near 
white flash below red beards.  Coral pink style arms shine through the 
standards and are quite visible. Classic round and ruffled form.  Flowers 
are more moderate sized on well branched and budded stems. Very 
sharp looking and bright.  Sdlg TK105A: How Wonderful X sib to Latest 
Fashion.    $60.00

WHIMSICAL LADY (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB 
Midseason-Late 35" (89cm) Sweet fragrance.  Deep peach pink 
standards.  Falls are light flesh pink touched deeper at the haft and at the 
edges of the petal.  Wide overlapping and heavily ruffled form on good 
stems.  Luscious and yummy colors.  Sdlg TK153B: Beautiful Moment X 
Sweet City Woman.   $60.00

UNBRIDLED PASSION   (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB 
Late 36" (91cm) Sweet fragrance.   Standards have pink centers and 
a wide lacy orchid lavender edge.  Falls are white with a lacy orchid pink 
band.   The beards are lavender, frosted white, and the style arms are pink 
creating a very pleasant and harmonious appearance.   Wide expansive 
form with heavy lace make this late season beauty a real show stopper.  
Sdlg TJ99ZZ: Don’t Stop Believing X Full Of Hope.   $65.00

Whimsical Lady 

TURN BACK TIME  (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB Midseason 
40"(102cm) Sweet fragrance.  Standards have a cream ground that is almost 
completely overlaid with gold and a crystalline white petal edge.  Falls are 
white with a lilac blue plicata band and dotted bar on either side of the beard.  
I simply love this iris.  The color combination is so unique and carries the wow 
factor when in flower.  Tall well branched stalks beckon to you from across the 
garden.  Sdlg TK101A: (Petticoat Shuffle x (sib to Hysteria x Danger Money)) X 
Beautician $65.00

Unbridled 
Passion  

Turn Back 
Time 

That’s My 
Girl 
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2 WHISPER MY NAME  (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB 
Midseason-Late 39" (99cm) Sweet fragrance. Blue pink stan-
dards are lighter on the edges.  Falls are very light pink deepening 
towards the edge. Nice powder blue beards bring the whole combina-
tion to life. Tall, strong stems with show branching make Whisper My 
Name a constant contender on the show bench.  A very beautiful and 
quality iris.  Sdlg TJ99YY: sister to Unbridled Passion.            $60.00

WORD GAME  (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB Midseason-Late 
38" (97cm)  Slight sweet fragrance.  Light yellow standards sit atop clean 
orchid blue falls.  There is a lighter orchid wash area below the yellow-orange 
beard.  Great stems with nice branching and bud count.  The form is wide and 
expansive with nice ruffles. The photo shows what the flower looks like after it has 
been fully open for a day.  The color starts out darker and transforms to the photo 
color.  A very clean and pretty bicolor.  Sdlg TK47YY: Arrivederci X Dressed To The 
Nines.  $60.00

YOU CAN JIVE  (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB Late 38" 
(97cm) Sweet fragrance.  Canary yellow standards.  Falls are light laven-
der blue below the beard becoming lighter towards the edge.  The hafts 
are touched yellow and there is a light yellow band that surrounds the fall.  
You Can Jive produces quality show stems with 10 or more buds,  grows 
with strong vigor, and blooms profusely.  In fact it puts on such a show that 
I simply have to stop to admire it each day when it is in flower. Uniqueness 
can be determined not only by color or pattern but garden performance and 
this one certainly does that.  Sdlg TJ116C: sister to Mystery Lady from the 
2021 lineup.      $60.00

YOU PRETTY THING   (Thomas Johnson ’22) TB 
Midseason-Late 35" (89cm) Sweet fragrance. Standards 
are the palest of yellow to cream with strong pink infusions in the 
center.  Falls are very light orchid blue with medium orchid lavender 
edge and center stripe that extends from the red beard to the petal’s 
edge.  A gorgeous pastel bicolor!  Sdlg TJ87ZZ: All Ashore X Highly 
Classified.   $60.00

Word Game 

You Pretty 
Thing 

Whisper 
My Name 

You Can 
Jive 
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BOX OF CHOCOLATES  (B. Blyth ’22) F  TB Midseason 
38" (97cm) Sweet fragrance. A plicata that really has to be looked at 
to be appreciated. Standards have a cream base, shaded with tan brown 
dots and fine veining. Falls rich chocolate veining and shading over yellow. 
The petal edges are solid brown. Beards are yellow tipped brown. Fertility 
untried.  Sdlg  Z22-1: (Keppel 10-25A: Reckless Abandon x Sorbonne) X 
Dark Energy. $60.00

CERTAIN RICHES  (B. Blyth ’22) F   TB Midseason-
Late 39" (99cm) Fruity fragrance. A self of light burgundy with a small 
bluish haze around the lavender tipped white beards. Fertility untried. Sdlg 
Y52-A: Last Kiss Goodnight sib X Argyle Knight sib.  $55.00

DIPLOMATICO (B. Blyth ’22) F  TB Midseason 38" 
(88cm)  Sweet fragrance.  Quite a color departure from normal. The 
standards are white with 1/16” very noticeable edge of brown.  The falls 
are blended magenta with brownish hafts veined white. Beards are tan-
gerine orange over white. Lightly ruffled with some show stems. Quite 
fertile. Imagine crossing this with plicatas and Emma Cook banded variet-
ies.  Dream on.  Sdlg Z17-1: Zesting Lemons X Super Hero. $60.00

Box Of 
Chocolates 

Certain 
Riches 

Diplomatico

BOLD CHANCE  (B. Blyth ’22) F TB Early 36"(91cm) 
Sweet fragrance. Full golden yellow standards and yellow styles. Falls are 
blended tan-brown over yellow. A light violet blaze cascades away from 
below the yellow beards. Hafts blended golden brown. Very fertile.  Sdlg 
A173-1: Last Kiss Goodnight sib X I’m Your Man.  $55.00

BARRY BLYTH
TALL BEARDED INTRODUCTIONS Bold 

Chance 
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ELOPE TO MADRID  (B. Blyth ’22) F  TB Early 36" 
(91cm) Sweet fragrance. A vivid variegata having rich golden yellow 
standards and smooth red brown falls with small lighter veining beside 
beards. Beards are red brown, white base. Show stems.  Look at the pedigree 
and hybridizers can imagine all manner of seedlings. Sdlg A151-6: ((((I’m 
Dreaming sib x Platinum Class sib) x (Winsome Dancer sib x ((Paint the Scene 
x Dream Lord) x Ocelot))) x unknown) x (((Shiver of Gold sib x Italian Master 
sib) x Treasure Trader) x ((I’m Dreaming sib x Platinum Classs sib) x Explicit)))  
X Flauntress sib. $65.00

ELUSIVE MELODY  (B. Blyth ’22) F TB Midseason-Late 
38" (97cm) Slight fragrance. Look at the picture as this is hard to describe. 
Standards are soft blue-white shading towards the midribs of orchid pink. Falls 
are light violet deepening around pale blue tipped beards which are soft blue 
tipped tangerine in throat, and there is some whitish haft veining. Untried fer-
tility. Sdlg Z13-1: Serena Louisa X Espionage. $60.00

Elusive 
Melody 

DROP OF BURGUNDY  (B. Blyth ’22) F TB Midseason-Late 
36" (91cm) Sweet fragrance. This rich colored Iris makes a spectacular show in 
the garden. Standards and style arms are a rich burgundy. Falls are richer burgundy 
than the standards and there is an overlay of burgundy black veining over the com-
plete fall. Good branching. Sdlg Z52-2: Sassy Sister X Dash of Burgundy.  $60.00

DREAMS AND SCHEMES  (B. Blyth ’22) F  TB Late 
34" (86cm)  Sweet fragrance. White standards with lemon shading 
towards midrib and at the base. Falls are lemon yellow with a fine creamy 
white edge. Beards are gold, tipped orange. Show branching. Still Looking 
for a true yellow amoena with a red beard. Fertile. Sib to Zip to the Moon.   
Sdlg Z25-B: Jubilance X Emblematic  $60.00

Elope To 
Madrid 

Drop Of 
Burgundy 

Dreams And 
Schemes
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KISS THE BRIDE  (B. Blyth ’22) F  TB Midseason 
38" (102cm) Sweet fragrance.  White standards with a slight orchid 
pink cast, deepening at base. Falls white with a slight orchid pink cast. 
Beards white with heavy tangerine tips. Super branching as would 
be expected from such a pedigree. Sdlg  X130-BB: Magical X Wishes 
Granted.   $55.00

LISTEN TO ME  (B. Blyth ’22) F TB Midseason 37” 
(93cm) Sweet fragrance. Standards are white with a strong pink flush 
through the midribs. The falls are lavender, shading lighter at the outer 
edges and near magenta at hafts. Beards are coral pink over white. Huge 
blooms are wide and lightly ruffled.  Lovely branching. Fertility is untried. 
Sdlg Z4-1: Double Platinum X I Gotta Feeling.   $60.00

Junoesque 

Kiss The 
Bride 

Listen To Me 

IN VOGUE  (B. Blyth ’22) F TB Early-Midseason 38" (96cm)  
Sweet fragrance.  Pure white standards with just the faintest pink mid-rib flush 
on opening. The lightly ruffled falls are soft rose to mauve pink, lightening around 
muted pink beards. Excellent branching. Coming from strong pink amoena 
breeding.  Sdlg Z88-1: Tend My Heart sib X (((((Wicked Woman x Starring) x (I’m 
Dreaming sib x Platinum Class sib)) x Adoree) x In High Heels sib) x (Chasing 
Destiny sib x Stylish Edge)).  $65.00

JUNOESQUE  (B. Blyth ’22) F TB Early 40" (102cm) 
Sweet fragrance. As the name is meant to convey, this is tall and stately. 
Standards are pure white and the falls are white with ¼” edge of rich 
yellow, broadening out to 1” at the vivid tangerine beards. Typical results 
when looking for a yellow amoena with red beards: the white blaze 
appears along with the white standards. Fertile. Sdlg A17-2: Heart of 
Dreams X Layer Cake.    $60.00

In 
Vogue 
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MYSTIFY  (B. Blyth ’22) F TB Late 38" (97cm) Sweet fra-
grance.  A striking plicata with standards of mid shades of lavender with 
deeper veining extending over small white areas in center. Falls have a heavy 
wash of reddish-violet 3/4” wide over lemon and violet veining over white 
each side of beards.   Sdlg X213-B: (Roving Gambler x (Stay Stylish pollen 
parent sib x I’m a Hussy sib)) X ((Musician x Tunnel Vision sib) x Heart of 
Dreams sib).  $60.00

POWER AND DESIGN  (B. Blyth ’22) F  TB Early 
Midseason 34" (86cm)  Sweet fragrance.  Coming from a cross made 
for different amoena plicatas comes this vibrant striking fancy plicata. The 
standards have a base color of white, heavily overlaid and veined light violet. 
The falls are basically lemon yellow heavily overlaid and veined violet, deep-
ening towards purple on the lower part of the falls. Beards are orange-gold 
over white. Prolific grower and flowerer. Some show stems. Makes a spectac-
ular garden show. Fertile. Sdlg Y86-A: (Roving Gambler x (Stay Stylish pollen 
parent sib x I’m a Hussy sib)) X Foolish Dreamer.  $60.00

Power And 
Design 

MAKE ME SMILE  (B. Blyth ’22) F TB Midseason-Late 38" 
(97cm) Sweet fragrance. Stately bicolor plicata with cream standards deepening 
slightly toward midrib. Falls are pure white with a very noticeable 3/16" plicata 
edge of light violet. There is a yellow area on each side of beards and it is dotted in 
rich brown.  Beards are gold over white. Fertile. Sdlg Z64-3: Sassy Talk sib. X Margin 
Trader.  $60.00

LOOKS CAN THRILL  (B. Blyth ’22) F TB Midseason-
Late 36" (91cm) Sweet fragrance.  A fascinating combination of colors 
and patterns. The standards are white with a fine noticeable 1/16" edge of 
violet to tan. The standards are held at what we call “akimbo” and are rigid, 
not weak. Easily seen are white styles edged yellow. The falls are violet, 
nearing to black at the outer edges, and a white spray pattern radiates ¼ of 
the way over the falls. Very ruffled edges.  Show stems.  Sdlg A132-1: Pure 
Excitement X Bombastic sib.  $60.00

Mystify 

Make 
Me 

Smile 

Looks Can 
Thrill 
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SENTIMENTALIST (B. Blyth ’22) F TB Midseason 
38" (94cm) Sweet fragrance.  Creamy white standards with soft 
lemon infusion towards the top and a soft pink infusion around midribs. 
Soft pink style arms. Falls lightly ruffled pink with a definite salmon cast, 
lightening towards the center.  Good branching and very fertile. The 
search for a true pink amoena goes on. Sdlg X228-AA: Lost in Dreams 
sib. X Bashful Love.  $65.00

SUNSET LODGE  (B. Blyth ’22) F  TB Early-
Midseason-Late 38" (97cm) Slight sweet fragrance. A complete 
self of reddish brown, wide, flared and lightly ruffled. Beards are yellow 
over white. Lovely branching and an easy grower.  Can rebloom in 
warmer climates. Very fertile. Sdlg Z110-B: Last Kiss Goodnight sib X 
(Gathering Light x Infatuate) x (((I’m Dreaming sib x Platinum Class sib) 
x Treasure Trader) x Megarich sib)). $60.00

Regal 
Impact 

Sentimentalist

Sunset 
Lodge 

REALM OF RUFFLES  (B. Blyth ’22) F   TB Early-
Midseason-Late 37" (94cm)  Sweet fragrance. White standards with 
pinkish salmon hue at the base. Style arms match and the falls are white in the 
center, shading to lilac and deepening at the edges. Plenty of buds give a long 
bloom season. The name says it all. Sdlg X131-BB: Magical X Ghio 05-22A2: 
(Center Ice pod parent sib x unknown) $65.00

REGAL IMPACT  (B. Blyth ’22) F  TB Early-
Midseason 38" (97cm) Sweet fragrance. Striking and colorful 
variegata. Standards are blended honey tan and falls are rich smooth 
burgundy black. Beards black tan tipped tangerine orange. Interesting 
parent and should give some great seedlings. We made a cross in the 
Sutton Garden when it was in California; it is a major part of the pollen 
parent.  Sdlg Y51-1: Last Kiss Goodnight sib X ((Sutton T232A: (Revere 
x Grand Circle) x Sutton V213-1: (Pumpkin Cheesecake x Snowed In)) x 
Jordan’s Joy x Adoree)). $65.00

Realm Of 
Ruffles 
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VIVACITY (B. Blyth ’22) F TB Midseason-Late 37"(94) 
No fragrance.  We have loved this since its opening bloom. An 
amoena plicata. White standards. White styles, with blue behind 
the anthers. The falls are pure white with¼" mid blue plicata 
stitched edge and deeper blue violet hafts, reaching across to the 
white based, tipped yellow beards. Gorgeous balanced ruffled form. 
Fertile.  Sdlg A163-1: Beside Myself X Love’s Edge sib. $60.00

LYNDA MILLER
TALL BEARDED INTRODUCTIONS

GILDED CHOCOLATE  (L. Miller ’22) TB 
Midseason Late 34" (91cm) If you like chocolate, this iris looks 
good enough to eat.  Standards are rich dark red-chocolate brown with 
thin gilded gold edge.  The red-chocolate brown falls have the same 
gilded gold edge plus thin gold veins radiating around beards of dark 
old gold.  9-12 buds.  Exhibition certificate.  2019 Sdlg 1116: Boy Genius 
X Tuscan Summer.   $60.00

Classic 
Woman 

Gilded 
Chocolate 

CLASSIC WOMAN  (L. Miller ’22) TB Midseason-
Late 38" (97cm)  Huge, wide and ruffled blossoms.  Baby pink 
standards with a hint of orchid at the base. Falls are deeply veined with 
a creamy pink blaze under the beard.  Deep coral-pink beards have 
frosted white tips. 8 to 9 buds Sdlg 4916B: Amazon Queen X Strawberry 
Shake.  $60.00

Vivacity
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SKULLDUGGERY (L. Miller ’22) Midseason 36" 
(91cm) Mysterious coloring comes from two uniquely colored 
parents.   Standards are dusky rose pink, infused plum in the midrib.  
Style arms are dark apricot shaded plum beside the midrib.  Falls come 
out black then transform to dark magenta. A few pink lines stand out 
beside dark, burnt orange (henna) beards.  Strong stalks with 7 to 8 
buds.  Sdlg 6515B: Ninja Warrior X Private Eye.   $60.00

Scary Tales 

Skullduggery

PICKER UPPER  (L. Miller ’22) TB Space Age Midseason-
Late 36" (91cm) Love the contrast between the petals and the horn on this 
one.  Standards are pink with deep orchid at the base. Falls are creamy pink, 
deepening to a pink rim.  Beards start out light orange in the throat, changing 
to medium violet at the end.  Extending from the beards are large upturned 
deep violet-blue fuzzy horns.  7 to 8 buds. Sdlg 7116: Air Time X Don’t Stop 
Believing.  $60.00

PROM COURT  (L. Miller ’22) TB Midseason 38" (97cm) 
In the prom’s court you always have a queen and a football jock; they came 
together to make this beauty.  Standards are bright yellow.  Falls are plum-pur-
ple with smoky chartreuse borders and a plum-purple wire edge.  The billowing 
ruffles show off the chartreuse backs.  Golden yellow beards lay in a small halo 
of yellow. Sdlg 5715A: Football Hero X Catwalk Queen. $60.00

SCARY TALES  (L. Miller ’22) TB Midseason-Late 
34"(91cm) Around the campfire scary tales are told in the dim light 
between evening and night.  The domed standards are dark dusky 
apricot.   Falls are dark purple with a few veins beside eye popping 
beards of bright tangerine.  9 to 11 buds Sdlg 8314B: Sharp Dressed 
Man X Serving Wench.  $55.00

Prom 
Court 

Picker 
Upper 
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Taranis

TARANIS (L. Miller ’22) TB Late 40" (84cm) Standards 
smoky dark red violet bordered old gold; falls opening black lightening 
slightly to dark red violet black.  There are a few white to gold lines along-
side dark golden orange beards.  Strong growth and stalks with ample 
buds!! Form!  Sdlg 8214K: Serving Wench X One Of A Kind.  $60.00

Space 
Force 

SPACE FORCE  (L. Miller ’22) TB Space Age Midseason-
Late 40" (102cm) Reaching for the sky on strong stalks with incredible 
branches that have spurs on the lower branches.  Standards and styles are 
pink.  Falls are medium purple.  Extending from the tangerine beards are large 
flounces that are orchid pink on top and medium purple on the reverse side. 4 
branches with 11 to 12 buds.  Sdlg 6915D: Air Time X (((Beyond Dreams x Pin 
Cushion) x Act Surprised) x Blowing Kisses).  $60.00

PAUL BLACK TALL BEARDED 
INTRODUCTIONS

ADRENALINE JUNKIE  (P. Black ’22) TB Early-Midseason 
30" (76cm) No fragrance. These early bright blooming clumps will get you 
pumped up for the coming bloom season. Peach pink standards blend to buttery 
peach margins. Mid peach falls blend darker toward edges and have widely spaced 
dark purple veins overall. Fat vivid orange beards keep your heart pounding.  Myriads 
of show stalks have 3 branches and 7-8 buds. Sdlg. Z43W: Will You Be Mine X V78A: 
(R76D: (Opening Number x M29DD: (Ransom Note x What’s My Line)) x R108B: 
(N121AA: (City of Gold x Snowed In) x One of a Kind)) $65.00

Adrenaline 
Junkie  
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CAST A TALL SHADOW (P. Black ’22) Late-Very Late 
36" (91cm) No fragrance. SHOW STALKS are borne in abundance on 
husky, hardy and disease resistant plants. It’s a win all round! Ruffled round 
and expansive flowers have mid violet blue standards. White half-moon 
fall centers are closely veined purple black transitioning to solid purple 
black lower half. Sturdy stalks have 4 branches plus spur and 10-12 buds. 
Gorgeous clumps filled with stalks. Husky disease resistant plants. Sdlg. 
Y10G: Haunted Heart X Clotho’s Web $60.00

Capture A 
Little Sun  

Cast A 
Tall Shadow  

BACKGROUND NOISE   (P. Black ’22) TB Late-
Very Late 34" (86cm) Pronounced sweet fragrance. Two of this 
year’s introductions are from this cross that produced many delightful 
seedlings. ‘Me and My Shadow’ has proven to be a solid parent for 
quality later blooming hardy plicatas. Light blending to dark butter-
scotch standards have fine darker caramel veining. Styles are darker 
butterscotch with crests veined brown. Crisp white falls are decorated 
with wide dark burgundy plicata bands while near black irregular lines 
descend part way down their centers. Three well-spaced branches 
carry 7-8 buds. A vigorous and hardy plicata. Sdlg. Z100I: Me and My 
Shadow X First Pick $60.00

BOOGIE WOOGIE BUGLE BOY  (P. Black ’22) TB 
Early-Midseason 29" (74cm) Pronounced sweet fragrance. Reveille 
sounds as the brilliant sun rises just like the vivid yellow-gold standards of 
this showy flower. Pristine white falls have dark amber bands with red-violet 
halos inside them. Big bright yellow beards echo the standards color. Three 
branches and 8-9 buds ensure a lengthy bloom. Showy clumps and shorter 
stature provide a bright spot toward the front of your landscape. Sdlg. X89E, 
Paisley Print sib $65.00

CAPTURE A LITTLE SUN (P. Black ’22) TB Early 
-Midseason 34" (89cm) Pronounced musky fragrance. Ruffled flowers 
have warm white standards circled by wide grape juice purple plicata bands and 
darker styles. Moderately wide dark wine plicata bands encircle sunny yellow 
falls. Intriguing waxy black-brown rays spread across wide hafts. Unusual dark 
sienna to dark brown beards are the perfect adornment. Show stalks have 4 
branches plus spur. Sdlg. Z70L: Oh Dear X Come and Dance $60.00

Boogie 
Woogie Bugle 

Boy  

Background 
Noise  
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EASY TO PLEASE   (P. Black ’22) TB Early-Midseason 
33" (84cm) Pronounced sweet fragrance. This is part of my work trying to 
create a turquoise to green tall bearded. This isn’t it, only a step along the way. 
It creates a very pleasant clump filled with smaller flowers that are a soft foil 
for more bold colors. Pastel yellow standards have crystalline rims and show-
case mid yellow styles. Cream falls have light yellow hafts blending lighter 
around mid-marigold beards and narrowly banded light yellow. Variable 
branching can have up to 4 or 5 branches and rebranch with 10-14 buds. Sdlg. 
Z138F: Black X127A: (Lightly Buttered x Black U1T, Luxuriant sib) X Black X184 
slate blue sib, Poise and Charm sib $55.00

DIARY (P. Black ’22) TB Midseason-Late 34" (86cm) Slight sweet 
fragrance. Entry into my ‘Diary’ says, “lovely demure blooms with clean yellow stan-
dards, styles and hafts on waxy textured white falls with big bright marigold beards”. Fall 
reverse is also yellow. Strong growth produces many stalks per clump with 3 branches 
plus spur and 9-10 buds. Clean disease resistant foliage. Sdlg. Z79A: Lash Out X Black 
W37E: (All Ashore X Silk Road) $55.00

Easy To 
Please  

CROCODILE SMILE  (P. Black ’22) TB Late-Very 
Late 35" (89cm)  Pronounced sweet fragrance. If I could have only 
one of my plicatas to breed with, it would be this one. Its genetic diversity, 
including several instances of ‘Dolce’ plus SDBs, IBs, tet MTBs, BBs and TBs, 
has given rise to unique colors and patterns in addition to solid growth. 
White ground standards are washed pale mustard becoming darker toward 
edges then embellished with darker mustard fine veining overall and white 
edges. Yellow styles are held within strongly held standards. Expansive 
white ground falls are widely plicata banded dark olive gold with more olive 
random dotting and line down centers, over centers and haft. Unique olive 
gold beards complete this unusual creature. Three branches have 7-8 buds. 
Sdlg. Y55A: Black U14A, Drag Race pod parent X Black W191A, Black Label 
pollen parent $65.00

Crocodile 
Smile

Diary

Caterpillar  
Blues

CATERPILLAR BLUES (P. Black ’22) TB Midseason-Late 32" 
(81cm) No fragrance. Breeding for a pure white with dark blue beard TBs has been 
the pursuit of many hybridizers and one that has yet to be accomplished.  The link 
between beard saturation and petal color has been near impossible to break.  The 
darker the beard, the bluer the petals.  The whiter the petals, the lighter the beard 
becomes. ‘Caterpillar Blues’ is a very light reverse blue amoena with a darker blue 
beard. Disease resistant foliage and durable plants produce plenty of bloom stalks 
with 3 branches and 6-7 buds.   Sdlg. Y96A: Black V59C: (After the Rain x Black is Black) 
X U50A: (After the Rain x S110D: (N193A, Blue Trill sib x Blue Trill)) $60.00
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FELIX THE CAT  (P. Black ’22) Midseason-Late 35" (89cm) 
Slight sweet fragrance. This mischievous cat has plenty of pizzazz, charm and 
a cutting wit. Light tan standards are sanded and shaded cinnamon. Broad mid 
yellow falls have wide burgundy plicata bands with hafts and centers sanded and 
dotted burgundy; sometimes more and sometimes less. Markings can be quite 
variable. Two evenly spaced branches provide 7 buds. Sdlg. Z100X, Background 
Noise sib $60.00

Fabulistic 

Felix 
The Cat  

ESSENCE OF BEAUTY   (P. Black ’22) TB Early-
Midseason 33" (84cm) No fragrance. Ooh la la, all those 
undulating ruffles and vivid apricot, orange and pink blending dec-
orated with even darker bold orange beards. All this lusciousness is 
carried on strong stalks having 3 branches and 8-9 buds. For those 
breeding broken color sorts, this one has B/Cs on both sides of the 
parentage. Sdlg. X113B: Big Break X Black U22B: ((Magical Glow x 
Impulsive) x Black R170C, Simply Coral sib) $65.00

EXPANDING UNIVERSE  (P. Black ’22) TB Midseason 
Late 35" (89cm) Slight sweet fragrance. This cross is another that yielded 
many quality seedlings from which choices had to be made as to what goes 
and what stays. Big broad and heavily ruffled flowers are presented on strong 
show stalks. Standards have wide purple black plicata bands and only centers 
show their white ground. Styles are near black. Super wide falls are warm white 
shaded buff over hafts. Dark purple plicata bands encircle the falls and unusual 
waxy black chevrons surround rich dark black-brown beards. Strong show stalks 
have 3 branches and spur to show off 10-12 buds. A must have. Sdlg. Z74H: Goat 
Rodeo sib $65.00

FABULISTIC (P. Black ’22) TB Early-Midseason 36" 
(91cm) Pronounced spicy fragrance. Dark purple blended to red purple 
standards rise above wide grape juice purple luminata plicata falls. 
Fabulistic’s drawing card is its tall well-branched stalks with amazing dark 
slate purple leaf sheaths, bud spathes and lower part of the stalks. The 
stalks are an intriguing prelude to its complementary blooms. Stalks have 3 
branches and a spur plus a branch spur presenting 10-12 buds. Sdlg. Z72Z: 
Plum Frost X Affair to Remember $55.00

Expanding 
Universe  

Essence Of 
Beauty  
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LACE AND PROMISES   (P. Black ’22) TB Midseason-
Very Late 37" (94cm) No fragrance. Large voluptuous blooms are 
breathtakingly presented on statuesque stalks that will draw comments 
of admiration in your garden. Pale violet blue standards color is repeated 
in lighter beards set on white falls. Each bloom is precisely edged in lace 
and their heavy substance promises they’ll be a lasting presence for you 
to enjoy. Sdlg. Y45C: Black U10, Luxuriant sib X Black U51B, When Angels 
Sing sib $60.00

GOAT RODEO  (P. Black ’22) TB Midseason-Very Late 
35" (89cm) Slight sweet fragrance. Many early blooming plicatas were a 
disaster in colder climates because of their related early growth. ‘Goat Rodeo’ 
is another from my lines to produce later blooming, cold hardy and vigorous 
plicatas.  Dark wine standards show a small central patch of white ground. 
Pale yellow ground falls are widely banded dark brownish wine with hafts 
more heavily sanded dark brown. Marigold beards are just the right pop of 
accent color. Strong growth produces stalks with 3 branches and 8-10 buds. 
Sdlg. Z74F: Black V127H, Plum Frost sib X Steal Your Heart $60.00

Lace And 
Promises  

GIRLS WANNA HAVE FUN (P. Black ’22) TB 
Midseason-Very Late 35"(89cm) Pronounced sweet fragrance. 
Combinations of the plicata pattern with other patterns have created a 
seemingly never ending universe of new and unique patterns and colors. 
One of those is a butterfly type design where a luminata patch would be. 
There will be many variations of these to come. This one has mid pink 
standards with subtle darker rose lines and outer edge. Velvety dark pur-
ple-black falls have white darted chevron haft patches overlaid with near 
black lines sandwiched between purple sanded veins in a modified but-
terfly pattern. Coral beards enhance its uniqueness. Clumps are gloriously 
filled with an abundance of stalks having 3 branches and 8-9 buds.  Sdlg. 
Z88W: Dearest X Black U53X, Rise Like a Phoenix sib $65.00

Girls Wanna 
Have Fun  

Goat 
Rodeo  

Galileo

GALILEO (P. Black ’22) TB Midseason-Very Late 35" 
(89cm) Slight sweet fragrance. Moderately ruffled jaunty flowers are pro-
duced in great abundance by strong plants and on heavily branched stalks. 
Mid blue standards blend to near white margins. Hafts on near white falls 
are shaded light blue. Big orange beards end in light violet tips. Four evenly 
spaced branches plus branch spur produce 14-16 buds and a very long bloom 
season. A top-notch garden performer. Sdlg. Z53F: Make My Heart Sing X 
Princess Grace $55.00
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SLIGHTLY BROKEN  (P. Black ’22) 
Midseason-Late 29" (74cm) Pronounced spicy 
fragrance. It lives up to its name. Mid to dark ruby bi-tone 
flowers have minimal random peachy orange slashes. Three 
branches have 7-8 buds.  Sdlg. Z245A: Mambo Italiano X 
Black V170A, Last of the Wine pollen parent $60.00

Show Me 
The Money  

Slightly 
Broken  

LATER ALLIGATOR   (P. Black ’22) TB Early-Midseason 
34" (86cm) Pronounced sweet fragrance. Be careful this intriguing character 
doesn’t sneak up on you. Swirling mid to light slate blue standards are flushed 
darker gray violet up midribs. Ruffled mustard yellow falls have paler centers 
and are veined darker gold. Show stalks with 3 branches and spur have 8-10 
buds which is characteristic of both parents. Robust growth ensures this gator 
will be back year after year. Sdlg. Y46A: Black U10, Luxuriant sib X Black W130A: 
(Black T19B, Lost World sib x Secret Agenda $65.00

POLITELY PINK  (P. Black ’22) TB Midseason-Very Late 
31" (79cm) Slight sweet fragrance. Its not the least bit pushy or brash. 
Subtle beauty is its allure. Pastel pink standards blend paler to delicate white 
edges.  White fall centers blend to light pink then lighten toward edges and 
have darker pink texture veins. White beards whisper to get your attention; 
no need to shout. Three evenly spaced branches produce 7-8 buds. ‘Politely 
Pink’ was a charmer from the minute it first opened as a seedling. Sdlg. Y43C, 
Butterscotch Bliss sib $60.00

SHOW ME THE MONEY   (P. Black ’22) TB Midseason-
Late 37" (94cm) Pronounced spicy fragrance. And make it in blazingly 
bright gold. Intensely saturated, slightly bi-toned yellow-gold blooms have 
a dramatic charisma you won’t soon forget. Orange beards insist you come 
have a closer look. You’ll love these large, heavily substanced, classically 
formed blooms with strongly flared falls. Show stalks have 3 branches and 
8-9 buds. It’s parent, ‘Nostalgic Memory’, has been an excellent parent 
for quality seedlings in a wide assortment of colors. Sdlg. Y93K: Nostalgic 
Memory X Black U1U, Luxuriant sib $60.00

Politely 
Pink  

Later 
Alligator  
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STREAK ATTACK (P. Black ’22) TB 
Early-Midseason 30" (76cm) Fragrance 
is strong and sweet. Blue-green and white var-
iegated foliage in itself is relatively rare but then 
add purple base foliage and it becomes something 
quite exceptional. It is also one of the more stable 
variegated foliage types. Flower color is variable 
ranging from brownish plum to red violet with 
some flowers having large broken color segments of 
both. Flowers on some stalks are quite uniform for 
color while others are more varied. White hafts are 
veined and mottled auburn. Variegated stalks have 
3 branches and 7-9 buds. Sdlg. X95B: Variegated 
Wonder X Black N128A: (Cool Confidence x J22A: 
*variegated foliage sport* (Crazy for You x Distant 
Roads)) $60.00

STOP THE PRESSES   (P. Black ’22) TB Early-
Midseason 33"(84cm) Slight musky fragrance. Few people can 
resist its brilliant color that makes a strong statement in the garden. 
Clear pink standard centers blend to rich medium orange. Mid orange 
falls have a marked gold undertone that showcases the vivid orange 
beards. Three branches produce 7-8 buds.  Sdlg. X20B, Bring On The 
Bright sib $60.00

Stop The 
Presses

Starry Starry 
Night  

STARRY STARRY NIGHT  (P. Black ’22) TB Midseason-
Very Late 36" (91cm) Slight musky fragrance. It is a night you’ll long 
remember. Classically formed, ruffled and lightly laced purple black flowers 
have standards with white sanded veins over their centers that show their 
plicata heritage. White fall hafts have closely spaced purple black lines and 
sanded veins transitioning to velvety purple black falls. Butterscotch beards 
turn to white climaxing in a white shooting star dart for a dramatic accent. It 
has a stunning presence even before opening. Bud reverses have chartreuse 
haft centers streaking into white center bands then white veins streaking into 
dark purple outer bands. It is an awesome look. Sturdy growth produces 4 
well-spaced branches but only 7 buds. As if this wasn’t enough, it has been 
a mystery progenitor of many broken color plicatas. There is nothing in the 
parentage to suggest this trait. I’m still exploring its potential. In one cross, 
about a third of the seedlings looked like it, a third were standard plicata 
types and a third were broken color plicatas. There is much to be explored! 
Sdlg. Y161A: Me and My Shadow X Black V159B, Pleasure’s All Mine sib
 $60.00

Streak 
Attack  
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SUN PEEKING OUT   (P. Black ’22) TB Midseason-
Very Late 37"(94cm) Moderate sweet fragrance. This classically 
formed and ruffled beauty has silvery cream based standards blending 
upward to pale yellow with sunny yellow styles peering out from between 
them. Warm white ground falls have mid ochre plicata marked hafts and 
one inch light yellow bands subtly marked tan. Seven to eight buds are ele-
gantly presented on stalks with 3 branches. Sdlg. Y53B: Black U14A, Drag 
Race pod parent X All too Excited $55.00

TOO MIXED UP   (P. Black ’22) Midseason-
Late 29" (76cm) Pronounced spicy fragrance. If broken 
colored sorts are your proclivity, ‘Too Mixed Up’ should be on 
your must have list. Flowers are the ultimate in ruffled form 
but buds are bit lacking at 6-7. Standards are silvery white with 
random dashes, segments and slashes of violet to red violet. 
Falls are the same except rosy peach hafts. Two colored beards 
have tangerine throats ending in light lavender. Vigorous 
growth. Sdlg. X115B: Big Break X Break In $65.00

To Too Two  

Too 
Mixed Up  

TIME CAPSULE   (P. Black ’22) TB Midseason-Very 
Late 33" (79cm) Slight sweet fragrance. I’ve thought for a while it 
was time for an update of the older, ‘Sand and Sea’. My ideal goal is yellow 
standards and band on blue falls. ‘Time Capsule’ is a notable step toward 
that goal. Dark red-violet standards base blend to gray then brassy gold 
then to tan margins. Pale blue falls are narrowly banded light yellow. 
Distinctive mid blue beards are tipped from tan throats to white ends. 
Compact flowers are lightly ruffled and laced. Three branches present 7-8 
flowers. Sdlg. Z50C: Black V110B: (Fred and Ginger x Go for Broke) X Black 
V118A, Only the Shadow Knows sib $60.00

TO TOO TWO   (P. Black ’22) TB Midseason-Late 33" 
(84cm) Slight sweet fragrance . Unlike the English language, these allur-
ing uncomplicated flowers need no explanation; they are simply beautiful. 
Raspberry rose standards color is repeated in a blended band around cream 
to light peach falls. Orange beards provide a pointed accent. Makes a more 
subtle statement in the landscape. Sdlg. Z119C: Black V160G (Black S158A, 
Like a Breeze pod parent x Enough is Enough) X Time Out $65.00

Time 
Capsule  

Sun 
Peeking Out  
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WHAT A LOOKER   (P. Black ’22) TB Midseason-Late 
33"(84cm) Pronounced sweet fragrance. Pink, pink and nothing but pink 
including the beards. The pink pigment is overlaid on a warm white ground 
that prevents contamination from any other color. The pink beards approach-
ing red will make anyone stop and turn with admiring glances. It is a garden 
favorite that catches most everyone’s eyes. Eight to nine more simply formed 
flowers are presented on three perfectly spaced branches. Robust blue-green 
foliage is a big plus for pink TBs that can have less than stellar foliage. Sdlg. 
Z14A: Strawberry Shake X Black V186A: involved $65.00

Waters 
Edge  

WATERS EDGE   (P. Black ’22) TB Early-Midseason 32" 
(81cm) Pronounced sweet fragrance. The base of mid violet-blue stan-
dards blend outward to icy white. Milk-glass white falls have narrow blended 
light blue bands and blue-gray texture veins. Tan-gold beards end in white. 
Three branches and 7-8 buds. Sdlg. AA131E: Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy X 
Black Y69A: Jungle Mist X Black W2A: (Beauty Becomes Her x Black U1B, 
Luxuriant sib)   $55.00

What A 
Looker  

Festival Of Light

House 
Of Light

You Can 
Jive
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Garden 
Prince

Regal 
Impact

Kiss
The Bride Later

Alligator
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A CERTAIN GIRL (Blyth 18) F  Creamy Peach S 
flushed Apricot; F, Peach with lighter central area. Early!! $14.00

ABIDING LOVE (T.Johnson 13) Ruffled orchid peach 
blend standards and rose orchid falls. Nice branching. $10.00

ABSOLUTE TRUTH (Blyth 18) F  Gorgeous form on 
this lemon and white ruffled beauty.  Classy!! $13.00

ACES WILD (T.Johnson 19) Deep purple and cream 
plicata with 8 to 10 buds on nice show stems.  $16.00

ACTION FLICK (Miller 20) S butter yellow with wine 
red veined edge; F deep red purple with short white rays around 
tangerine bds.  Stems! Very flashy!   $20.00 

ACTION PACKED (Black 11) Dark velvety wine-black 
falls & dramatic veining over buff standards. UNIQUE! $9.00

ADRIATIC NOBLE (Keppel 17) Heavily ruffled and 
nicely formed Concord purple with slightly darker falls. $9.00

ADRIATIC WAVES (Keppel 09) Mid violet blue 
standards. Satiny dark marine blue falls. Heavily ruffled. $8.00

ADRIFT AT SEA (Black 20) Heavily ruffled light 
blue with lighter edge and mid gold bds.  Classic form with three 
branches and good buds count.  $20.00

AFFAIR TO REMEMBER (Black 15) Dark rose 
garnet and white luminata. Laced yellow edges. Strong growth 
produces many show stalks. Excellent parent.  $9.00

AIMEE BAY (Boivin 15)  F   S light yellow; F dark pink 
violet blending to a light yellow edge.  Strong and imposing!!  
From my friend Stephane Boivin in France. $10.00

AIRTIME (Miller 18) Soft blue pink self with blue beards 
ending in lavender pink flounces!!  Nice Stalks. $14.00

ALARM BELLS (Blyth 18)  F   Nicely formed and 
ruffled garnet rose bitone.  Very pretty and popular! $14.00

ALIENS OF THE GALAXY (Black 19) White 
standards infused yellow; Red purple falls w/ yellow sunburst.  
Stalks! Color!  $17.00

ALL ABOUT FASHION  (Blyth 21)  F   White 
standards; Falls deep inky purple with white area around yellow 
bd.  Strong growth and showy! $36.00 

ALL BY DESIGN (Ghio 16) Melon pink Standards. 
Falls are white lined and stitched rosy violet. $8.00

ALL GROWN UP  (Black 21) Chalky grey lavender 
standards with violet centers; Falls violet blue.  Nice stems, form 
and growth.  $34.00

Abiding Love

Aces 
Wild

Absolute 
Truth

Adriatic Noble

Aimee
Bay

Aliens 
Of The 
Galaxy

Affair To Remember

Airtime

All Grown Up

Action Packed

All About 
Fashion

All By Design

Action Action 
FlickFlick
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ALL IN VEIN  (T.Johnson 21) Light grape standards 
with deep purple veins throughout; falls deep purple with white 
lines around and below orange beard. Wow!   $38.00

ALL RISE  (Miller 21) Pink standards; Falls violet with 
pink edge.  Large violet  pompom flounces radiate out of tangerine 
beards. $35.00

ALL THE RAGE (T.Johnson 19) S eggshell with gold 
band; F deep violet w/ white rayed sunburst.  Showy! $18.00

ALL THE TALK (T.Johnson 16) Ruffled and Laced 
mid red violet S and band around darker lilac falls.  $9.00

ALL THINGS CONSIDERED (T.Johnson 17) 
Classy formed ruffled ice white with violet tipped beards.  FORM!! 
 $9.00

ALL TOO EXCITING (Black 18) Lovely light lemon 
yellow ground plicata with near solid deep purple S and F band.  
Excellent stalks with 11 buds.  Late. $14.00

ALMOST TASTE IT (T.Johnson 20) Med. Lavender 
standards, lighter at the edge; falls white with a flesh pink band.  
Red beards.  Showy!!  $22.00 

AMAZON QUEEN (Miller 18) Large flowers are 
a pleasing blend of butter yellow and orchid pink.  Lovely!!
 $13.00

ANGELIC MORN (T.Johnson 21) White S with 
gold halo; F white with yellow hafts and medium lavender band.  
Colorful and bright!!     $38.00

APRICOT SMOOTHIE (T.Johnson 18) Light 
peach S, center flushed deeper; F deep Apricot pink w/ wide lt. 
peach band.  Great stems & color!!. $14.00

ARABIAN TREASURE (T.Johnson 19) Buff pink 
S infused violet; F deep violet with lighter edge.  Strong bloomer 
makes a pretty show!  $16.00

ARCTIC CHILL (Keppel 20) Big blocky icy blue white 
with blue beards. $20.00

ART CRITIC  (Black 20) White standards heavily infused 
and overlaid lemon; falls white with wide butterscotch plicata hafts 
and band.  Med orange beards.  Strong stalks with up to 14 buds!  
Unique and beautiful!   $22.00

ATTITUDE ADJUSTMENT  (T.Johnson 21) 
Honey gold S with reddish violet dotted centers; F white with wide 
mulberry band.  Wonderful show stems.   $36.00

AUTUMN JEWEL (Black 20) R  Mid peach pink S 
infused light cherry; F Dark red grape with lighter band. Very wide 
and ruffled show stems and rebloom!!   $21.00

Almost 
Taste It

Autumn Autumn 
JewelJewel

AngelicAngelic
MornMorn

Art CriticArt Critic

All TooAll Too
ExcitingExciting

Arabian Arabian 
TreasureTreasure

All In All In 
VeinVein

All The Talk

Amazon Amazon 
QueenQueen

All Rise

All 
The Rage

Apricot Apricot 
SmoothieSmoothie

Attitude Attitude 
AdjustmentAdjustment
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AUTUMN TEASE (T.Johnson 19) Bright yellow S; 
Falls have a large cinnamon brown spot with a white band and 
then a gold band.  Very unique and popular!  $18.00

AWASH IN PURPLE (Black 18) Blue violet self with 
white fall veining.  Show stems with 9 to 10 buds. $12.00

AWESOME WONDER (T.Johnson 20) Dusty blue 
S with deeper blue centers.  Falls salmon orange with tangerine to 
red beards.  Show stems! Color! Unique!   $22.00

BALLROOM BELLE (T.Johnson 20) Peach 
pink standards; falls peach pink with rosy pink veins and wash 
transitioning to a peach band.  Very wide ruffled and laced.  
Popular and different!!   $25.00

BALTIC SEA (T.Johnson 08) Extremely ruffled clear 
mid marine blue. Strong growth. Show stalks. $9.00

BALTIMORE (Keppel 17) Lt. blue S; Blue violet F with 
veined white area around bd and lighter fall edge. $9.00

BARBADOS (Keppel 17) Standards ivory to yellow 
ground w/ dark huckleberry overlay; falls same w/ dark huckleberry 
band & haft. $9.00

BARBARA MAY (T.Johnson 07) Impressive show 
stalks with three open flowers. Strong growth. Disease resistant 
foliage. $8.00

BARBARA RIDER (T.Johnson 15) Yellow standards 
and hafts on lavender blue falls with brassy gold bands. $8.00 

BASHFUL LOOK  (T.Johnson 21) Medium lavender 
pink S; F a few shades darker with lighter edge and frosted lavender 
blue bds.   $38.00 

BASHFUL PRINCESS (Black 13) White standards 
blushed pink. Cream to dusky rose blended falls. Luscious. $8.00

BEACHY QUEEN  (T.Johnson 21) Deep toasted 
watermelon S; F creamy pink with lighter edge & toasted 
watermelon wash around bd.   $36.00 

BEACON OF LIGHT (T.Johnson 13) Bright and 
cheery clumps. White flowers with yellow hafts and purple fall 
centers. $8.00

BEAUTICIAN (T.Johnson 19) Pink S over white 
ground falls bordered with a lavender stitches plicata band.  Very 
nice and a good parent. $16.00

BEAUTIFUL MOMENT (T.Johnson 20) Coral 
pink standards, haft and edge on white falls.  Gorgeous show stems 
on vigorous plants.  Classy!!   $20.00

BEAUTY CONTEST (Black 13) Strong pink standards 
and narrow band on purple falls. Fantastic unique color. $8.00

Beachy Beachy 
QueenQueen

Beauty Beauty 
ContestContest
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Of LightOf Light
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Bashful Bashful 
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BEAUTY OPTION F (Blyth 20) Standards cream 
flushed apricot; falls cream. A super show iris.  Very wide and ruffled 
with up to 14 buds!   $20.00

BECOMING (Black 21) A rich dark purple blend that 
transforms to a lighter area below bd.  Every flower can look 
different depending on the age of the bloom.   $34.00

BEGUILER (Keppel 21) Light pink standards; Falls a deep 
inky blue purple with lighter edge; rusty red beards.   $35.00

BELLE FILLE (M.Smith 15) Frilly violet and dark 
purple bitone with white luminata patch and petal edges. $8.00

BERSERK (T.Johnson 14)  R   Big blousy white with 
most of fall heavily veined and washed dark purple. Fun pattern. 
Reblooms $8.00

BESPOKE (Black 21) Standards near solid purple plicata 
over white ground; Falls white with violet stitched edge and 
tangerine beards.   $34.00

BIG BAND (Black 16) A complex mix of colors it has been 
a favorite since its maiden bloom. Great stems.  $9.00

BIG FLIRT  (T.Johnson 21) Flesh pink with pink flush 
in S; F grape purple with narrow, light lavender band. $36.00 

BILLOWING ROBES  F (Blyth 19) Lavender-lilac S; 
F rich violet with lavender edge and burnt tangerine beard.  Ruffled 
and lightly laced.  Show Stems! $18.00

BLACK FRIDAY (Schreiner 20) Deepest purple to 
black with black falls and beards.   $22.00

BLACK HOLE (Black 19) Deep sultry purple black 
bitone with lots of ruffles and strong healthy growth.  Show stalks! 
Nice!  $16.00

BLACK IS BLACK (Schreiner 10) Nicely ruffled pure 
black. Falls have satiny sheen. Super branching and buds. $8.00

BLACK LIPSTICK (Keppel 16) Silky smooth deep 
purple black including beards. From plicata breeding.  $8.00

BLINDED BY THE LIGHT (Lauer 17) Brilliant 
orange self with orange beards.  Stems and growth!!   $10.00

BLUEBIRD OF HAPPINESS (Black 12) Mid blue 
S. Blue white falls. Tangerine beards. Elegant show stalks. $8.00

BLUSHING DOLL (T.Johnson 19) Pink and lavender 
blended Standards; Falls and hafts more pink.  Frosted blue beards.  
Pretty! $16.00

BLUSHING LOVE  (T.Johnson 21) White standards 
infused pink in center; falls clear pink with white flash below coral 
pink beard.   $38.00 

Blushing Blushing 
LoveLove

Blushing Blushing 
DollDoll

Bluebird Of HappinessBluebird Of Happiness

Blinded Blinded 
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BLUSHING MOMENT (T.Johnson 19) Lavender 
pink S; Falls white with deep pink hafts.  Tall with strong show 
stems carrying 9 buds.  Elegant! $16.00

BOMBSHELL (T.Johnson 21) Peach S; F peach with a 
deep magenta wash.  Peach center stripe below bd. and peach fall 
rim.  Showy!!   $36.00 

BORN THIS WAY (T.Johnson 15) Big and ruffled. 
Light pink S. Fuchsia rose falls widely banded near white. $9.00

BOTTLE ROCKET (M.Sutton 10) Mid apricot S, 
edge & veining on ruby falls. Orange beards. Colorful. $8.00

BRAINTEASER (T.Johnson 18) Med rosy pink with 
central F wash of deep rosy orchid. Showy and different.  $13.00

BRASS LAMP (Keppel 18) Brass gold S flushed rosy 
mauve; F golden yellow.  Show Stalks!  $14.00

BRATISLAVAN PRINCE (Mego 10) F  Pale violet 
standards widely banded tan. Dark blue purple falls veined white 
over haft around persimmon orange beards. Nice. $9.00

BREAK IN (Black 19) Complex broken color with White 
S splashed with violet; F apricot sanded and splashed red violet.  
Nicely formed flowers on show stems. $18.00

BREAK MY HEART  (T.Johnson 21) Cream 
standards with lemon center and edge; falls deep rich burgundy 
with lavender band and gold edge.  $36.00 

BREAK TRADITION (T.Johnson 18) Pristine 
white S and narrow rim on precisely lined violet purple falls with 
tangerine Bd.  Super clean!  $12.00

BREAKING FREE (Black 20) Blue white S randomly 
streaked mid lilac; Falls are a complex blend of lines and broken 
color with a white band.  No two flowers are alike.  Very cool looking 
and a strong grower with show stems. $22.00

BRIGHT AND SHINING STAR (Black 20) White 
standards; falls white with narrowly stitched mid purple band.  
Incredible ruffles!  Very nice and showy iris with growth stems and 
buds!!   $22.00

BRIGHT WITHIN (Black 18) Butter standards; Falls 
light lavender on the edges w/ deeper lav. Center wash and yellow 
hafts.  Great stalks & growth.  $12.00 

BRING ON THE BRIGHT (Black 21) Solid medium 
orange self with orange beards. Very bright!   $34.00

BUBBLY BEAUTY (Black 20)Standards are mid pink; 
F lighter with overall mid pink wash and deeper texture veins; fluffy 
coral bds.  Well branched and budded! Luscious!     $22.00

Break Break 
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Bright And Shining StarBright And Shining Star

Break Break 
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BUCKSKIN RUFFLES (Black 19) Heavily ruffled old 
gold blended with dusky rose in the falls.  Very nice form & growth.  
Show stems! $16.00

BURGUNDY RULES  (Blyth 21)  F   Light violet 
standards; falls rich burgundy black with violet brown beards.  
Makes quite a show!  Show stems!  $36.00 

BUTTERSCOTCH BLISS (Black 20) Mid yellow 
standards; med butterscotch F with tangerine bds.  Fragrant! Stems 
and buds!  Easy grower and striking garden iris.  $20.00

BY MOONLIGHT (Blyth 19) F   Creamy white 
infused lemon standards.  Falls are creamy white with lemon hafts.  
Beautiful form and show stems! $17.00

CALL TO DANGER (Black 16) Lacy sizzling red self; 
with rose to ruby standards and velvety oxblood falls.  $8.00

CANDY CORN TREATS (Miller 20) Orange 
standards infused rose pink; Falls medium orange with long 
orange horns with yellow tips that remind us of candy corn.  Very 
cool and consistent.   $20.00 

CANDY DUST (T.Johnson 20) Med. Flesh pink S; F 
very light mauve pink w/pink edge.  Showy frosted lavender tipped 
tangerine beards.  Show stems with ten buds!!  Nice!!   $20.00

CARIBBEAN QUEEN (T.Johnson 18) Icy blue 
white standards; falls light blue with deeper blue towards the 
edges.  Extremely ruffled!!  $14.00

CARNIVAL CLOWN (T.Johnson 18) A unique 
& different color pattern. Wonderful growth and stems. Nice!
 $12.00 

CAT TALES (Black 18) Near purple black with yellow 
ground veining showing through in the fall center.  Show stems!
 $12.00 

CATCH MY BREATH (T.Johnson 15) Heavily 
ruffled & laced. Toasted watermelon S infused darker up midribs. 
Palest pink falls blended darker to margins. Beautiful. $10.00

CATCH THE FEVER (Keppel 18) Blended burgundy 
red standards; Falls blended burgundy orange Color!  $12.00

CENTER LINE (T.Johnson 11) Cameo pink with 
dramatic, bold grape veins over falls. Neat pattern. $8.00

CENTER OF THE UNIVERSE (Ghio 19) Blue- 
white S; Large white sunburst on F w/ wide deep violet band.  
Red-orange beards.  Nice bubble ruffled form. $16.00

CHAMPAGNE DREAM (T.Johnson 19) Light pink 
S deepening at heart; F med mauve with deeper texture veins and 
pink edge.  Nice stems! $16.00

Catch Catch 
The The 
FeverFever

Burgundy RulesBurgundy RulesButterscotch BlissButterscotch Bliss
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CHEROKEE BLAZE (J.Painter 13) Ruffled brick red 
with darker fall shoulders and violet blaze. Gold beards. $8.00

CHERRIES AND CREAM (Blyth 16) F  S cream 
with yellow centers; F plush burgundy with narrow edge of light 
violet.  Wide and ruffled.  Very showy and bright!!   $22.00 

CHISELED (Miller 21) Smoky dark red violet bi-tone 
with short white lines around golden orange beards.  $32.00

CHLOE WITH CLASS (Blyth 19) F   Standards are 
cream over lavender falls.  Huge full formed and ruffled flowers on 
show stems.  Classy! $16.00

CHOOSE A DREAM (Blyth 18) F  Pristine white 
standards with just a hint of pink.  Nice rose-pink Falls.  Very close 
to the elusive true pink amoena. $15.00

CIRCLE OF LIGHT (Black 09) Dark indigo showing 
confined white plicata ground in standard and fall centers. $8.00

CLEAN AS A WHISTLE (Black 20) Light lemon 
yellow S; F clear mid yellow with lighter haft and edge; med orange 
beards.  Strong growth and show stems.   $18.00

CLOUD GATE (Black 18) White ground w/ light plum 
banded S; darker plum edge on F.  Impressive clumps w/ stalks 
carrying up to 14 buds!!   $12.00

CLOUDS GO BY (Black 14) Pristine white with narrow 
blue fall band. Big orange red beards. Show stalks. $8.00

COAT OF MANY COLORS  (T.Johnson 21) 
Light peach S with deeper apricot centers and edge; F a blend of 
blue and violet wash to the ruffled light rose pink band.   $38.00 

COCKEYED OPTIMIST  (Black 21) Standards 
violet and gold blended with some broken color: Falls a mix of 
cream and yellow with purple broken color.  Variegated foliage 
adds to the drama!   $40.00

COLLUSION (Keppel 20) Medium blue standards with 
darker centers; falls light yellow, deep yellow hafts and cream wash 
below beards.    $20.00

COLOR CAPERS  (Keppel 20) A dark top; deep violet 
S with apricot edges; F Apricot, a bit lighter in center with orange 
beards.  Very pretty and bright!   $20.00

COLOR WHEEL (Black 17) Blushed peach pink S.  
Falls have peach pink centers with red grape band and then light 
peach pink edge.  A favorite of garden visitors.   Lovely!!    $12.00

COLORICIOUS (Black 20) Mid yellow standards; 
falls white with deep yellow hafts and violet streaked and washed 
pattern inside blended violet and gold band.  Very ruffled and 
showy with nice stems!  Very nice!      $22.00
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COME AND DANCE (Black 18) Classically formed 
and ruffled near solid mulberry purple S; F white w/ deep violet 
band.  Beautiful!! $12.00 

COME TO LIFE  (T.Johnson 20) Cream infused peach 
standards; falls rich cantaloupe to peach blend.  Heavy bloom 
makes a very showy clump early in the season.   $22.00

COMFORT AND JOY (Black 18) Canary yellow 
standards.  Falls are blended lt lemon & white w/ darker lemon 
hafts & lt lilac edge.  Stalks! Buds! $12.00 

COMMON THREAD (T.Johnson 12) Big & ruffled 
white with mid violet blue plicata bands. Strong show stalks.
 $8.00

CONFECTION PERFECTION (Black 20) Pinkish 
white S are lined lt pink; F white with pale pink hafts and plicata 
band.  Gorgeous strong stems with up to 14 buds.   $20.00 

CONNIPTION FIT (T.Johnson 20) Light salmon 
pink with a wide deep purple fall band; tangerine bds.  A very 
bright and easy grower with nice stems. $22.00

COOKIE CRISP (Miller 19) Creamy pink Standards 
and edge on lighter falls.  Beards are light orange with small cream 
horns.   Stems! $16.00 

CORAL CHARM (T.Johnson 13) Cream heavily 
veined pink S. Hot mid pink to salmon blend F. Bright! $8.00

CORALINA (T.Johnson 14) Frothy, heavily ruffled and 
laced mid peach blend, paler fall centers. Show stalks. $8.00

CORPORAL (T.Johnson 20) Standards cream with 
yellow centers; falls white with lavender and gold blended diffused 
band.  Hafts yellow on either side of orange beards.   $20.00

COSMIC VOYAGE (Keppel 17) Dark purple standards 
hafts and edge on yellow falls.  Lovely form and color. $10.00

COUNTESS (Black 18) Pink S; Plush deep purple F with 
lavender pink band.  Show stalks!  Beautiful clumps! $14.00 

COUNTING STARS (T.Johnson 20) Light Lavender 
plicata S; F white with wide deep violet blue dotted plicata band.  
Showy orange bds.  Very nice and incredible in clump!   $22.00

CRASHING WHITECAPS (Black 20) Cool white S 
and hafts across mid violet blue F with orange bds.  Beautiful clean 
growth filled with show stems with buds galore!  $20.00 

CREATURE OF THE NIGHT (Black 18) A very 
different dark mysterious color combination.  Unique!! $13.00 

CROSS YOUR HEART  (Black 21) Light salmon 
with a slightly darker salmon haft and edge on Falls.  Wide blocky 
form. $35.00

Creature Of The NightCreature Of The Night

Conniption FitConniption Fit

Counting StarsCounting Stars
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CRYSTAL SYMPHONY (T.Johnson 19) Light 
lavender violet S; Icy lavender white falls with touched salmon 
hafts.  Heavily ruffled flowers on strong show stems. $16.00

CURVE BALL (T.Johnson 18) Yellow standards; falls 
have a white ground w/ a lemon overlay transitioning to a dark 
violet band.  Very large orange beards.   $12.00

DAFFY DUCK (Black 16) Smaller flowers in profusion 
on this purple & black bitone with shocking orange red beard. 
 $9.00

DANCE OFF  (T.Johnson 21) Beige standards with 
violet center flush; falls deep rich lavender blue becoming lighter 
at the edge. $36.00 

DANCE TIL DAWN (T.Johnson 11) Heavily ruffled 
golden yellow. Superb quality including show stalks. $8.00

DANCING DELIGHT (T.Johnson 16) White 
standards, with falls edged deep purple & screaming orange 
beards. Showy!  $8.00

DANCING ON ICE (Remare 19) White standards; 
falls icy blue white with a blue flush becoming a blended band; 
beards yellow. Form!!    $17.00

DANCING ON MY OWN  (T.Johnson 20) Med 
yellow standards; falls light lavender with deeper lavender wash 
below bd and light lemon-yellow edge.  Buds! Stems!   $19.00

DARING DECEPTION (T.Johnson 12) White S 
and wide band on plush dark purple falls. COLOR! $8.00

DARK UNIVERSE (Keppel 19) Velvety grape black 
bitone with white edges and central patch around lemon beard.  A 
beautiful ruffled luminata!  $18.00 

DARKTONIAN (Blyth 19) F   Purple and black bitone 
with great branching and buds.  From plicata breeding. $16.00

DEAREST (Black 18) Near solid rosy violet S; F white 
centers with wide rosy violet bands.  $12.00 

DEEPER MEANING (T.Johnson 17) Peach buff S; F 
deep purple black with lavender rim.  Super grower and gorgeous 
garden show!! $9.00

DELECTATION (Boivin 15)  F  S light salmon; falls 
white blending to a light salmon band.  Very pretty!  From France!  
From my friend Stephane Boivin in France. $10.00

DESTINY’S KISS  (Blyth 21)  F   Cream standards with 
pink flush in center; Falls smooth, soft rose pink with lighter edge. 
Very showy and popular!   $38.00 

DEVIL’S INTENT (Blyth 16) F  Lavender standards and 
rosy brown falls.  Different! $10.00

Devil’s IntentDevil’s Intent
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DIAMOND HEART (T.Johnson 21) Brilliant gold 
standards; falls lavender purple with yellow wash on either side of 
tang beard. Brown band encircles the falls. $36.00 

DIGNIFIED (T.Johnson 17) Peach apricot with rosy 
orchid fall band.  Bright orange beards.  Showy!! $10.00

DISCO LIGHTS (T.Johnson 18) Bright lemon with 
falls overlaid & washed lavender blue becoming a solid brownish 
violet band.  Unique!! $12.00

DO THE FANDANGO (T.Johnson 21) Deep grape 
standards; falls deep grape with white lines and a wide lighter 
grape band.  Different and pretty!   $36.00 

DON’T STOP BELIEVING (T.Johnson 13) Mid 
pink standards, shaded edge and hafts on milk glass white falls. 
Unusual 1/2 tangerine and 1/2 violet beards. $9.00

DOT DASH DOT (Black 21)  White ground standards 
w/ deep purple band & center line; F white w/ purple edge.  Deep 
purple style & blue bds.  Very classy!   $35.00

DOWN IN MEXICO (T.Johnson 18) Golden yellow 
S and band on rusty red F.  Mustard beards.  Showy!! $13.00

DRAG RACE (Black 20) S white ground with wide near 
complete lilac overlay; F white w/ violet plic band and then another 
band of honey gold.  Three branches on nice stems.  $20.00 

DREAM ABOUT YOU (T.Johnson 18) Mustard 
yellow standards and hafts on rich blue to violet falls.  Stalks!! 
Gorgeous and recommended!!! $14.00

DRESSED TO THE NINES (T.Johnson 19) 
Yellow S; red violet falls with lavender fall band that blends to a 
yellow wire rim.  Fantastic form and good stems.  Is proving to be 
an excellent parent! $18.00 

DRUM CIRCLE  (Ghio 18) Butter Yellow S; F white 
with Fuchsia to wine band.  Butter yellow hafts around lemon bds.  
Stalks! Buds!  $14.00

EASTER CHARM  (Keppel 19) Medium blue 
standards; warm white falls with deep yellow hafts and then fall 
edge.  Show Stalks! $15.00

EASY ON THE EYES (T.Johnson 19) Blended 
lavender and violet S with peach tips; F are lavender with orange 
hafts and rim.  Very ruffled.  Gorgeous!  $18.00

EDGE OF HAPPINESS (Blyth 19) F   Cream to 
lemon standards; falls magenta with lighter edge.  Nicely ruffled 
flowers on good stems. $18.00 

EDWARDIAN ERA  (Keppel 18) Lilac pink w/ lighter 
central fall wash.  Lightly laced blooms on show stalks with up to 
10 buds!    $12.00

Down Down 
In MexicoIn Mexico

Edge Of HappinessEdge Of Happiness
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ELEGANT RUFFLES (Black 20) A mulberry and 
raspberry blended self with lighter area below beard.  Wonderful 
wide and ruffled form on nice stems.   $22.00

ELEGANZA (T.Johnson 14) Heavily ruffled chalky 
white tinted pink. Strong growth. Plenty of show stalks. $8.00

ELITE (T.Johnson 18) Buff pink S; Rosy orchid Falls are 
heavily washed darker.  Lacy! Beautiful! Stalks! $14.00

ENRICO FONTI GABICI  (Montanari 18)  F  
Medium blue with lighter blue shadings at fall edge.  Nice stalks 
with super strong growth!! $12.00

EPIC ROMANCE (Blyth 19) F  Medium peach 
standards; Falls creamy peach with violet overlay.  Huge full formed 
ruffled flowers on show stems! $16.00

ESCAPE FROM BOREDOM (Black 14) Butter 
flushed pink S. Pale peach F veined grape. Wonderful! $8.00

EXECUTIVE ORDER (T.Johnson 19) Oyster pink 
S with violet infusion.  F plush velvety purple black.  Bronze beards.  
Wonderful show stems.  Dramatic! $17.00  

EYES OF AN ANGEL (T.Johnson 21) Pink 
standards and rim on white falls.  Nice powder blue beards.  
Gorgeous!  Last year’s best seller!  $42.00 

FAIRYTALE ROMANCE (T.Johnson 19) Flesh 
pink self with lighter edge on standards and below pink beard.  
Smaller flowers are extremely ruffled and borne in profusion on 
nice stems! $16.00 

FAN LETTER (Ghio 18) Wonderfully formed orchid with 
pink undertones. Show branching w/ up to 10 buds. $14.00

FANCY IDEAS (Keppel 13) Mauve S edged lemon. Red 
purple falls. White luminata patch. Yellow beards. $8.00

FANTASMAGORICAL (Black 20) Mid cantaloupe 
standards infused rose; Falls Apricot with deeper rose hafts and 
area below beard becoming a lighter rose plicata band.  Very 
different with lovely stems and 11 buds! $22.00

FASHION DIVA (T.Johnson 09) Mid dusky rose S and 
band on plush dark wine falls. Big flowers. $10.00

FASHION EVENT (Keppel 20) Standards medium 
violet; falls Peachy pink deepening to edges with tangerine beards.  
Nice!  . $22.00

FASHION WEEK (T.Johnson 15) Big blocky mulberry 
rose bitone. Pretty coral tangerine beards. Nice ruffling. $9.00

FASHIONABLE LOOK (T.Johnson 20) Yellow 
standards; falls red purple with medium lavender band.  Show 
stems!  Flashy!  $20.00 Fashionable LookFashionable Look
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FEEL THE POWER (T.Johnson 20) Burnt orange 
to salmon blended standards; falls cream to salmon ground with 
a deep black cherry bar across hafts and dotted band. Nice stems 
with 11 buds!!  A favorite!!    $22.00 

FEELING ROMANTIC (T.Johnson 20) Med 
lavender blue S over rich deep salmon pink F w/ tangerine bds.  
Show stems! A very pretty color combo.  Recommended!   $23.00 

FIASCO (Blyth 18) F  A very popular consistent flattie with 
six falls and beards and no standards.  Nice!  $15.00 

FINE ROMANCE (T.Johnson 13) Clear mid pink with 
paler fall centers. Pink to violet beards. Ruffled and laced. $10.00

FLAMES OF FIRE (Black 17) Dark beetroot standards 
& velvety black cherry falls.  Nice stems w/ 9 to 11 buds. $10.00

FLAMING TORCH (T.Johnson 20) Deep lemon 
S over light lavender F with a deep rust brown flash on hafts and 
below beard.  Below the flash is a lavender wash then the falls have 
a narrow lemon rim. 12 buds on nicely branched stems!   $20.00 

FLAMINGO FRENZY (T.Johnson 12) Heavily 
laced and ruffled mid blue pink, paler in center. Coral beards.
 $10.00

FLAUNTRESS (Blyth 16) F  Brilliant gold standards and 
wide rim on white falls.  Very bright and ruffled.  Nice! $9.00 

FLORENTINE VELVET (Montanari 18)  F  
Violet blue self that covers itself in blooms.  Gorgeous in clump!
 $10.00

FOLLOW THE LEADER (T.Johnson 20) Salmon 
pink standards infused violet; falls rich red violet with lighter rim.  
Clean and ruffled!  Pretty!     $21.00 

FOOTBALL HERO (Miller 15) Butter yellow S. Red 
purple falls with light orchid band. Popular. $8.00

FRESH MORNING SHOWER  (Black 21)  White 
ground plicata with blue stitched S, slightly deeper violet blue 
stitched F.  Blue beards and styles.     $34.00

FRUIT SLICES (Miller 19) Soft apricot orange 
standards; falls toasted watermelon with lighter area below orange 
beard.  Pretty! $18.00

FULL OF HOPE (T.Johnson 18) Pearly lavender with 
pink blended edge on Falls & violet tipped bds. Well-formed and 
lacy with show stems!!  $12.00

FULL OF JOY  (T.Johnson 21) Icy blue white S; F 
lavender blue with white lines and light lavender band.  Large 
flowers and nice stems.   $36.00 
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FUTURE RULER (Blyth 16) F  White standards & 
velvety purple falls with small white area around yellow beard.  A 
favorite of ours. $12.00

GAGA OVER YOU  (Black 20) Med lilac over mid 
red purple falls with screaming large red beards.  Slightly smaller 
flowers with show stems!  Shocking! Beards!   $20.00

GAME CHANGER  (Keppel 18) Apricot S infused 
orchid; Falls solid smoky red violet with rust orange bds.  $14.00

GARDEN SPOT (Miller 19) Standards are medium 
flesh pink; F are orchid with flesh pink wash & hafts.  Beards are 
coral with small orchid hook. $17.00

GEM TRADER (Blyth 19) F   Soft lilac S with lighter 
edge; Falls are a deep plush burgundy with lighter edge. Nice show 
stems. Very nice and dramatic! $18.00

GENTLE MANNER (Keppel 20) Pale creamy yellow 
standards infused lavender at midrib; Falls light lavender with 
deeper wash in center; a very pretty pastel.    $21.00

GEORGIA MOON (Keppel 21) Large, full formed, 
chrome yellow with yellow-orange beards.   $30.00

GIBBERISH (T.Johnson 18) Peach pink with falls 
overlaid with deep violet lines.  Very showy! $14.00

GIRL GONE WILD (T.Johnson 13) Mid yellow S 
flushed peach. Cream to yellow falls lined and washed dark ruby 
over centers with mid yellow fall band. Colorful! $9.00

GIRL LIKE YOU (T.Johnson 19) Very ruffled and lacy 
peach orange with great stems.  An iris to close the season.  We like!
 $18.00 

GLIMMER OF HOPE (T.Johnson 13) Ruffled 
golden apricot with wide red-brown fall bands. Show stalks.
 $8.00

GOOD MORNING SUNSHINE (T.Johnson 14) 
Yellow standards. Light violet falls with dark violet center ellipse 
and mid gold margins. Marigold beards. Show stalks. $8.00

GOODNIGHT MY DEAR (Black 18) Light 
lavender pink standards; Falls deep purple.  Strong clean growth 
with show stems!! $12.00

GOSSAMER VEIL (Keppel 19) Buff peach standards; 
Falls are a blended peach and lavender.  Big nicely ruffled flowers 
with nice form. $16.00

GRAPETIZER (T.Johnson 09) Dark purple black S and 
plicata band on stark white falls. Very showy. $8.00
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GREETINGS MY LADY  (T.Johnson 21) Med. 
rose pink S; F stark white with violet plicata dotted band and orange 
bd.  Show stems!  Beautiful clean colors.   $36.00 

GUSSIED UP  (T.Johnson 21) White standards; falls 
deep purple to near black with white lines and a narrow white 
edge.  Stunning in clump!   $36.00 

HANDSOME DEVIL  (Keppel 21) Light burgundy 
standards; falls deep burgundy black with short white lines by 
beards.  Showy!  $40.00

HAPPY DAYDREAM (Black 21)  Medium yellow self 
with wonderful form and show stems and 10 buds.  $32.00

HARD TO RESIST (T.Johnson 16) Emphasis is on 
the preciseness of the pattern & the wide ruffled form. Highly 
Recommended! $9.00

HAT IN THE RING (Ghio 19) Cream S blended 
lemon yellow in center and at edges.  Falls cream with yellow hafts 
and deep violet band. $16.00 

HAUNTING SONG (Blyth 19) F   Gorgeous soft pastel 
pink with lighter highlights.  Nice full flowers on great stems.  Very 
elegant look! $16.00

HEADLINE NEWS  (T.Johnson 21) Light lavender 
S with deeper centers; F plush black purple with medium lavender 
band and orange bd. Spectacular and popular!   $40.00 

HEADSHOT (T.Johnson 20) Bright canary yellow with 
a very dark solid, wide black cherry border on the fall.  Very wide 
form on well branched stems.  Very bright!!   $22.00

HEAR ME ROAR (T.Johnson 19) Lemon yellow 
Standards over deep rich mahogany red falls with lemon edge.  
Nicely ruffled. $16.00

HEART RACER  (Blyth 21)  F   Standards icy white with 
pink flush in center. falls deep rose pink with creamy edge.  Large 
flowers on well branched stems.   $38.00 

HEARTFELT (Black 18) White ground w/ S overlaid lilac 
& then edged buff pink; F white then lemon shadings next to wide 
deep maroon band.    $12.00

HEARTS ON FIRE (J.Painter 14) Satiny oxblood red 
standards. Velvety garnet cherry falls. Old gold beards. $8.00

HEAT IS ON (T.Johnson 13) Pinkish apricot standards 
and sunburst on dark wine falls. Glowingly bright clumps. $9.00

HEAT OF THE MOMENT (T.Johnson 20) 
Oxblood red self with super orange beards.  Beautiful stems on 
strong growth makes a stunning clump!!   $22.00
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HEAVENLY SIGN  (Ghio 19) Lovely form and ruffles.  
Light pink standards, and narrow rim on white falls with deep pink 
hafts.  $22.00 

HELLO ROMANCE  (Blyth 19) F    Soft salmon pink 
standards and slightly deeper falls with white tipped beard.  Show 
Stems! Unique color! $16.00

HEY LOOK ME OVER (Black 21) Golden yellow 
Standards; Falls large dark mahogany spot with surrounded by a 
wide gold band.  Nicely branched and budded.    $36.00

HEY SOUL SISTER  (T.Johnson 21) White standards 
with blue band and center stripe; F white with purple band and 
blue bds.  Pretty!   $36.00 

HIGH SURF (Ghio 20) Very light blue S; F near white 
flushed light blue towards edge; lovely ruffles.   $22.00 

HIGHER LOVE (T.Johnson 17) Blended lemon and 
gold S; F are plush oxblood red encircled lavender violet and then 
banded gold.  Gorgeous! $10.00

HIGHLY CLASSIFIED (T.Johnson 18) Warm flesh 
pink standards infused violet.  Lavender falls with nice wide rose-
pink band.  Beautiful! $14.00

HIP HIP HOORAY (T.Johnson 19) White; Falls have 
yellow ground with violet lines radiating from beard becoming a 
wash and then surrounded by a white band. $18.00

HOBNOBBING (Miller 21) Clear pink standards; Falls 
cream w/ clear pink touched hafts & orchid violet band.  Tangerine 
beards with white horns.   $35.00

HOLD ME NOW (T.Johnson 16) Mauve pink 
standards & band on white falls. Wonderful violet beards. Show 
stalks!  $9.00

HOLD THE LINE  (Keppel 20) Standards light yellow; 
Falls yellow ground with deep prune purple hafts and edge.   
Flashy!   $26.00

HOPE SPRINGS ETERNAL (T.Johnson 18) 
White w/ violet fall wash & lines ending in a white edge.  Yellow 
blended hafts.  Floriferous!! $12.00

HOT OFF THE PRESS (Black 18) Brilliant shining 
golden yellow with fantastic stems.  Extremely bright.  NOT just 
another yellow!! $14.00

HOTTIE (Black 18) A very rich near ruby red self with 
orange beards.  Very smooth.   $14.00

HOUR OF THE DAWN (T.Johnson 19) Golden 
yellow standards and wash below beards on honey rust falls  
Tangerine beards. Bright! $18.00
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HOW WONDERFUL (T.Johnson 19) Standards 
blended violet flesh and salmon pink. Falls are antique rosy pink 
with lighter area below beard. $17.00 

HUCKLEBERRY SUNDAE (T.Johnson 14) Dark 
red mulberry S and wide plicata band on white falls. $8.00

HUNG UP ON YOU (T.Johnson 19) Salmon orange 
standards; falls very light rose deepening toward edge.  Slight 
salmon haft area.  Beautiful! $16.00

I BROKE IT (Black 18) R  A very pretty ruffled medium 
lavender overlaid with broken color in shades of violet.  Strong 
summer and fall rebloom here in Oregon.  $14.00

I HAVE THIS DANCE (T.Johnson 17) Standards 
complex blend of pastel pink, yellow and light blue; falls lighter 
blue w/ lighter center.  Gorgeous full ruffled form. $10.00

I LIKE PRETTY THINGS (Black 17) Lavender 
orchid standards; Falls white w/ lavender edge.  Wonderful form 
w/ nice ruffles and lace.  $10.00

I’M ALL SHOOK UP (Black 13) Dark violet standards 
blended to icy white and banded gold. Falls mirror standard’s color. 
Unique and beautiful color and pattern. A must! $8.00

I’M BACK (T.Johnson 07) R  Superbly formed strong 
rebloomer. Good rebloom parent. NICE! $8.00

I’M NOT STABLE (Black 20) Light apricot orange 
with overall random deep violet broken color streaks with orange 
beards. Well branched and budded strong grower.  Flashy and 
bright!  $22.00

IDLE RICH (Keppel 16) Olive yellow standards with 
violet centers over bright yellow falls. $8.00

IGNITE THE LIGHT (T.Johnson 21) White S, 
heavily infused golden yellow; F rust red with creamy lavender 
band.  Wow factor when in full bloom!!   $36.00 

IL CANTO DELLE SIRENE (Montanari 21) F  
White standards; Falls white ground, heavily overlaid with deep 
violet lines and narrow cream edge.  $32.00 

ILLUMINATI (Keppel 19) Rich french lilac with yellow 
inner glow and band that is wider on the standards.  Clean white 
area around beard.  $18.00

IMPERIAL GUARD (Keppel 17) Yellow Standards; 
Falls blended red purple with a lighter buckskin edge. Blue tipped 
beards. Late and Nice! $12.00

IMPRESSED (Blyth 21)  F   Standards  white tinted cream 
to lemon in center; Falls rich burgundy to black with very narrow, 
lighter rim.   $34.00 
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IN FULL VIEW (T.Johnson 20) S deep rose to salmon 
pink with lighter edge; F cream with rose pink blushed edge and 
hafts.  Large frosted powder blue beards.  Gorgeous tight ruffles 
and wide form.  Stalks!!  Nice!   $22.00

INK PATTERNS (T.Johnson 07) White, dark blue 
plicata bands on all petals. Blue styles. Wister Medal 2013. $8.00

INKBLOT (Keppel 18) Yellow S; Falls have a deep violet 
flush below beard & are lighter on either side.  Yellow touched hafts 
& blended edge add to the mystery.  $13.00

INKED IN (Blyth 21) F  White standards are almost 
completely covered purple; F stark white w/ deep purple edge, 
near black haft, and very notable black styles!!  Unique.  $36.00 

INSANIAC (T.Johnson 12) White standards rimmed 
gold. White falls lined & washed red plum and banded white. Fast 
increase. Well-branched stalks. $8.00

INSTANT ATTRACTION (Black 19) Light lavender 
S; Falls are rusty cinnamon with lighter centers.  Show stems! 
Unique color!  $18.00

INSTANT MESSAGE  (T.Johnson 21) White S, 
heavily infused golden yellow; F rust-red with creamy lavender 
band.  Wow factor when in full bloom!!   $34.00 

IRISH JESTER  (Blyth 19) F    Creamy white with lemon 
to green infused centers in the standards and wide fall hafts. Show 
stems! $16.00

IT’S ME AGAIN (Black 20) R Butterscotch yellow S; F 
have a white central patch that is washed lavender and a wide straw 
yellow border.  Well branched and budded! $20.00

JUBILANCE (Keppel 21) White S, infused bright yellow; 
F bright yellow with yellow beards.  Very bright.   $35.00 

JUST A CRUSH (T.Johnson 18) Medium lilac and 
mustard blended standards; Falls mustard yellow with lighter 
centers.  Different! Early! $14.00

JUST DREAMING (Blyth 20) F  Peach standards 
flushed deeper in center; falls white with soft pink flush.  Lovely 
branching and buds.   $14.00

JUST FOR NOW (T.Johnson 18) White S with pale 
lilac band; F white with medium lilac plicata band.  Strong growth 
with excellent branching w/ up to 14 buds.   $12.00

JUST YOU AND ME  (T.Johnson 21) Light peach 
pink S w/ gold edge; F white w/ ruffled peach pink edge & large 
frosted blue bds.  Show stems, late flowering.   $36.00 

KING’S REIGN (T.Johnson 15) White with gold 
rimmed standards and falls widely banded dark maroon. $8.00
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KISS ME ALL OVER (Blyth 18) F  Beautiful soft 
orchid lavender with pink flush and lavender tipped beards.  
Beautiful! $12.00

KISS THE NIGHT (T.Johnson 19) Yellow ground 
plicata almost completely overlaid with black cherry on standards 
and wide fall band.  Intense! Show branching! $16.00 

KISSED BY AN ANGEL (T.Johnson 18) Icy blue 
standards and edge on blue to violet falls with darker haft lines.  
Gorgeous form!! Buds!   $14.00

KNOW IT ALL (Black 16) Blocky wide mulberry with 
bronze touched hafts and burnt orange beards. Strong robust 
growth.  Show Stalks!  $8.00

LASER LIGHT SHOW (Black 21) Standards 
lavender, washed & veined dark plum; Falls deep purple w/ short 
white rays around and below orange beards.  $38.00

LASH OUT (Black 19)  Standards are blended violet 
and amber deeper in centers; falls are lavender with deep amber 
overlay and amber band.  Wow! Stems! $18.00

LAST KISS GOODNIGHT (Blyth 18) F  Golden 
yellow standards with olive infusions; falls velvety red black with 
narrow buff edge.  Show stems and Nice!!   $13.00

LATEST FASHION (T.Johnson 19) Blue white 
standards infused pink; Ruffled salmon pink falls with lighter area 
below beard.  Good stems and color! $18.00

LAVENDER BREEZE (T.Johnson 19) Lavender 
blue self with darker diffused fall band and then lighter edge.  
Form! Stem! Clump! $17.00

LAVENDER WHIRL (T.Johnson 19) White 
standards with lavender picata band and midrib; falls white with 
deep purple dotted edge.  Incredible clumps! Stems! $16.00

LAW AND ORDER (T.Johnson 20) Standards white 
with near complete lavender plicata overlay.  Falls white with very 
wide deep purple band.  Bronze to orange beard. Buds, Stems, 
Clumps!!   $22.00

LEAVE ME BREATHLESS  (T.Johnson 19) 
White standards and fall edge with violet lines and wash radiating 
out from below beard.  We love it!  Showy! $18.00

LEMON DELICIOUS (Blyth 19) F   Lemon yellow 
standards and edge on white Falls.  Beards are orange.  Gorgeous 
form and show stems! $16.00
LEMON MOONBEAM  (Black 20) Cream S heavily 
infused lemon; F cream with lemon band and blue tipped yellow 
beards.  Strong grower with good bud count.  Pretty!   $20.00
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LET’S PLAY DRESSUP (Black 17) White standards 
with gilt gold & darker gold brown veining; White center of plush 
black falls are veined deep plum.  $10.00

LET’S SNUGGLE (T.Johnson 20) Shrimp pink 
standards; falls cream with deep shrimp pink hafts and lighter 
edge.  Nicely branched.  Beautiful!!   $22.00

LIKE A BREEZE (Black 19) Very late heavily ruffled 
cobalt blue with show stems. $18.00

LIVING LEGEND (T.Johnson 16) Extremely wide 
blue white standards with wide dramatic deep blue violet fall band. 
Gold blushed hafts.  Striking!  $9.00

LOADS OF LOVE (Black 20) Pink S with lemon gold 
edges; Mid peach orange F with slightly darker hafts and edge; 
Tangerine bds. Very bright and pretty! Unique!   $20.00 

LOCAL GOSSIP (Blyth 20) F   Cream S flushed heavily 
with lemon in the centers; F Blended magenta with a lighter edge.  
Very wide and ruffled with good buds!   $20.00

LOCOMOTION (T.Johnson 17) Standards are near 
solid raspberry rose; falls light cream to yellow w/ deep rasp. Band 
and hafts.  Great stems!!  $9.00

LONESOME PRAIRIE  (Black 19)  Slate to tan 
standards over yellow falls with brown wash at hafts.  Wonderful 
form and show stems. $16.00

LOOKING CUTE  (Ghio 19) Warm peach pink S, haft 
and edge on cream F. Beautiful bubble ruffled form.  $20.00 

LOVING EMBRACE (T.Johnson 21) Blue white 
standards with melon orange centers; falls medium salmon to 
orange with red-orange bds.  Show stems!   $36.00 

LOVOLOGY  (Blyth 21)  F   White standards with a soft 
pink flush on the midrib; Falls cream peach to pink with lighter 
center & darker edge.  Show stems.   $36.00 

LUSCIOUS LIPS (Black 20) Peach with lighter creamy 
area below Tangerine bd.  Super strong growth with nicely branched 
stems carrying 10 buds.    $18.00 

LUXURIANT (Black 16) Flawless ruffled and laced silver 
and light blue reverse bicolor. Wonderful stems! $10.00

MAD OVER YOU (T.Johnson 18) Light rose plicata 
S; Deep rose plicata band on white F.  Gorgeous stems and garden 
show! $12.00
MADE ME SHIVER (Blyth 20) F  White standards 
heavily infused creamy peach in centers; falls rich burgundy with 
white spray pattern around tangerine beard.  Lovely color combo!  
Flashy!   $22.00
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MADLY IN LOVE (T.Johnson 21) Salmon & flesh 
pink blended S with purple center wash; F cream with peach pink 
border.  Late; show stems.   $36.00 

MAGIC IN ME  (Blyth 21)  F   Standards creamy 
lemon, flushed violet; Falls lavender violet with tan hafts and edge.  
Shocking burnt orange beard.  Nice!!   $36.00 

MAGIC RING  (Keppel 20) Bright golden yellow 
standards; Falls light yellow ground paling to white in center and 
a deep wine-red band.  Very showy in the garden!   $25.00

MAGIC TRICK  (T.Johnson 19)  Cocoa pink standards 
with lighter edge on S and F.  Fantastic frost cocoa pink beards.  
Distinctive! $18.00

MAGICAL NIGHT  (Miller 21) Standards lacy orchid 
pink with plum shadings; Falls mostly black.  Very dramatic and 
showy!   $36.00

MAKE MY HEART SING (Black 18) A nicely 
formed, beautiful reverse bicolor with excellent stalks carrying 3 
branches & 8 buds. $14.00

MAKING A SCENE (T.Johnson 20) Icy white S; 
F have a slight orange touched haft.  Below the beard is a white 
bar and below it is a purple lined pattern.  Very unique with good 
branching and growth.  Ruffled!   $22.00

MARBLE STATUE (Black 17) Nicely formed warm 
white with yellow style crests and touching hafts. $9.00 

MARGIN TRADER (Blyth 20) F  White standards; 
falls white with precise lavender blue stitched edge and haft; 
Golden yellow beards and style arms really set the pattern off.  Very 
cool looking!  $22.00

MARITAL BLISS (Keppel 17) Peach standards. Falls 
creamy white in center flushed peach.  Nice form. $10.00

MARRY THE NIGHT (T.Johnson 17) Dark grape 
standards, haft, & band on white falls.  Showy yellow orange bd.  
Makes a wonderful show with show stems. $10.00

MARRYING KIND (Keppel 15) Peach pink standards 
over lavender falls with red beards. Nice stems. $9.00 

MAYAN SUNRISE (Johnson 16) Mid blue S.Falls 
light blue with deep yellow hafts and F band. Clumps!  $8.00

ME AND MY SHADOW (Black 19) Cream to light 
yellow ground plicata with near solid purple black S and fall band.  
Gorgeous form, intensely deep color and show stems! $18.00 

MEDAL OF HONOR  (T.Johnson 18) Very hard to 
describe.  A totally unique creation that is quite a garden attention 
getter!! $14.00
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MERCHANT MARINE (Keppel 07) Big ruffled mid 
blue. Healthy growth produces strong show stalks. $8.00

MIDNIGHT VELVET (T.Johnson 14) Purple black 
plicata on white ground, fall with more open ground. $8.00

MIND CHANGER (Miller 17) Lightly laced coral pink 
self w/ huge coral pink beards and horns. $10.00

MINDBLOWING  (T.Johnson 20) Deep golden 
yellow standards; falls have a large deep plush mahogany spot 
with a wide and precise golden yellow band.  Shocking!!  Stunning 
in clump! Stems!!  $22.00

MISTY SUNLIGHT (Blyth 19) F  Lemon Standards 
over cream falls with lemon blended edge.  Gorgeous form and 
show stems. $16.00

MIXED FEELINGS  (T.Johnson 20) Lemon 
standards; falls white ground with raspberry dotted inner rim and 
belly stripe followed by a clean lavender band and lemon edge.  
Very different!  $20.00

MODERNISTIC (Blyth 20)  F  S near white with light 
soft blue violet infusions; F soft lavender blue deepening towards 
the edge.  Very pretty with lovely ruffled form!  $22.00 

MOMENT TO TREASURE (T.Johnson 16) 
Pink standards and mid Lavender falls. Show stems on this pretty 
bicolor.  $9.00

MONTMARTRE (Keppel 08) Rose purple standards 
trimmed tan. Darker red purple on white luminata. $10.00

MOOD RING (Keppel 17) Standards plumbago purple; 
Falls white w/ gold band.  Very nice. $10.00 

MOONGLINT  (Keppel 20) Medium lavender blue S 
with lighter edge; Falls deep lavender blue with a lighter edge and 
white luminata patch surrounding yellow beards.    $22.00

MOONLIT RENDEZVOUS (T.Johnson 21) Blue 
white with wide deep blue violet fall band.  Yellow beards. Intense 
coloration!  $36.00 

MORE THAN RUFFLES (Black 20) Steely lavender 
mauve standards; falls light violet with khaki hafts and band.  Very 
ruffled.  Stems! $22.00  

MUSICAL CHAIRS (Keppel 19) Flesh Pink to deep 
salmon S: F are wisteria blue with salmon touched hafts. $17.00 

MUSICALITY (Ghio 19) Light pink with deeper shrimp 
pink center in the S and on fall edge.  Ruffled!   $20.00 

MY PASSION (Black 20) Pale mauve pink S infused 
darker; F Mid blue violet, paler around burnt orange bds.  Very 
pretty and classy looking  $20.00  
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MY PRETTY  (T.Johnson 21) Ivory to icy blue standards 
with deep salmon centers; falls icy white w/ pink hafts and frosted 
blue tipped beards.   $38.00 

MYSTERY LADY (T.Johnson 21) Dusty beige 
standards with violet flush; falls slate blue purple.  Show stems, 
great form and growth! $36.00 

MYSTIC ART (T.Johnson 19) Peach pink standards 
with lighter edge; falls cameo pink with lighter band.  Very 
floriferous and strong grower. Pretty! $18.00

MYSTICANO (Blyth 21)  F   Standards golden yellow, 
edged with red veining; Falls deep burgundy-black with short 
white rays around beard.   $36.00 

NATURAL HIGH  (T.Johnson 20) Icy lavender white 
standards and edge over lavender violet Falls with deeper hafts.  
Large flowers on stems carrying up to 12 buds.    $20.00

NEED YOU NOW (T.Johnson 18) Medium pink 
standards and hafts on white falls.  Nice yummy colors.  Very 
pretty!! $14.00

NEVERTHELESS (Keppel 21) Light pink and violet 
blended standards; falls deep red purple with white luminata patch 
around orange beard. $35.00 

NIGHT WHISPERS  (T.Johnson 20) Med wine red 
standards and edge on deep black cherry Falls.  Smoldering orange 
beards.  Fantastic! Stalks! Clump! Fragrance!    $22.00

NINJA WARRIOR (Miller 16) Smoky pink standards 
and velvety black falls. Dramatic and showy! $9.00

NOBLE CLASS  (Blyth 21)  F   Icy blue white standards; 
Falls near black with short white lines around orange bds. Great 
contrast and stems!   $35.00 

NOBLE HERITAGE (Blyth 20) F  Creamy white 
standards; Falls Light brown with a honey butterscotch overlay 
darkening at the edge; Orange bds.  A very unique and beautiful 
color combination. $20.00 

NOSTALGIC MEMORY (Black 18) Nicely formed 
warm white w/ yellow style crests and touched hafts. $12.00  

NOW WHAT (T.Johnson 20) Golden yellow S; F deep 
rich black cherry with short white lines around orange bd.  Beautiful 
stems with up to 13 buds.  Showy in clump!!    $20.00

NUTCRACKER (Blyth 20) F  Standards blended lilac 
and honey buff; Falls are a very smooth rich mahogany brown to 
maroon with self beards. Fantastic color and puts on an amazing 
garden show!!  $22.00 
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OH DEAR  (Black 18) Yellow ground plicata with very 
deep purple standards and edge on Falls.  Loads of buds ensures 
a long bloom season!   $12.00  

OH WHAT FUN (T.Johnson 19) Light violet-blue 
standards; falls blended violet and rose forming a rose band.  
Lighter area below red beard.  Nice and different! $16.00  

ONCE UPON A TIME (Black 18) Large heavily 
ruffled stately flowers of royal purple with lilac frosted beards.  Very 
classy!   $14.00  

ONE MAN’S ART (Blyth 19) F   Creamy beige with 
dusty rose blended Standards; Falls deep dusky rose.  Nice show 
stems.  Color. $18.00 

ONE THAT I WANT  (T.Johnson 21) Deep purple 
S with slight white ground showing in center; F white with deep 
violet black border and haft.   Deep blue-black bd.   $34.00 

ONLY A DREAM (Blyth 19) F   Honey cream self with 
deeper hafts.  Beautiful wide form on show stems! $16.00

ONLY A LADY (T.Johnson 19) Pink S and edge on 
creamy blue white F.  Beards frosty powder blue.  Nice show stems 
with up to 9 buds! $14.00

ONLY THE SHADOW KNOWS  (Black 20) Mid 
slate grey standards lighter at edges; falls eggshell blending to a 
pale butter edge.  Very mysterious looking! Stems!   $22.00  

OPEN HEART (T.Johnson 20) Cream S washed pink 
in center; F peachy orange haft and edge with violet lines below 
orange beard.  Elegant and lovely!!   $22.00

ORANGE TEMPTATION (T.Johnson 20) Deep 
orange S over slightly lighter orange falls with brilliant orange bds.  
Wonderfully branched and budded stalks cover the clump with 
brilliant orange flowers.  Nice!!  $22.00

OVERHEATED (Miller 18) Incredible deep red 
burgundy self with orange beards.  Ruffled with strong growth.  
 $12.00  

OVERSHADOWED (T.Johnson 20) Milk glass 
standards infused pink; medium violet with deep red violet hafts 
and central area below beard. Dramatic!    $20.00

PAINTED LOVE (T.Johnson 16) Mid gold S blushed 
red violet, wide blue violet falls with darker band.  $10.00

PAINTED SHADOWS (Keppel 15) Straw yellow S. 
Petunia purple falls with paler edge. Strongly flared. $8.00

PAINTED SKY (T.Johnson 20) Light lemon-cream 
standards infused lavender in center; falls have a large deep purple 
center spot with a wide and ruffled light lavender band.  Orange 
beards.  Very striking!!   $22.00
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Paisley Paisley 
PrintPrint

PAISLEY PRINT (Black 19) White Standards; Falls white 
with violet band blending to lavender rim and finally a purple wire 
edge.  Nice! $17.00  

PALOMA BLANCA (T.Johnson 19) A late well-
formed ice blue white with orange beard tipped white.  Nice show 
stems.  Classy! $17.00

PANJANDRUM (Keppel 18)Standards blended 
lavender & ecru; Falls have deep rose red thumbprint hafts then a 
violet flash below beard.  Flushed lighter toward buff banded edge.  
Ruffled & lightly laced. Different!   $14.00 

PARADISE SUNSET (T.Johnson 20) Light lavender- 
blue standards infused salmon; falls have a lavender base washed 
salmon with a lavender band and area below bd.  Very ruffled and 
stately!!  $22.00

PARTY CITY (T.Johnson 20) Orange S and edge on 
falls that are deeply striated and veined a deep rich violet.  Very 
large and ruffled with gorgeous form.  Spectaclular!!   $24.00

PASTEL PATTERNS (Keppel 21) Standards cream 
with light blue plicata edge; falls cream-peach with deep violet 
hafts and lighter purple edge and center stripe.   $35.00 

PATCHWORK PUZZLE  (T.Johnson 11) White 
standards; dark purple falls veined white.  Crazy color pattern!!  
Popular!  $10.00

PAUL BLACK (T.Johnson 03) SHOW STALKS! Strong 
growth. Lovely perfume. Winner of Dykes Medal 2010. $8.00

PAY IT FORWARD  (T.Johnson 20) Icy lavender 
white standards and narrow edge on rich violet falls with 
orange and violet beards.  Emphasis on this one is clump!!  Very 
floriferous!! $20.00

PAY THE POET (Blyth 20) F  Light lemon S; F creamy 
white with lavender band and orange beard.  A simply show 
stopping pastel!  Stems! Dazzling clumps!   $20.00

PEACH SHAKE  (T.Johnson 20) Creamy white S 
infused apricot in center; F are deep apricot with a lighter edge 
and area below nearly red beards.  Very pretty indeed!!   $22.00

PERIHELION PASS (T.Johnson 19) S Blended deep 
lemon & cream; F have a wide rust red band w/ yellow central 
sunburst around & below beard.  Clumps! $18.00

PHARAOH’S POET (T.Johnson 19) Cream S with 
rose blended centers.  Falls old rose with lighter center & lavender 
pink rim.  Popular! $18.00

PHOTO SHOOT (T.Johnson 19) Pristine white ground 
with purple plicata band on S & F.  Deep solid purple styles and 
heavy ruffles add to the appeal! $16.00
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Poetic Poetic 
MistMist

PIE IN THE SKY (Black 21) White Standards; Falls 
white with violet lines at hafts and irregular yellow wash.  Variegated 
foliage!! $34.00

PIECE BY PIECE  (T.Johnson 21) S white ground 
with wide deep gold dotted band; F white with lavender violet 
dotted band and deep violet hafts.  Showy!   $36.00 

PLIC SYMPHONY (Black 21) S white ground with 
heavy violet purple plicata overlay; F yellow ground with violet 
dotted band and center stripe.  Show stems!   $36.00

PLUM LOCO (Keppel 21) Medium mulberry standards; 
falls creamy white with deep mulberry band.  Great stems and 
color!  $40.00 

POETIC DREAM  (Blyth 21)  F     Standards lemon in 
the center, blended lavender and cream at the edge; Falls lavender 
cream with lemon border.  Very nice!   $35.00 

POETIC MIST (T.Johnson 19) Flesh pink Standards; 
Falls pink ground with a near solid mauve overlay and deeper 
texture veins.  Pretty! $16.00  

POWDER KEG (Miller 20) Smoky orchid pink S; F 
cream ground with a wide dark red violet plicata band and wide 
center stripe; Tangerine bds.  A striking pattern! Stalks!   $20.00

POWER STRUGGLE (Keppel 19) Mulberry purple 
Standards with lighter edge; Falls are ecru with tangerine beards.  
Very pretty! $18.00

POWERHOUSE (Ghio 19) Heavily ruffled and full 
formed orchid self.  $18.00

PRECIOUS THING (T.Johnson 20) Light dusty rose 
S with deep blue lavender centers.  Falls are a light lavender with a 
wide peach pink rim.  Beautiful! Show Stalks! Classy!   $22.00

PRIVATE PARTY (T.Johnson 20) Flesh pink  
standards and edge on deep lavender-purple Falls; frosted violet 
beard.  Hard to capture on film but a spectacular iris with consistent 
show stems!! A favorite and used a lot in hybridizing. $22.00

PROFESSOR (T.Johnson 20) Medium plum standards 
and edge on lavender F; hafts are a deep rich violet; beards yellow.  
Large and ruffled! Showy!   $22.00

PROPHETIC DREAM (T.Johnson 20) Standards 
have a yellow ground almost completely covered with a raspberry 
plicata.  Falls are a lemon ground with a raspberry plic band and 
haft.  Fantastic show stems with 9 buds and a very strong grower 
and bloomer! Wonderful!   $20.00

PUERTO VALLARTA  (T.Johnson 21) Golden 
yellow S; F white with golden yellow hafts and wash towards lemon 
and pink blended band.  Fantastic stalks and clumps!!   $36.00 
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StarsStars

PUMPKIN PIE ALA MODE (T.Johnson 14) 
White S. Vibrant burnt orange falls. Fabulous color. $10.00

PUNCTUATION (T.Johnson 18) Clean lemon to peach 
standards; medium lavender purple F w/ very deep red violet bar 
across the hafts.  Showy, with great stems!!   $12.00

PURPLE PUNCH (T.Johnson 16) Dark royal purple 
S & purple black falls. Black beards touched brown.  $8.00

PUZZLED (T.Johnson 15) Butter peach S. Irregular 
blended maroon wash over light lavender falls. Wide. $8.00

QUACK QUACK (Black 16) Bright mid yellow self with 
marigold orange beards. Show stalks! $8.00

QUE SERA SERA (T.Johnson 20) Lemon yellow 
Standards infused pink; Falls lavender and rose blended with an 
extremely ruffled lemon gold band.  Totally unique and a stunning 
flower!  Last year’s best-selling introduction. $26.00

RADIANT GARNET (Black 19) Magenta Standards 
over ruby to garnet Falls with old gold beards.  Very pretty and 
bright. Stems! $16.00 

RAINBOW ROAD (Keppel 19) Pale blue violet 
standards; F medium blue violet with orange beards. $18.00

RAINDROPS KEEP FALLING (Black 16) Almost 
solid lilac S. Falls white with lilac edge. Beautiful!  $9.00

RASPBERRY PIE (T.Johnson 20) A white ground 
plicata with near solid raspberry S; F have a deep raspberry plic 
band and narrow line that extends from beard to petal edge.  Nice 
stems with up to 11 buds and is a fantastic parent!   $22.00

RAVEN GIRL (Schreiner 08) Big ruffled jet black with 
satiny sheen. Black purple beards. Strong show stalks. $8.00

RAVISHING RUBY (T.Johnson 16) Dark magenta 
rose standards with blue fall blaze. Beards are tipped brown. Well 
branched!  $10.00

REACH THE STARS  (T.Johnson 21) White S with 
gold band; F white with deep violet band and orange bd.  Brilliant 
color display with nicely branched stalks.   $36.00 

READ ALL ABOUT IT (T.Johnson 20) Gold 
standards with a lighter blended edge; falls are a lavender and 
lemon blend with deep red violet hafts and fall wash. A fun and 
showy pattern!   $20.00 

READ MY MIND   (T.Johnson 21) Yellow standards; 
deep plush burgundy falls with violet and yellow blended band.  
Ruffles galore.  Fantastic!   $38.00 
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READY FOR MY CLOSEUP (Black 14) Dark rose 
claret standards. Dark ruby red falls. Perfect form. Ruffled and laced. 
Inching every closer to red. COLOR! POPULAR! $8.00

RECKLESS CHILD (Keppel 19) Blue white standards 
with gold veined rim.  Falls are rich blackish purple with a rayed 
white area below orange beards.  $18.00

RESPECT (T.Johnson 19) white ground Standards w/ 
lavender inner dotted band & wide gold edge; Falls stark white w/ 
deep purple black band.  Super strong grower w/ 10 buds. Makes 
a fantastic show! $16.00

RETICULATED RUBY (Black 21) Mid mauve S; F 
garnet forming a reticulated veining pattern. Different. $30.00

RISE LIKE A PHOENIX (Black 17) Vivid gold 
standards with auburn veined band; F dramatic deep red black.  
Lots of buds on great stems.  Fantastic garden show.   $12.00

RODEO COWBOY (T.Johnson 20) Yellow standards 
and edge on rust red falls.  Wonderful stems and a showman’s 
delight!!  $22.00 

ROLLING IN THE DEEP  (T.Johnson 21) Purple 
standards and edge on very deep purple falls.  Extremely ruffled 
and wide.  $36.00 

ROYAL ACADEMY  (Keppel 21) Tall, big ruffled 
deep purple self.   $40.00 

ROYAL PASSAGE (T.Johnson 19) Light tan standards 
w/ peach centers; Deep plush red violet Falls with lavender edge.  
Strong growth. $16.00 

ROYALTY REMEMBERED (Keppel 17) R 
Lovely rich concord purple.  Super form & reblooms reliably here 
in Oregon. $10.00

ROYSTON RUBIES (Cordes 17) Deep ruby red self 
deeper in the falls. Lots of buds, good strong show stems ! $10.00

RUBY TRACERY (Black 16) Laced deep garnet 
w/ short white lines extending around beard. Late & showy!  $9.00 

RUFFLES ALL AROUND  (Black 20) Standards 
red violet with lighter oyster bands; Falls oyster washed palest red 
violet with lighter edge.  Heavily ruffled!   $22.00 

RULE THE WORLD  (T.Johnson 21) White 
standards; Rich lavender violet falls with lavender white band and 
orange beards.  Growth and show stems. $34.00 

RUMOR HAS IT (T.Johnson 12) Chalky white widely 
plic banded bubble gum grape. Heavily ruffled. $8.00
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Seek The Seek The 
UniqueUnique

SAFE AND SOUND (T.Johnson 18) Super strong 
growth with lots of show stalks carrying 8 or more buds make this 
a garden standout!   $12.00

SANTA CRUZ SURF (Ghio 19) Icy blue white 
standards and edge on lighter falls. Very nice ruffled flowers on 
good stems.  $18.00 

SASSY TALK  (Blyth 21)  F     Standards creamy lemon; 
Falls white with an irregular broken color application of violet which 
can be variable. $32.00 

SAY THE WORD  (T.Johnson 21) Deep rich mango 
orange and pink blended standards, haft and edge on cream falls.  
Intensely ruffled and gorgeous!   $38.00 

SCATTERGRAM (Miller 21) Standards dusty pink 
with light maroon veining; Falls cream with a dark plum stitched 
and dotted band.  Robust!   $34.00

SEASONS IN THE SUN (T.Johnson 14) Mid yellow 
standards. Brown falls with wide tan band. Clean and appealing 
color. Show stalks. $9.00

SECRET HOPES (T.Johnson 19) Pink S. over Lavender 
violet Falls with red-orange beards.  Nice show stems. $16.00

SECRET PAST (T.Johnson 19) Buff gold Standards and 
hafts on medium blue violet Falls.  Beautiful pleated ruffles and 
nice show stems. $16.00

SEEK THE UNIQUE (Black 20) White Standards that 
are randomly splashed light orchid; Falls randomly streaked mid 
to dark orchid.  Show stems!   $22.00 

SENOR JINX (Schreiner 18) Very inky black flowers with 
yellow beards.  Flowers more tailored but very showy and borne in 
profusion!  $14.00

SERGEY (T.Johnson 16) Wonderfully formed subtle 
blue and yellow bicolor. Much admired at the 2015 Portland 
convention. $9.00

SHADOW BANDS (T.Johnson 19) White standards 
infused deep lemon; Falls plush burgundy with yellow sunburst.  
Very flashy with up to 11 buds!  $18.00

SHARE THE LOVE (Ghio 19) Beautiful pink  
standards and touched haft on orchid Falls.  Beautifully formed 
and ruffled flowers!  $18.00

SHARP DRESSED MAN (T.Johnson 10) Black 
bitone. Vivid orange beards. Showy clumps. Show stalks. Wister 
Medal 2016 $8.00

SHE’S A BIMBO (Miller 20) S peach pink infused 
orchid with very light veining at edges; F very dark plum deepening 
at edges w/ orange bds.  Very wide and voluptuous!   $22.00
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SHOCKAHOLIC (T.Johnson 20) S are a unique 
blend of light orange and lemon with deeper veins; F are a fantastic 
burnt orange.  COLOR!! COLOR!! The branching is a bit tight but 
Shockaholic packs an enormous garden punch!!   $24.00

SHOUT IT OUT LOUD  (T.Johnson 21) Light ice 
blue standards infused violet; falls deep violet with lavender fall 
band & spray around orange beard.   $36.00 

SHOWMANSHIP (Keppel 21) Flesh pink S; Medium 
pink and violet blue blended F.  Ruffled full form.   $40.00 

SIGNS OF HOPE (T.Johnson 18) Creamy infused 
peach standards; falls are washed peach w/ violet center wash & 
white edge.  Extremely floriferous & beautiful!  $14.00

SIMPLY FABULOUS (T.Johnson 19) Late deep rose 
pink with lavender undertones and lighter fall centers.  Beautiful 
form and nice show stems.   $18.00

SIZZLIN’ HOT (T.Johnson 18) Light to med. Lemon 
blended S; Falls plush burgundy red with classy ruffled edge of 
light lavender.  Flashy! $12.00

SLICE OF HEAVEN (T.Johnson 17) Blue pink 
standards over slightly lighter Falls.  Fantastic ruffling and lacing 
on show stems. $12.00

SMASHING SENSATION  (T.Johnson 21) 
Creamy lemon-yellow blended standards; Falls rich violet with 
wide decadent and ruffled lavender band.  Beautiful and show 
stems.   $38.00 

SMILES ALL AROUND  (T.Johnson 20) Beautiful 
creamy white with lemon edge becoming much darker at the hafts 
and edge; orange beards.  Spectacular form makes it an elegant 
iris indeed!!   $22.00

SMOKY DUSKY (Keppel 17) Medium grape 
standards; dark grape falls w/ beards green tinted yellow.  Nice 
form and showy! $10.00

SMOLDERING PASSION (T.Johnson 21) Smooth 
deep black cherry self with brilliant tangerine bds.  Fantastic with 
wonderful show stalks!   $36.00 

SNAPSHOT (T.Johnson 08) Bright yellow standards and 
sunburst on dark mahogany red falls. Very showy. $8.00

SO EXCITED (T.Johnson 20) S white with lemon 
centers; F are a colorful combination of lemon hafts, light lavender 
wash and deeper violet band. Unique and pretty!     $22.00

SO HAPPY  (T.Johnson 21) White S; F white with violet 
lines and yellow touched hafts.  Orange bds.  Overlooked, very 
showy and great show stems!   $36.00 

Shock-Shock-
aholicaholic

Shout It Shout It 
Out LoudOut Loud ShowmanshipShowmanship

Signs Signs 
Of HopeOf Hope

Simply Simply 
FabulousFabulous

Sizzlin’ Sizzlin’ 
HotHot

Smashing Smashing 
SensationSensation

Slice Slice 
Of Of 

HeavenHeaven

Smiles Smiles 
All All 

AroundAround

Smoldering Smoldering 
PassionPassion

Smoky Smoky 
DuskyDusky

So ExcitedSo Excited

So So 
HappyHappy
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So MuchSo Much
MoreMore

SO MUCH MORE  (Black 21) Standards pink with very 
lacy peach rim; F white w/ peach hafts and lacy peach rim.  Show 
stems and stunning flowers!   $38.00

SONG OF SILENCE (T.Johnson 18) Deep purple 
Standards; Falls deep purple with lighter lavender washed centers.  
Very eye appealing!   $13.00

SPACE SIGNAL (Keppel 18) Amber cream with light 
violet flush up midrib in standards and deep violet wash in center 
of F.  Different and popular!  $15.00

SPECTRAL ZONE  (Black 20) Sulfur yellow S; F gray 
white with mid violet hafts and darker center blot.  Strong show 
stems on very husky healthy plants.  $20.00  

SPELL CHECK  (T.Johnson 18) White with light lilac 
banded standards; falls white with narrow lilac band.  Deep styles 
& purple bar across the haft complete the appeal.   Strong growth 
with show stems!!    $12.00

SPLASH OUT  (Black 21) Gold standards with burgundy 
center flush; Falls deep burgundy with lighter band and tangerine 
beards.  Show stems!  Dramatic!   $36.00

SPLIT TICKET  (Keppel 21) White S; F deep purple 
with light lavender ruffled edge.  Orange bds.    $40.00 

STARDUST EVENING (Black 21) Standards dark 
indigo purple; Falls Dark indigo with lighter edge and old gold 
beards.  $34.00

START THE SHOW  (Black 21) Lavender with large, 
irregular segments of dark purple and lighter lavender edges.  
Variegated foliage.  $36.00

STEAL YOUR HEART  (Black 18) Near solid purple 
standards; falls white w/ precise purple band & narrow center line.  
Buds & show stems.  Nice!!   $14.00  

STILL THE ONE (T.Johnson 15) Medium pink S. 
Lighter pink falls with darker margins. Coral beards. $8.00

STITCHES (T.Johnson 19) Light yellow standards with 
darker yellow stitched plicata edge; Falls white with precise violet 
stitched edge.  Clean and nice!  $16.00  

STORMRISE (Oberg 19) Standards are steely violet 
shaded deeper in center; Falls yellow blending to a lighter edge.  
Fantastic show stems! $16.00 

STRAWBERRY BLISS  (T.Johnson 21)  Pink 
standards; falls medium rosy pink with deeper band and near red 
beards.  Nice!   $38.00 

STRAWBERRY FREEZE (T.Johnson 12) White S; 
Dark red purple fall with wide pale lilac band. Ruffled! $8.00

Song Of Song Of 
SilenceSilence

Strawberry FreezeStrawberry Freeze

Splash Splash 
OutOut

StardustStardust
EveningEvening

SpaceSpace
SignalSignal

Spell CheckSpell Check

Split Split 
TicketTicket

Start Start 
The ShowThe Show

Steal Steal 
Your HeartYour Heart Still The OneStill The One
Strawberry Strawberry 
BlissBliss

StormriseStormrise
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Stuck Stuck 
On YouOn You

SwingSwing
DancerDancer

SugarSugar
With With 
ThatThat

STRIKE A CHORD  (T.Johnson 21)  Medium 
lavender standards and wide ruffled edge on deep purple falls w/ 
orange beards.  Show stalks!   Wow!!   $38.00 

STUCK ON YOU  (T.Johnson 21) Pink S infused 
lavender; F deep rich lavender violet. Show stems.  $36.00 

SUDDENLY (T.Johnson 18) White S; Lavender washed 
and lined F w/ showy yellow hafts.  Bright!!   $14.00

SUGAR BLUSH  (Blyth 18) F  A nice blending of light 
orchid lavender & pink w/blue tipped beards.  Nice color with 
strong stems & lots of buds.   $12.00

SUGAR HIGH (Keppel 18) Clear pink S and edge on 
slightly lighter F.  Big flowers on nice stems.  Ruffled!  $14.00

SUGAR WITH THAT  (Blyth 21)  F   White S with 
slight apricot flush at the midrib; F soft apricot peach.  $34.00 

SUNNY SEAS (Miller 19) Canary yellow S and hafts on 
white falls that are flushed light lavender deeper at edge.  Lavender 
beards with small orange horn.   $16.00

SUNSET BOULEVARD (Keppel 17) Golden orange 
with muted mauve fall band  Tangerine beards. $10.00 

SUPER MODEL (T.Johnson 07) Very late bloom. 
Heavily crinkle laced mid lilac. Show stalks. $9.00

SUPERCHARGED (Ghio 19) Golden yellow S flushed 
slightly with burgundy.  Falls super clean burgundy red.  Beautiful 
ruffles and stems.  $18.00

SUSSUDIO (T.Johnson 19) Smooth salmon to orange 
blend with beautiful coral pink beards.  Very pretty color!  $18.00 

SWEDISH LULLABY (Keppel 15) Yellow standards. 
Mid lavender blue falls with gray band. Ruffled. $8.00

SWEET CITY WOMAN (T.Johnson 18) Light 
salmon pink S; Rich deep claret rose F w/ burnt orange bd.  
Wonderful show stems & a great parent.   $14.00

SWEET TALKER (T.Johnson 20) Deep plum S and 
edge on medium lavender-purple F; Bushy lavender and orange 
beards.  Wonderful stems with 10 buds!  Overlooked!  $22.00

SWING DANCER (T.Johnson 18) Standards light lilac; 
falls plush deep violet with lighter washed edge.  Ruffled and 
lightly laced!   $14.00

SWIVEL HIPS (T.Johnson 16) Smoky pink S and deep 
royal purple falls. Nicely ruffled and formed. Stalks!  $9.00

TABOO  (T.Johnson 21) Yellow S with lighter edge; F 
deep purple with lavender center stripe and band.  Nicely ruffled 
and formed flowers on great stems.   $36.00 

Strike Strike 
A A 

ChordChord SuddenlySuddenly

SwivelSwivel
HipsHips

Sunny SeasSunny Seas

Sunset Sunset 
 Boulevard Boulevard

Super Super 
ModelModel

SussudioSussudio

Sweet Sweet 
City City 

WomanWoman

Sweet Sweet 
TalkerTalker

TabooTaboo
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Through The Looking GlassThrough The Looking Glass
TAINTED LOVE (T.Johnson 16) Very early peachy 
orange with short red plum fall lines beside orange beards. 
Wonderful stalks and buds.  $8.00

TAMALE TIME  (Keppel 20) Old gold standards; 
yellow ground falls with wide port wine border haft and wide center 
stripe.   $20.00 

TANZANIAN QUEEN (T.Johnson 20) White S 
infused apricot; F are a clean deep apricot to orange with shocking 
red beards.  A beacon of light in the garden. $22.00

TEN OF HEARTS  (Blyth 19) F   Cream standards 
infused peach.  Cream falls with deep peach hafts and slight fall 
wash.  Beautiful and with super branching!  $18.00

THAT’S ENTERTAINMENT (T.Johnson 19) 
Bright yellow S; F are yellow with lighter area in center flushed with 
a heavy maroon wash to the edge.  Different and bright!  $18.00

THE MAJESTIC  (Mega 17) F    Yellow and wistaria 
blue blended standards; falls deep violet with lavender and yellow 
band.  Unique and colorful.  $16.00

THINK DIAMONDS  (Blyth 21)  F   Standards icy 
blue white edged w/ deep lemon centers; F blue white with deep 
gold hafts, lemon veining and distal edge.  We like!   $38.00 

THOSE VIOLET EYES (T.Johnson 17) Lavender 
pink standards over light pink falls with violet beards.   $10.00

THREAD THE NEEDLE (Ghio 19) Blue white 
standards with med lavender blue stitched edge.  Falls white with 
deep lavender purple band and short white rays around white 
beard. $18.00

THREE TIMES A LADY  (Black 20) Standards pink 
paling to butter edges; F butter cream with peach hafts.  A pretty 
glaciata with strong branching and buds.   $18.00

THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS (Black 
19) Super brilliant canary yellow glaciata with big white clean 
white patch around beard.  Nice!  $16.00

THUNDERING APPLAUSE (T.Johnson 20) 
Creamy white standards infused pink; falls light lemon with violet 
lines becoming more solid near the gold band.  Large, full, ruffled, 
blooms.  Fades a bit with age but still gorgeous!  $22.00

TIME OUT (Black 18) Rich vibrant cantaloupe orange 
with darker hafts and vivid orange beards.  Very bright!!    $14.00

TIMELESS TREASURE (T.Johnson 19)  Peach 
pink S; Falls have peach pink hafts and edge with deeper violet 
central wash.  Makes a nice clump!  $17.00

Tainted LoveTainted Love

Tanzanian Tanzanian 
QueenQueen

Tamale Tamale 
TimeTime

Ten Of Ten Of 
HeartsHearts

Three Three 
Times Times 

A LadyA Lady
That’s EntertainmentThat’s Entertainment

Think Think 
  Diamonds  Diamonds

Those Those 
Violet Violet 
EyesEyes

Thundering Thundering 
ApplauseApplause

Thread Thread 
The NeedleThe Needle

TimeTime
OutOut

Timeless Timeless 
TreasureTreasure
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Tropical BreezeTropical Breeze

TOM JOHNSON (Black 96) Purple and purple black 
bitone with orange beards.  Super branching with up to 12 buds.  
Classic! $8.00 

TOP CHOICE (T.Johnson 20) Coral pink standards; 
falls are lavender pink with coral hafts and deep shrimp pink 
beards.  Form! Ruffles!  Beautiful!   $22.00

TORONTO (T.Johnson 11) Buff peach standards. Velvety 
dark maroon falls. Ruffled & lightly laced. Beautiful! $9.00

TOTALITY  (Miller 20) Yellow standards and edge 
on yellow falls that are heavily overlaid with deep burgundy red 
veining. $20.00

TOTALLY AWESOME  (T.Johnson 18) Lt. flesh 
pink S heavily infused violet.  F rich deep black cherry.  Gorgeous 
big ruffled flowers on show stems!!     $14.00

TOTALLY CHARMED (Blyth 21)  F   White 
standards with pink infused centers; Falls salmon peach with 
lighter edge.  Ruffled and well branched.   $36.00 

TRACKS OF MY TEARS  (Black 21) Near solid dark 
lilac standards with white ground showing through; Falls white 
ground with heavy dark lilac plicata dotting.   $36.00 

TREASURE BAY (T.Johnson 19) Icy blue white 
standards over Light lavender F with darker diffused band.  
Gorgeous show stems and wonderful form.  Elegant!   $18.00

TRENDING (T.Johnson 19) Eggshell standards with 
opal pink centers; falls medium lavender brushed darker with inky 
blue beards.  Stems! Beard!  $17.00

TROPICAL BREEZE (T.Johnson 20) An unusual 
and gorgeous shade of antique rose and pink with a wide lemon-
peach blended band on standards and falls; very ruffled and 
beautiful!!   $22.00

TRUE COLORS (Keppel 20) Yellow-orange standards; 
falls violet in the center lightening slight to a blended peach-violet 
blend; tangerine beards.  Beautiful clean bicolor!   $22.00

TRUE PROMISES (T.Johnson 17) Solid mulberry 
standards and  border on white falls.  Great!!   $9.00

TRUTH OR DARE (T.Johnson 18) Our runaway best 
–selling first year intro of all time!!  A totally unique creation that 
is proving itself as a parent as well.    $15.00

TURKISH TAPESTRY (Keppel 20) Yellow ground 
standards with salmon pink plicata overlay darker at midrib and a 
lighter edge; falls yellow ground with near solid deep red violet 
dotted overlay and lighter edge.   $22.00

TotalityTotality

TotallyTotally
CharmedCharmed Tracks Of My TearsTracks Of My Tears

Top Top 
ChoiceChoice TorontoToronto

Totally Totally 
AwesomeAwesome

Treasure Treasure 
BayBay

True True 
ColorsColors

Truth Truth 
Or DareOr Dare

TrendingTrending

True PromisesTrue Promises

Turkish Turkish 
TapestryTapestry
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Vintage Vintage 
LookLook

TWILIGHT RHAPSODY (T.Johnson 16) Blended 
yellow standards with plush maroon falls edged light lavender, 
then gold.  $9.00

UNDER DOG  (Black 19) Dusky spiced rose with lighter 
fall centers.  Wonderful stems and color! Ruffled!  $17.00

UNRESTRAINED PASSION (Black 20) Standards 
white with creamy peach pink centers; white with a blend of mid 
to light peach; beards burnt orange.  Heavy bloomer and strong 
grower! Stems! $18.00

UNSPOKEN PASSION (Blyth 16) F  Luscious creamy 
white S infused peach; White falls w/ peach hafts.   $12.00

UNTAMED GLORY (T.Johnson 21) A flattie that is 
more like a magnolia bloom in shape.  Orange-pink with irregular 
white patches.   $36.00 

VALLEY OF DREAMS (Blyth 15) F  Icy lavender 
lilac S over Sienna brown falls. Different and unique! $10.00

VANITY GIRL (T.Johnson 16) Blue pink standards 
and edge on white falls. Strong growth w/ show stems!  $10.00

VINTAGE LOOK (T.Johnson 20) eggshell white 
standards; falls white overlaid lilac to lavender.  Style crests are 
edged turquoise!  Lovely pastel!!   $20.00

VISTA POINT (Keppel 17) Standards deep wine; falls 
white ground w/ yellow patch below beard & wine hafts, midline 
and edge.   $10.00

VOLCANIC GLOW (Keppel 12) Butter S flushed rose 
brown. Mahogany falls with white luminata patch. $8.00

VOULEZ VOUS (T.Johnson 15) Lavender washed 
maroon six falled flat. Butter styles. Neat. Superb stalks. $10.00

WAIT A MINUTE (Ghio 18)Cameo peach pink 
standards and edge on white falls.  Nicely ruffled full formed 
flowers.  Very pretty! $14.00 

WAKING DREAM (Montanari 18) F  Nicely ruffled 
lilac rose reverse bi-tone with great stems and growth. $12.00 

WALK RIGHT BACK (T.Johnson 20) Light lemon 
buff standards infused salmon; falls deep rose pink with tangerine 
bds.  A wonderful and showy early variety with 11 buds on show 
stems.  $22.00

WATER WALTZ (T.Johnson 14) Silvery mid blue 
reverse bitone with alluring suede finish. Big undulating ruffles. 
Strong show stalks. $8.00

WATERCOLOR PRINT (T.Johnson 15) Violet 
white. Wide mid violet fall band with paler watermark inner band. 
Big glowing marigold beards. $8.00

Walk Walk 
Right Right 
BackBack

Untamed GloryUntamed Glory

Wait Wait 
A A 

MinuteMinute

Twilight Twilight 
RhapsodyRhapsody

UnderdogUnderdog

Unrestrained PassionUnrestrained Passion

Unspoken Unspoken 
PassionPassion

Valley Valley 
of Dreamsof Dreams

Vanity Vanity 
GirlGirl

Vista Vista 
PointPoint

Voulez VousVoulez Vous

Water Water 
WaltzWaltz
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What a What a 
CircusCircus

Wicked Wicked 
GoodGood

What What 
A PartyA Party

When When 
Doves Doves 
CryCry

Whirl Whirl 
and and 

SparkleSparkle

Whisper In The Whisper In The 
WindWind

Why Why 
Be Be 

NormalNormal

WEALTH (Keppel 20) Mustard gold S infused violet; F 
full deep mustard yellow;  Bright and beautiful! $20.00

WEARING PINK  (Blyth 21)  F   Deep rose-pink S and 
edge on lighter rose pink F.  Beards vivid tangerine. $35.00 

WHAT A CIRCUS (T.Johnson 20) Standards are 
white with near solid gold overlay; Falls lavender red-violet with a 
deep magenta wash starting at the hafts.  Spectacular and showy 
garden iris!    $22.00

WHAT A FEELING (T.Johnson 17) White standards 
infused lemon.  White falls with wide washed violet band and 
yellow hafts.   $10.00

WHAT A PARTY (T.Johnson 18) Yellow to gold 
blended standards; Falls have a large purple black “signal” 
surrounded by a medium lavender band & finally a buff gold edge.  
Very beautiful!! $14.00

WHEN DOVES CRY (T.Johnson 18) Icy lavender 
white S infused lemon; F are plush burgundy w/ wide precise 
lavender band and darker wire rim.  Nice!     $14.00

WHIRL AND SPARKLE (Black 18) White standards 
and edge on rose violet falls.  Nicely ruffled with great stems and 
growth.  Nice!!   $12.00

WHISPER IN THE WIND (T.Johnson 15) White 
ground with blue-violet to purple plicata bands. Pretty. $8.00

WHY BE NORMAL (T.Johnson 14) Novelty six falls. 
Caramel with darker hafts and center line.  $9.00

WICKED GOOD (Black 12) Light blue S blended 
darker up midrib. Dramatic plush black purple falls banded mid 
lilac then purple black wire rims. Unique & wonderful! $9.00

WILD STREAK (Black 20) Buff peach standards with 
random mid lilac segments; F pale peach w/ darker peach hafts and 
edge.  F is overall randomly streaked and washed grape.  Beautiful 
with show stems!!   $22.00 

WILD SURPRISE (T.Johnson 20) Deep golden 
yellow S; F white with deep lemon hafts and a wide violet band and 
narrow brown edge.  Colorful, more so in cooler weather. $22.00

WILL YOU BE MINE (Black 18) Wide blocky ruffled & 
laced near solid pink standards; falls light pink with lighter centers.  
Super growth and show stems!   $14.00

WIND BENEATH MY WINGS (Black 19) 
Light pink standards edged in ivory.  Falls Light buff peach with 
ivory edges.  Form! Stem!   $18.00

WINTER’S SMILE (Black 16) Fantastically ruffled 
white with yellow infused standards and haft.  $9.00

What A What A 
FeelingFeeling

Winter’s Winter’s 
SmileSmile

WearingWearing
PinkPink

Wind Wind 
BeneathBeneath
  My Wings  My Wings

Wild Wild 
SurpriseSurprise

Wild StreakWild Streak
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You Can You Can 
DanceDance

Wrap Wrap 
Her UpHer Up

Woman’s Woman’s 
LoveLove Wonders Never CeaseWonders Never Cease

YouYou
FlirtFlirt

Zip To Zip To 
The The 

MoonMoon

Witch’s Witch’s 
SpellSpell

You’re You’re 
The OneThe One

WITCH’S SPELL  (T.Johnson 20) White S; F are a 
deep violet washed over lavender with a lavender band.  $20.00

WITH DARING  (Blyth 21)  F   Standards light lemon 
yellow with slightly darker centers.  Falls burgundy with yellow area 
below beard.  $34.00 

WOMAN’S LOVE (Blyth 19) F   Soft pink standards 
over falls that are Pastel magenta deepening towards edge.  
Beautiful and nice stems!  $18.00 

WONDERS NEVER CEASE (Black 07) Cream 
standards rimmed gold. Light yellow falls overlaid brick red veins 
and wash. Ruffled cream band. Very popular. Nice parent. $8.00

WRAP HER UP  (T.Johnson 21) Apricot to salmon 
standards; Falls rich magenta rose with orange beards.  Nice color 
contrast!  Show stems!  $36.00 

YOU CAN DANCE  (Blyth 21)  F   Light lavender blue 
standards with rose pink centers; Falls rich rose pink with lighter 
edge and center stripe below orange beard. $35.00 

YOU FLIRT  (T.Johnson 18) Bright deep lemon yellow 
standards; falls rich burgundy w/ narrow lemon edge.  Nicely 
ruffled.  Very dramatic!!  $13.00

YOU’RE A MESS  (Black 20) Mulberry standards with 
random palest violet streaks; F light mulberry with random streaks 
of darker mulberry; Clump! Stems!   $22.00

YOU’RE THE ONE (T.Johnson 19) Medium 
lavender pink S and haft on very light pink Falls with frosted 
powder blue beards.  Nice show stems! Late! $17.00

ZIP TO THE MOON (Blyth 21)  F   White standards 
with heavy gold centers; Falls rich golden yellow, slightly darker at 
edge.  Tangerine beard. $35.00 

ZIP ZING ZOWIE  (Black 21) ) S lavender w/ deeper 
broken color segments; F a mix of cream & yellow w/ lighter edge.  
F are also overlaid w/ violet lines and broken color.   $40.00

Will You Be MineWill You Be Mine

With With 
DaringDaring

You’re You’re 
A A 

MessMess

Zip Zip 
Zing Zing 

ZowieZowie
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ALL OF ME  (T. Johnson ’22) SDB Midseason 
13" (33cm). Slight sweet fragrance.  Brilliant coral pink 
self being a bit darker in the standards.  The white beards 
are the perfect complement.  A favorite of mine and used 
heavily in hybridizing.  Sdlg. TL263A: Blushing Diamond 
X Loveable Pink.   . $25.00

BORN TO BOOGIE  (T. Johnson ’22) SDB 
Late 12" (31cm).Sweet fragrance.  Rich coral orange 
standards and style arms with a slight violet plicata 
wash in the standards.  Falls are salmon with medium 
maroon plicata dots.  Beards are a bright coral orange.  
Sdlg TK273C: Sweet Devotion X unknown, illegible tag.   
 $25.00

BURSTING FLAMES  (T. Johnson ’22) 
SDB Midseason 14" (36cm) Sweet fragrance.  Very 
rich and smooth black cherry bitone with the standards 
being just a tad bit lighter than the near black falls.  
The mustard yellow beards create quite a contrast.  
Gorgeous in clump.  Sdlg TL282A: Kay X Roaring Fire.       
 $25.00

CATCH MY EYE  (T. Johnson ’22) SDB Mid-
season-Late 15" (38cm) Sweet fragrance.  Medium 
orange standards and deep orange style arms.  Falls are 
a light orange ground overlaid with medium crimson 
violet lines and dots.  The hafts are touched orange and 
the beard is an intense tangerine. Great stems and 4 
buds.    Sdlg TL316A: Sweet Tweet X Alaia.  $25.00

COURAGEOUS ONE  (T. Johnson ’22) BB 
Midseason 27" (69cm) Light sweet fragrance.  Canary 
yellow standards lightening towards the edge.  Falls are 
a very light yellow base washed slightly darker to the 
edge.  A large rust red signal radiates out from around 
the beards and extends half way down the fall.  Nicely 
proportioned BB and very showy and unique.  Sdlg 
TK130O: Truth or Dare X Autumn Tease sib. $40.00

CRISS CROSS  (T. Johnson ’22) SDB Midsea-
son-Late 14" (36cm) Sweet fragrance.  Lavender blue 
standards.  Falls the same, only with a rust overlay spray 
pattern with a clean lavender center belly stripe below 
bushy blue beards.  Sdlg TL275C: Fab Life X Antsy.  
 $25.00

CURLY FRIES  (T. Johnson ’22)  SDB Early 
11" (28cm) Sweet fragrance.  Yellow standards.  Falls 
have a white ground with yellow hafts and wide band.  
Maroon lines radiate out across the hafts and below the 
beard forming a pattern.  Really beautiful ruffles and a 
bright orange beard.  Very cool looking.  Sdlg TK268D: 
Unwritten X Alaia.  $25.00

FINDING PEACE  (T. Johnson ’22) SDB 
Late 13" (33cm) Sweet fragrance. Pink standards and 
lighter pink falls.  There is a large white patch around 
the big bushy frosted blue beards.  A very sweet looking 
iris.  Sdlg TL266C:  TI310C: (sib to Blue Eyed Girl x sib to 
Oh Wow) X Breathtaking.  $25.00

FIVE AND DIME  (T. Johnson ’22) SDB 
Midseason-Late 12" (31cm) Sweet. Pink standards with 
lighter rim.  Falls light blue pink with deeper salmon 
pink hafts that surround the big bush powder blue 
beard.  Sdlg. TL267A: (((Sirocco Mist x Dinner Talk) x 
Frill Of it All) x Love Spell) X Breathtaking   $25.00

THOMAS JOHNSON 

MEDIAN INTRODUCTIONS
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KITTY CAT  (T. Johnson ’22) SDB Midseason 
14" (36cm) Sweet fragrance. Medium yellow stan-
dards.  Falls have a lighter yellow ground with medium 
ginger red peppered dotting concentrated mostly at the 
haft and edge.  Near red beards.  Wonderfully ruffled!!  
Sdlg TL316B: Sister to Caught My Eye.    $25.00

LIFE LESSON   
(T. Johnson ’22) 
SDB Midseason 
12" (31cm) ) Sweet 
fragrance.  Deep 
canary yellow stan-
dards with heavy 
red violet plicata 

dotted edge and midrib.  Falls have heavily violet dotted 
hafts and a blush of yellow.  Below the beard is a large 
creamy yellow ground with light violet lines that fork 
and branch to the distal end.  Wonderful pattern.  Sdlg 
TL251B: Unwritten X Bazinga. $25.00

LIVING DANGEROUSLY  (T. Johnson 
’22) SDB Midseason 12" (31cm) Sweet fragrance.  
Purple Standards over more red purple falls with 
deeper area around big bright orange beards.  Sdlg 
TL281A: Kay X Searing Embers.   $25.00

GIRL POWER  (T. Johnson ’22) SDB Late 12" 
(31cm)  Sweet fragrance.  Medium coral pink self with 
salmon pink styles.  The beards totally make this one 
and are a very different mix of colors; I am just going to 
say look at the picture.  Amazing garden impact.  Sdlg 
TL261A: Magic Splash X Loveable Pink.   $25.00

GLITTER BOMB (T. Johnson ’22) SDB Late 
13" (33cm) Sweet fragrance.  Brilliant orange stan-
dards and styles.  Falls have an orange ground that is 
almost totally overlaid with deep maroon.  Beards are 
saturated tangerine.  A showstopper!!  Sdlg TK270F: 
Gottcha Good X Alaia.  $25.00

HOOCHIE COOCHIE  (T. Johnson ’22) 
SDB Midseason 14" (36cm) Light sweet fragrance.  
Medium orange standards blushed violet in the 
midrib.  Falls have a creamy pink ground.  There is a 
lighter area around and below the beard that becomes 
a band of purple dotting and then finally a gold edge.  
Brilliant tangerine beards top it off.  Phew, what a wild 
and bright color combo!!  Sdlg TK270D: sister to Glitter 
Bomb.     $25.00

LOOKING SO FINE   (T. Johnson ’22) SDB 
Midseason 14" (36cm)  Light fragrance.  Sky blue stan-
dards.  Falls have a large dark inky blue spot surrounded 
with a precise sky blue border.  Orange beards are 
tipped white.  Very showy.  Sdlg TK290E: sib to Thimble 
X Searing Embers.   $25.00

MASTER THE FLAME  (T. Johnson ’22)
SDB Midseason 10" (25cm) Sweet fragrance.  
Purple standards over near black falls with a slightly 
lighter edge.  Huge fully saturated tangerine beards.  
Ooh-la-la, we love this one!!  Sdlg TL296A: Searing 
Embers X Kay.    $25.00

MY SWEETNESS  (T. Johnson ’22) ) SDB 
Late 14" (36cm) Sweet fragrance.  Clear medium pink 

standards. Falls are 
cream with very 
light pink hafts 
and faint edge.  
Very showy and 
big medium blue 
beards really jump 
out.  Sdlg TL266B:  
Sister to Finding 
Peace. $25.00
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ON A LARK  (T. Johnson ’22)  SDB Midseason 
13" (33cm) Spicy fragrance.  Near solid canary yellow 
standards with a white ground inside the standards.  
Falls have a white ground with nutmeg dotted hafts and 
a lemon plicata dotted edge.  Very bright.  Sdlg TK275A: 
Little Keepsake X Alaia.  $25.00

PARTY ON  (T. Johnson ’22) SDB Mid-
season-Late 12" (31cm) Sweet fragrance.  Orange 
standards.  Falls have a light creamy orange ground 
heavily overlaid deep maroon except for a lined lighter 
area below the brilliant tangerine beard.  Hafts are 
also touched orange.  Sharp and clean pattern.  Sdlg 
TL256C: Tuned In X Alaia.   $25.00

QUIGLEY   (T. Johnson ’22) SDB Midseason 
15" (38cm) Slight fragrance.  Brassy gold standards 
with a little white ground showing in the centers.  Falls 
have a white ground below the beard then cinnamon 
dotting and a central belly stripe.  A brassy gold band 
encircles the fall. Very different and unique.  Sdlg 
TL227A: Unknown parentage, illegible tag.   $25.00

ROMAN NUMERALS  (T. Johnson ’22) 
SDB Midseason 10" (25cm) Sweet fragrance.  Light bur-
gundy and blue blend blended standards and edge on 
deep burgundy falls.  Beards are yellow-orange.  Sdlg 
TK267H: Unwritten X Searing Embers sib.    $25.00

SECRET PASSWORD  (T. Johnson ’22) SDB 
Early-Midseason 15" (38cm) Sweet fragrance.   Butter 
yellow standards. Falls are white with a large mustard 
yellow spot and lemon yellow band.  Beards are frosted 
sky blue.  Very round form and a gorgeous color com-
bination. Sdlg TK283C: pollen parent to Little Miss 
Sunshine X (Open Your Eyes x Thump)  $25.00

STORY OF LOVE  (T. Johnson ’22) SDB Late 
13" (33cm) Sweet fragrance.  Medium pink standards 
with gilt gold edge.  Cream falls with medium pink 
striped and dotted band.  Wonderful flamingo pink 
style arms shine through between the standards and 
sit atop the shrimp beard!!  Sdlg TK282H: Stylish Miss 
X Alaia.      $25.00

SUCH A DELIGHT  (T. Johnson ’22) SDB 
Midseason 10" (25cm) Sweet fragrance.  Light orange 
standards; the centers are cream with light violet 
plicata dotting.  Falls have a cream ground that is nearly 
covered with red violet plicata lines and dots.  Super 
large tangerine beards just glow.  Sdlg TK293D: Alaia X 
Sweet Devotion. $25.00

TALKING BACK  (T. Johnson ’22) MDB Early 
7" (17.5cm) Sweet fragrance. Brilliant gold standards 
with a few random burgundy spots near the edge.  
Falls are light yellow with a lighter cream area below 
the beard.  There is a pattern of darker gold at the hafts 
and on the edge that is in turn overlaid with burgundy 
stripes and dots.  Short burgundy lines randomly jut out 
below the neon tangerine beard.  Neon colors!!  Sdlg 
TK269G: Unwritten X ((sib to Brash and Sassy x Gottcha 
Good) x Valedictorian)    $25.00

TIT FOR TAT  (T. Johnson ’22) MDB  Mid-
season 6" (15cm) Slight sweet fragrance.  Light yellow 
with faint violet dotted edge and darker yellow centers.  
Falls are white touched medium yellow at the hafts and 
a lighter yellow rim.  There are also medium maroon 
freckle dotted hafts on either side of orange beards.  Sdlg 
TK267D: sister to Roman Numerals.  $25.00
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TWO HEARTS  (T. Johnson ’22) SDB Early 
12" (31cm) Slight sweet fragrance.  Sky blue with deep 
maroon red falls spot and white tipped orange beards.  
Sdlg TK264C: Prego X Oh Canada. $25.00

BUZZ AROUND  (Miller ‘22) MDB Early-Mid-
season 5" (13cm) Standards are bright yellow, Falls are 
dark red-brown with a yellow wire edge.  Yellow-gold 
beards.  Stalks carry two buds.  Sdlg 2516A: (Lunatic 
Party x Pink Potion) X Coconino.      $25.00

FLIRTY DANCING  (Miller ‘22) SDB Mid-
season 15” (38cm) Medium orchid.  Falls have a pink 
area beside the orchid tipped, dark coral beards.  Falls 
are a bit deeper orchid below the beards. Sdlg 1916A: 
Loveable Pink X Princess Wildcat.     $25.00

NEON GLOW  (Miller ‘22) MTB Midseason 
Tetraploid 23" (58cm) Small blossoms of brilliant neon 
orange with orange-red beards.  8 to 11 buds are carried 
on well branched stalks.  Sdlg 1016: sib to Raspberry 
Shocker X (Rose City x (Cheerful Doll x Red Trooper)). 
 $30.00

PAW PRINTS  (Miller ‘22) MTB Midseason-Late 
20" (51cm) Standards and falls white.  Falls have dark 
purple hafts that pale as they wash down the petal.  7 
to 9 buds Sdlg 716D: (12007 x Pretty Reward) X Little 
White Tiger.  $30.00

PETITE WOMAN  (Miller ‘22) SDB Ear-
ly-Midseason 12” (31cm) Standards pink, overlaid light 
magenta.  Falls are rose pink with a deep magenta dif-
fused spot.  Dark coral-tangerine beards.  Sdlg 1618B: 
(6412A x (Fairy Jester x Pink Potion)) X sib to Pixie Fuzz. 
 $25.00

FUN SIZE  (Miller ‘22) MDB Midsea-
son-Late 5.5" (14cm) Dark peach with plum wash, 
spot, and veins around dark orange beards.   Sister to 
Legit.  Sdlg 115H: Gigabyte X Minifigs.       $25.00

LOKI (Miller ‘22) MTB Early-Midseason. Tetraploid 
20" (51cm) Named for the God of mischief.  Standards 
are deep butter yellow, tinted purple at the base.  Falls 
are medium plum purple with a paler rim.  Old gold 
beards.  Stalks are well branched with 10-14 buds.   Sdlg 
6916B: (sib to Raspberry Shocker x Hager AMT6730-4) 
X (sib to Raspberry Shocker x Night Spirit) $30.00

MANIAC (Miller ‘22) MTB Midseason-Late 22" 
(56cm) Long blooming, wonderfully formed blossoms 
of clear white, irregularly splashed deep violet.  Lots of 
stalks on this beauty with 8 buds. Sdlg 4218B: Choco-
late Fountain X (Emoji x Geshundheit)   $30.00

LYNDA MILLER 

MEDIAN INTRODUCTIONS
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PRISON STRIPES  (Miller ‘22) MTB Midsea-
son-Late 21" (53cm) Standards are dark violet-blue.  
Falls dark violet, deepening to black at the tips with 
white stripes.  White and yellow beards.  Well branched 
stalks with up to 13 buds. Sdlg 2214C: (Jiggity Jig x 
Persona) X (Garden Imp x Persona)  $30.00

SOFT KITTY  (Miller ‘22) MTB Early-Midseason 
Tetraploid 23" (58cm) Standards orchid pink.  Falls light 
purple, with plum purple center stripe and pink hafts.  
Pink-coral beards.  Up to 17 buds.  Sdlg 6616E: (She’s 
A Doll x Foxy Lady) X (She’s A Doll x Hager AMT 6730-4) 
 $30.00 

WARM KITTY  (Miller ‘22) MTB Early-Midsea-
son Tetraploid 21" (53cm) Red-brown self with gold, 
tipped brown style arms and gold beards.  8 to 11 buds.  
Sdlg 616: (sib to Raspberry Shocker x Foxy Lady) X (sib 
to Raspberry Shocker x Red Vision).  $30.00

ABSOLUTELY YES  
(Black ‘22) IB Midsea-
son-Late 26" (66cm) Slight 
spicy fragrance. Smashingly 
colored flowers and plenty 
of them on perfectly propor-
tioned show stalks. A quick 

description is yellow amoena plicata. Neat violet 
spathes. Using extensively in breeding. Sdlg. Z166A: 
Taz X Cat Tales $30.00

ALGORITHM (Black ‘22) SDB Early-Midsea-
son 13" (33cm) Pronounced sweet fragrance. Paler fall 
centers of icy blue white flowers have fine brassy olive 
lines precisely surrounded on each side with lighter tan 
shadows. The look is captivating and as far as I know, it 
is the first instance of this sort of pattern. Sdlg. AA199C: 
Lucky X Mini Mouse $25.00

ALL NATURAL  (Black ‘22) ) SDB Midsea-
son-Late 15" (38cm) Pronounced musky fragrance. 
Wide, ruffled and perfectly formed flowers have brassy 
caramel standards repeating in plicata bands around 
white falls. Big burnt orange beards. Sdlg. AA179F: 
Bazinga X Kaching $25.00

BIT OF PINK  
(Black ‘22) 
MDB Midseason 
7.5" (19cm) Pro-
nounced sweet 
fragrance. Frosted 
light blue beards 
g e n t l y  c a re ss 
these dainty light 
smoky lilac pink 
flowers decorated 
with pink styles. 
So pretty. Sdlg. 

AA221B: Black W234G, Inclination sib X Black X314A: 
Peppito X Breathtaking $25.00

BUSY AS A BEE  (Black ‘22) SDB Late-Very 
Late 15" (38cm) Pronounced sweet fragrance. It is 
a crazy quilt of plicata color and pattern. Butter stan-
dard centers have slate violet plic dotting and blend 
to wide brass-gold bands. Yellow to cream falls have 
descending plic marks of rust, garnet and light violet 
then banded brass gold. Sdlg. I Go Crazy X Crack Me 
Up $25.00

BYZANTINE ROMANCE  (Black ‘22) 
AB (OGB-) Midseason-Late 25" (63cm) No fragrance. 
Stalks with two branches have six buds. Simple pale 
lilac flowers have darker orchid signals and are accented 
with showy light marigold beards. Sdlg. Byzantine Ruby 
X Black V183C: (Grace and Charm x Black P92B: (Lady 
of the Night x Paul Black) $30.00

PAUL BLACK 

MEDIAN INTRODUCTIONS
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CHER’S FANCY IDEA   (Black ‘22) IB Ear-
ly-Midseason 26" (66cm) Slight spicy fragrance. It is a 
lovely luminata from two excellent parents. Dusky rose 
standards blend lighter to light yellow bands. White 
luminata patches on mid purple blended falls are 
splashed with pretty marigold beards. Sdlg. AA175B: 
Cher’s Delight X Fancy Idea $30.00

CHILD (Black ‘22) SDB Midseason-Late 14" 
(36cm) Pronounced sweet fragrance. ‘Child’ is the 
beginning of a new color pattern of pink and yellow 
bi-colors. Mid pink standards sit atop light yellow falls 
washed pale pink then decorated with half tanger-
ine and half soft lavender beards. Very pretty. Sdlg. 
AA240C: Black T255A, Festive Bow pollen parent X 
Platitude $25.00

CONTEMPLATE (Black ‘22) SDB Midsea-
son-Late 14" (36cm) Slight musky fragrance. SDB 
plicatas continue to evolve. ‘Contemplate’ brings 
reverse yellow plicatas into being. Butter standards 
have wide dark khaki plicata bands. White falls have 
plicata bands of mid violet and narrowly banded mid 
khaki. Unusual light blue luminata type patch on each 
side of beards. Can be used to create reverse bi-color 
plicatas.  Sdlg. AA242F: Black X277A: (Black T271H, 
Spring is Here sib X Little Bit of Lace  $25.00

DANCE WITH THE DEVIL   (Black ‘22) 
MTB Midseason-Late 24" (61cm) No fragrance. It’s vivid 
magenta cloak with vivid tangerine beards might lead 
you astray. Be careful. Nicely branched and budded 
stalks are tinted purple.  Sdlg. AA159A: Flirtin’ Skirts 
X Black Y192A: (Black U68B: (Date with Destiny x 
Unknown) x Night Spirit) tetraploid $30.00

DARE YOU  (Black ‘22) SDB Midseason-Late 
14" (36cm) Slight musky fragrance. Flawless ruffled 
flowers are dark charcoal wine blended to slightly 
lighter fall borders. Richly saturated beards are purple 
overlaid dark sienna. So nice! Sdlg. AA242D, Contem-
plate sib $25.00

D I N G - A -
LING  (Black 
‘22) IB Midsea-
son-Late  25" .
( 6 3 c m )  P r o -
nounced spicy 
fragrance.  This 
purple and white 
p l i c a t a  w i t h 
darker wine hafts 
is perfection of 
flower size, form 
and proportion 
of stalk which has 
2-3 branches and 
8-10 buds. Showy 
c l u m p s . S d l g . 

AA277C: Midnight Velvet X Lap of Luxury $30.00

DOTTING EVERY EYE  (Black ‘22) AB 
(OGB-) Midseason-Late 22" (56cm) No fragrance. 
This is one of the rare instances of an arilbred-median 
producing a single viable seed. Better yet, the pollen 
parent is a reblooming TB. Yellow styles peer from 
inside globular white standards. Cinnamon lines and 
dots cover yellow falls and finished with a darker cin-
namon signal. Two branches and 4-5 buds. Limited 
fertility. Sdlg. V351A: Brash and Bold X Black S142BR, 
Triple Dip sib $30.00

EASTER CHICK  (Black ‘22) SDB Midsea-
son-Late 15" (38cm) No fragrance. White luminata 
type patches surround striking marigold beards on 
this bright clear yellow-gold glaciata. What a gorgeous 
clump! Sdlg. Z188A: Black V222B: (My Cher x involved) 
X Black V230C: (Black 258A, April Fanfare sib x My Cher)
 $25.00

FLUFFY KITTY   (Black ‘22) IB Midsea-
son-Late 25" (63cm) Pronounced sweet fragrance. 
This sparkling white glaciata with bright yellow hafts 
and marigold beards shimmers in the sun. Clumps are 
packed with stalks having 2 branches and 5-6 buds.  
Sdlg. AA170C, Impressive sib $30.00
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GRAPE MOON  (Black ‘22) SDB Early-Mid-
season 15" (38cm) Slight sweet fragrance. Light pink 
standards top peachy pink falls adorned with half-moon 
slate violet spots and light apricot hafts then finished 
with peachy tangerine beards. Sdlg. Z205G: Black 
V279A: (Black S289D, Oh So Sweet sib x Riveting) X 
Black X255 sib: (Pawn x involved) $25.00

HAPPY FEET   (Black ‘22) SDB Midseason-Late 
15" (38cm) No fragrance. Beginning of a new color 
pattern of pink and yellow bi-colors. Mid pink standards 
sit atop light yellow falls washed pale pink then deco-
rated with half tangerine and half soft lavender beards. 
Very pretty. Sdlg. AA240C: Black T255A, Festive Bow 
pollen parent X Platitude $25.00

HOLD ON TIGHT  
(Black ‘22) SDB Mid-
season-Light 13" (33cm) 
Slight sweet fragrance. 
Clump power is taking off. 
Mid slate violet standards 
color is repeated in a wide 
band around dark grape 
blended falls. Tangerine 
beards are nestled in a nest 
of white rays. Sdlg. Z228D: 
Black W260A: (Crank it Up 

x Black S320C, Mister Mistoffelles sib) X Black V279A: 
(Black S289D, Oh So Sweet sib x Riveting) $25.00

I’M IN LOVE   (Black ‘22) SDB Midseason-Late 
15" (38cm) Pronounced sweet fragrance. Yes, it was 
love a first sight and that hasn’t changed in its subse-
quent years of evaluation. It is at the top of my favorite 
SDBs. Bright, cheery and personable are good descrip-
tors for it. White styles peer from inside bright yellow 
standards veined and toned slate violet in upper third. 
Bright yellow luminata patches give way to white shoul-
ders blending to light lilac washed falls veined overall 
dark lilac. Two toned orange and marigold beards add 
fiery passion. Variable color and markings. Fabulous 
parent. Sdlg. AA219A: Tourist Trap X Bazinga $25.00

IMPRESSIVE (Black ‘22) IB Midseason-Late 
25" (63cm) Pronounced spicy fragrance. It is quite 
reminiscent of ‘Daughter of Stars’ but shares little in 
common ancestry. White veins trace through violet 
blue standards. Dark purple falls are brightened by 
white luminata patches and dart at the end of beards. 
Show stalks to be expected from the parentage have 2 
branches plus spur and 7-9 buds. Clumps command 
your attention. Sdlg. AA170A: Belle Fille X Black V385C: 
(First Lady of Spring x Silver Ice) $30.00

LAST OF THE WINE  (Black ‘22) BB Mid-
season-Late 26".(66cm) Slight spicy fragrance. Here 
is another stop along the way to redder TBs. ‘Morning 
Show’ has shown in median breeding the ability 
produce quite red offspring and so I incorporated it 
into the TBs. ‘Last of the Wine’ is a mid and dark garnet 
bi-tone that leans well into red. Nicely branched and 
budded stalks. Sdlg. Z58B: Hi Love X Black V170A: 
(Morning Show x Black P24B, Hi Love pollen parent
 $40.00

LATE NIGHT KISS  (Black ‘22) IB Midsea-
son-Late 22" (56cm) Slight musky fragrance. Need 
a little dramatic passion? ‘Late Night Kiss’ generates 
loads. Just a bit of cream ground shows on these dark 
beetroot standards with interior being cream with dark 
beetroot plicata bands. White to cream falls have very 
dark beetroot plicata bands. Hafts have widely spaced 
black veins and dart at ends of black-brown beards. 
Compact heavily ruffled flowers show beautifully on 
stalks with 2 branches and spur. Sdlg. Z167D: Black 
U194G, Peppito sib X Cat Tales  $30.00

LILAC BLUSH  (Black ‘22) SDB Early-Midsea-
son 10" (25cm) Pronounced sweet fragrance. Sweet 
smaller flowers have light violet blue standards and 
blended band around mid-lilac blended falls. Very 
pretty little clumps. Sdlg. AA204C: Pooch X Breathtak-
ing $25.00

LITTLE PIGGY  (Black ‘22) SDB Midsea-
son-Late 14" (36cm) Slight sweet fragrance. Fat, 
round, ruffled and pink, this ‘Little Piggy’ is ready to 
go to market. Peachy pink standards blend to butter 
margins. Wide mid pink falls are edged in gilt yellow 
and decorated with shrimp pink beards. Sdlg. AA215A: 
Festive Bow X (Black Y261 sib: (Black V271A, Soft blend 
pollen parent x Black V244A, Running Bear pollen 
parent) $25.00
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LOW TO THE GROUND  (Black ‘22) MDB 
Midseason-Late 7" (18cm) Dainty little light cornflower 
blue flowers have slightly spatulate falls that lend 
unique personality to it. Half orange and half white 
beards add a little accent. Sdlg. AA188A: Crank it up X 
Kisses $25.00

LUCKY ROLL  (Black ‘22) AB (OGB-) Mid-
season-Late 22" (56cm) Slight sweet fragrance. Its 
colors and markings are variable. Whether it makes it 
a broken color, I don’t know. Slate mauve and violet 
standards are flecked amber as are dark old gold styles. 
Mid caramel falls have red-brown flecks and mid black 
cherry signals veined red-black. Sdlg. AA146D: Smokin’ 
Hot X Black Y260A: (Black V271A: (Orange Obsession 
x Black T219C, Meticulous pod parent) x Black V244A, 
Running Bare pollen parent)) $30.00

LUMISTREAK (Black ‘22) IB Early-Midseason 
27" (69cm) Pronounced spicy fragrance. Yes, it is a 
broken color luminata. Mid beetroot standards blend to 
butter margins and are randomly streaked white. Dark 
wine falls transition to bright yellow luminata patches 
and are rimmed gilt gold. Yellow and white broken color 
streaks add a mischievous note. It won’t be overlooked. 
Sdlg. AA177A: Jolly X Belle Fille $30.00

MANDARIN SUNRISE  (Black ‘22) MTB 
Midseason Late 25" (63cm) Slight sweet fragrance. 
Delightfully waved flowers have mid gold standards 
infused rose. Dark burgundy falls have underlying black 
veins. Heavily branched and budded stems make for a 
long bloom time. Sdlg. Y203I, Deep in the Heart sib 
tetraploid $30.00

MY GUY  (Black ‘22) SDB Midseason-Late 12" 
(30cm) Pronounced sweet fragrance. Invite this one 
home to meet the parents. It has great form and color. 
Mid lilac plicata bands encircle butter standards. White 
falls have an opaque lilac wash and plum to grape 
plicata hafts. Big burnt orange beards end in white.  
Sdlg. AA190B: Darn Cute X Look Inside $25.00

N O N C O N -
F O R M I N G 
P R E S E N C E    
(Black ‘22) IB 24".
(64cm) Pronounced 
sweet fragrance. 
It is a luminata but 
for sure not in the 
traditional defini-

tion and it is also broken color. Standards are creamy 
orange. Slightly darker luminata patches transition into 
washed mid to light pumila spot type spots. Random 
white streaks serve to make it even more unique. Sdlg. 
AA177B: Jolly X Belle Fille $30.00

PICTURE ME   (Black ‘22) MTB  Early-Midsea-
son 24" (61cm) Slight sweet fragrance. Gently waved 
light to mid pink blooms have widely spaced deeper 
mauve veins over falls and are accented with tanger-
ine beards. Pretty clumps. Sdlg. AA162E: Black X189B: 
(Black T171E, Casual Attire pollen parent sib x Bundle 
of Love) X Black Y198A, I Feel Enchanting sib tetraploid
 $30.00

QUITE BRIGHT   
(Black ‘22) MTB Mid-
season-Late 25” (63cm) 
Pronounced spicy fra-
grance. It is also quite 
white embellished with 
yellow veined hafts. 
Very pretty form. Well-
branched stalks and 
plenty of buds. Makes 
showy clumps. Sdlg. 

Y191M: Perfectly Composed sib tetraploid $30.00

RED EYE FLIGHT   (Black ‘22) AB (OGB-) 
Midseason-Late 22" (56cm) No fragrance. Standards 
are mid red-violet with random garnet patches particu-
larly on outer third. Mid garnet washed over terracotta 
bases have large dark red-brown signals surrounding 
dark brown beards. Makes bright and cheery clumps. 
Sdlg. AA146C, Lucky Roll sib $30.00
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RUSH TO GLORY   (Black ‘22) SDB Mid-
season-Late 14" (36cm) Pronounced spicy fragrance. 
Super round and ruffled flowers are mid slate vio-
let-blue. Large maroon fall spots have irregular darted 
edges. Wide marigold beards are surrounded by white 
darts veined dark maroon. Very classy. Sdlg. Z228E, 
Hold on Tight sib $25.00

SASSY LI’L BRAT   (Black ‘22) IB Midsea-
son-Late 26" (66cm) Slight musky fragrance. Loud and 
an unabashed extrovert. Wide mid burgundy bands 
turn to heavy sanding over buff centered standards. 
Zingy yellow plicata veins show through dark red bur-
gundy sanded and lined overlay changing to solid 
bands. Orange ochre beards have the last say. Superb 
show stalks have three branches and 7-8 buds. Sdlg. 
Z169B: Cat Tales X New Release   $30.00

SASSY SALSA  (Black 
‘22) SDB Early-Midseason 
13" (33cm) Slight sweet fra-
grance. The dance beat is spicy 
hot. Amaranth pink standards 
have gilt gold wire rims. Dark 
old rose falls are banded stan-
dards color. Light peach hafts 

are veined mid old rose. Clumps pulse with showy per-
sonality. Sdlg. AA211A: Black V235C: (Black R262A, 
Blazing Garnet pollen parent x Eye of the Tiger) X Black 
Y259A, New Twist sib $25.00

SAY BOO   (Black ‘22) SDB Early-Midseason 11" 
(28cm) Pronounced sweet fragrance. Dark beetroot 
standards top dark ruby falls. Big marigold yellow 
beards jump out and ‘SAY BOO’. Such a cute little ghost. 
Sdlg. AA202A: Mordor X Pulsator $25.00

SILENCE PLEASE  (Black ‘22) MTB Early-Mid-
season 25" (63cm) Pronounced sweet fragrance. 
Standards are palest lavender. Pale ivory falls are tinted 
pale lavender over lower 2/3rds with hafts veined light 
plum. Serenely beautiful clumps filled with stalks. Sdlg. 
AA162F, Picture Me sib tetraploid $30.00

S L I G H T LY 
CONFUSED  
(Black ‘22) 
SDB Late-Very 
Late 15".(38cm) 
S l i g h t  s w e e t 
fragrance. What 
shall I be? This 
one is ‘Slightly 
Confused’. Icy blue-white standards sometimes have 
wide light pink segments and the same for the falls. 
Sometimes falls are icy blue-white washed light pink 
overall. Showy beards are always dark violet blue. Sdlg. 
AA253A: Black X303B: (Black U165C: (Black R232D, 
Ambiguous pollen parent x Green Oasis) x Breathtak-
ing) X Little Bit of Lace $25.00

TENDER LOVING CARE (Black ‘22) SDB 
Midseason-Late 14" (36cm) Pronounced spicy fra-
grance. You just know you’re going to get a little tender 
loving care from this lovable being. Ruffled pure snow-
white flowers have standards with sparse red-purple 
plicata bands and midribs. Fall hafts are decorated with 
darker plicata markings. Red-purple styles focus your 
interest on these sparkling clumps.   Sdlg. AA199D: 
Algorithm sib  $25.00

TRY ME (Black ‘22) 
SDB Midseason-Late 15" 
(38cm) Pronounced 
sweet fragrance. Stan-
dards are completely 
covered with wide 
charcoal purple plicata 
bands. Warm white falls 

have mid purple plicata bands and dark plum plicata 
hafts. Sdlg. AA219B, I’m in Love sib $25.00

WE WILL ROCK YOU  (Black ‘22) IB Mid-
season-Late 24" (61cm) Pronounced spicy fragrance. 
Wow! You won’t be able to walk away. Highly ruffled 
flowers are vibrant iridescent bi-toned red-purple. 
Unique beards are dark coral overlaid on purple giving 
a rich smoldering presence. Two to three branches and 
7-8 buds. Fabulous! Sdlg. Z141A: Black Comedy X Black 
V168A: (Coral Splendor x Simply Coral) $30.00
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Midseason-Late 14" (36cm) No fragrance. Most of 
the time these light pink flowers have no beards, only 
white ridges. There can be an occasional filament.  Sdlg. 
AA251C: Black X303A, Slightly Confused pod parent X 
Black X256C, Happy Feet pod parent $25.00

WHOA!  (Black ‘22) SDB Early-Midseason 15" 
(38cm) Slight sweet fragrance. Simple indigo bi-tone 
flowers have big fluffy gold beards layered over white 
and ending in white. It is all about the beards that 
ensure you won’t walk by it. Sdlg. AA203C: Ping X 
Queen of Darkness $25.00

WIDE EYED  (Black ‘22) SDB Early-Midsea-
son 14" (36cm) Pronounced sweet fragrance. Precise 
even ruffling make ‘Wide Eyed’ a worthy candidate for 
your garden. The large bold dark plum purple spots on 
falls of mid violet blue blooms make it more so. Large 
gold beards are a perfect warm touch. Clumps filled 
with stalks are a delight. Sdlg. Z205C, Grape Moon sib
 $25.00

WISE GUY (Black ‘22) SDB Midseason-Late 
12" (30cm) Pronounced sweet fragrance. Wait for the 
punchline. There it is, the big searing orange beards. 
Pale yellow standards surround mid yellow styles. Light 
yellow falls have shaded darker yellow spots with darker 
widely spaced light brown veins and narrow tan-yellow 
band around them. Very pretty and unique.  Sdlg. Kisses 
X Lottery $25.00

YOU’RE ANNOYING   (Black ‘22) SDB Ear-
ly-Midseason 14" (36cm) No fragrance. It has been 
impossible to accurately capture the vivid bright colors 
in a picture. Take my word for it, you won’t miss seeing 
this blazing blending of pink, apricot, rust, copper and 
gold colors topped with tangerine beards. It is gaudy to 
say the least.  Sdlg. AA211B, Sassy Salsa sib $25.00

YOU’RE EARLY   (Black ‘22) SDB Early-Mid-
season 13".(33cm) Pronounced sweet fragrance. This 
pretty little plicata continues with the contrasting-col-
ored styles of ‘It’s a Small World’. Upright light buff 
standards showcase yummy mid peach styles. Buff falls 
are lightly washed pink and trimmed with elongated 
brown to plum plicata hafts. Big fully saturated scream-
ing orange beards clamor for attention. Sdlg. AA191D: 
It’s a Small World X Dare $25.00

In Loving Memory

Charity

Those who are closest to me know my love for animals and birds and in this case dogs.  
Charity and Skye were litter mates and bonded as siblings would be.  Just before Christ-
mas, Charity got sick and in two days she passed away.  She was only 2 and a half years 
old.  It was a huge shock and one that was hard to deal with for me and for Skye.  We 
honor her short but hugely memorable life here.  She was a very special husky and we 
won’t ever forget her sweet personality .   
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Smaller proportioned version of 
Tall Bearded with stalks 16" to 
271/2". Nice for windy areas where 
TBs aren’t as stable.

ACT TWO  (Black 19) Golden 
yellow S; Honey brown hafts and edge 
on violet F.  Stems!  $10.00

ADOLESCENCE (Keppel 21) 
Standards light orchid to peach pink; 
Falls petunia violet with bluer center 
near orange bds.  $22.00

AIRY FAIRY FLOWER  (Black 
21) S white w/ a mid-violet blue plica-
ta band; F white w/ narrow blue band.  
Wonderful stems with 4 branches and 
20 buds!   $22.00 

BLACK LABEL  (Black 20) 
Purple black bitone with nice BB pro-
portions and 9 to 11 buds! $14.00

BOO BERRY  (Black 21) Mid 
blueberry blue with a lighter area below 
bd.  Purple based foliage, show stems 
with 3 branches and 9 buds.   $22.00 

KEEP GOING (Black 17) 
Striking well-branched and bud-
ded sparkling amoena with strong 
rebloom!!     $9.00

KISS THE FROG (Black 18) 
Strange steely grey standards with 
gold edges; falls blended purple and 
lilac with lavender edge.  Different and 
pretty!  $10.00 

LUSCIOSITY (Black 19) Beauti-
fully formed peach pink S over lighter F.  
Show stems with 8-10 buds!  $11.00

MERRY MULBERRY (Black 
19) Rose mulberry bitone with impec-
cable form. Show iris w/ 14 buds.  Very 
nice! $12.00

MYSTIC SIREN (BLACK 19)
Pink S and narrow edge on near white 
falls. Show stems! $10.00

BOONDOGGLE (Keppel 17) 
Peachy pink standards and hafts on 
washed wisteria falls.  Huge tangerine 
beards. $9.00

BOUNDLESS BERRY  (Black 
21) Light pink S; F light pink w/ deep 
rose sides and dark sienna bds.  Show 
stalks. $22.00 

CARAMEL CHOCOLATE 
SUNDAE  (Black 19) Red brown 
bitone with yellow beards.  Perfect BB 
proportioned show stems.  Recom-
mended! $12.00

CATISPHERE (Black 19) Bright 
gold ground with Coppery cherry light-
ly dotted standards and heavily dotted 
falls.  $10.00

COIN FLIP (Ghio 18) Nicely 
formed Golden yellow w/ narrow red/
brown fall band & small white center 
area below beard.  $10.00 

DELECTABLE TREAT  
(Black 19) Aprciot Standards; Falls 
rosy tan with Burnished peach edges.  
Show Stalks!  $12.00

FREEHAND (Ghio 20) Nicely 
formed Golden yellow w/ narrow red/
brown fall band & small white center 
area below beard.  $14.00 

FRILLED TO DEATH  (T.
Johnson 20) Very frilly and lightly 
laced peach orange self w/ orange 
styles.  Gorgeous and a garden show-
off $15.00

GAY ROMANCE (Black 20) 
Deep blue purple standards; Falls near 
white with orange beard.  Very nice and 
showy!!  $15.00 

HI LOVE (Black 18) Very smooth 
and rich cherry to maroon bitone.  
Striking with great growth and stems!     
 $9.00 
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TAGLINE (Ghio 18) Creamy S 
with lemon centers.  White F w/ violet 
band and lemon hafts.  Pretty combina-
tion!   $11.00

WILDCAT CHA CHA (Black 
20) S straw yellow; F Yellow ground w/ 
near solid sanded plicata overlay of dark 
wine.  $15.00 

MINIATURE TALL 
BEARDED

Smaller flowers on thin, graceful 
stems 16" to 271/2". Normally 
blooms late IB through TB season. 
Terrific for gardens that have no 
room for giant TBs. Very nice for ar-
rangements. Diploid unless noted 
as Tet = tetraploid.

BABY DOLL PINK  (Black 21) 
S light orchid; F soft pink and light or-
chid w/ shrimp bds.   $16.00 

BABY’S GOT THE BLUES 
(Black 21) Tet. Dark indigo S; F ink 
blue to black.  Wonderful show stems 
with plenty of buds. $16.00 

DWEEB (Miller 20) Cinnamon 
brown w/ gold centers and hafts.  Nice 
stems w/ 10 buds. Tet. $13.00

EMOJI (Black 18) Lemon S; Purple 
F that wash to a lighter shade towards 
edge.  $10.00

FAIRY KING  (Black 21) Tet. 
S white, washed butter yellow w/ gold 
rims; F dark red plum.  Nice!   $16.00 

FLIRTIN’ SKIRTS (Black 18) A 
must have Tet. MTB.  A new color pattern 
for the class with wonderful ruffles.  Very 
showy clumps and an important parent. 
 $10.00

I FEEL ENCHANTING (Black 
20) Light lilac S; darker F w/ sanded 
buff veins around tangerine bds and 
silver rims.  Up to 14 buds!!   $13.00 

MY GAL  (Black 21) Peach, pink, 
and apricot blended flowers w/ large 
vivid orange bds.  Great branching and 
proportion w/ 9 to 11 buds.  $ $22.00 

NEXT UP  (Miller 21) S flesh 
pink; F deep orchid, paling to orchid 
pink edge. Orange bd. w/ long orchid 
flounce! $22.00

POISE AND CHARM  (Black 
20) Very light blue with incredible class 
and proportion & 3 branches with 12 
buds. $14.00 

SMOOTH JAZZ (Black 19) Slate 
violet S over mid buff Peach F.  Form! 
Buds! $12.00

SORBET SWIRL (Keppel 18)  
Well ruffled and clear colors in shades of 
lemon, cream, peach and buff.  Ruffled.
 $9.00

 

BRIGHT VICTORY (Black 20) 
Super bright and clean gold self w/ or-
ange bds.  Nice stems carrying 10 buds.  
Very nice!! $13.00 

CANBY GEM (Miller 18) But-
terscotch S and rim on red purple F.  
 $10.00

CROSSWORD (T.Johnson 17) 
Nice red with orange beards.  Very nice.  
Tet.     $9.00

DEEP IN THE HEART (Black 
21) Tet. Purple S; near black F.  Show 
stems with lots of buds.   $16.00 

DISCO BALL (Miller 21) Tet. S 
peach, shaded rose; F peach veined rose 
with yellow edge.  Lightly ruffled w/ 9 
buds. $16.00

DROP THE MIC (Miller 21) S 
pale violet; F light violet blue w/ deep 
purple veining & lighter edge. $16.00
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QUIET SEAS (Miller 19) Steely 
blue S; F deep blue violet with lighter 
rim.  $12.00

SCHOOL COLORS  (Miller 
20) Yellow Standards and haft on light 
violet F. Nice clean and sharp color con-
trast. Tet. $13.00

SHIRTS AND SKINS (Miller 
21) Tet. S light coral; F deep pinkish 
orchid with narrow pink rim.  Clean bi-
color. $16.00

SUBTLE GLOW  (Black 20) Ruf-
fled peach pink blend w/ peach styles 
and tangerine bds.   $13.00 

TALKING SMACK (Miller 21) 
Tet. Dark purple w/ orange bds.  Well 
branched with up to 16 buds! $16.00

LAVENDER 

SPRINKLES 
(Black 19) 
White with pale 
lavender plic S 
and hafts.  Fertile 
with 9-12 buds. $12.00

LITTLE PEACHES  (Miller 
17) Well branched and dainty peach 
self.  Tet.    $9.00

LONG AND WINDING 
ROAD  (Black 20) Mid pink Stan-
dards over peach F w/ tangerine pink 
bds.  Stalks! Buds!  $13.00 

NEW FANGLED (Black 19) S 
are pastel peach; F Cream blended w/ 
slate violet and gold bands. $12.00

OFF THE GRID (Miller 20) 
Standards gold; falls cream w/ gold 
stitching & dotted edge & random violet 
streaks. Dip. $13.00

PAPER TIGER  (Black 21) Tet. 
Cream wash yellow S with darker rim; 
Falls dark red plum.  Great bicolor effect. 
 $16.00 

PERFECTLY COMPOSED   
(Black 20) S pale blue; F mid violet 
blue with white haft veins beside white 
bds. $14.00 

PLINKO (T. Johnson 18) Lovely 
Tet that has excellent stems and covers 
itself in bloom.  A garden Standout!! 
 $10.00 

PROBIE (Miller 18) Tet; Deep 
maroon with tangerine beards.  Very 
smooth and clean!  $10.00

QUEEN MUM (Black 19) Peach 
pink self with big orange beards.  8 to 
10 buds! Pretty! $12.00 

TIC TAC TOE (T.Johnson 10) 
Nicely proportioned. Well-branched 
stalks. Fertile. Top MTB AM 2014. Tetra-
ploid. $7.00

WONDER BEARD  (Black 21) 
Baby ribbon pink S; F warm salmon 
pink w/ gorgeous coral pink bds. Ele-
gant!  $16.00 

ZIPPED UP  (Miller 20) White 
ground w/ heavy dotting overall deep 
purple violet.  Showy!!   Dip. $13.00

INTERMEDIATE 
BEARDED

Generally blooms between end 
of Standard Dwarf & beginning of 
Tall Bearded season on stalks 16" 
to 271/2" tall. EXTREMELY vigorous 
border plants.

APPLE CRISP (Black 14) Fancy 
caramel lumi-plicata. Show stalks have 
6-8 buds. Fertile. $7.00
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NICKEL’S WORTH (Black 19) 
Slate lilac S edged cream; Red violet 
minimally plicated falls.  Nice! $10.00

OUT OF THE ORDINARY  
(Black 21) SPEC-X Blue and yel-
low blended S; F dark red purple w/ 
lighter edges.  12 to 14 buds.   $18.00

PINEAPPLE SPLASH (Black 
19) Nicely branched burnished gold 
self.  Coming from mixed breeding.
 $10.00

PLAYLIST (Blyth 18) F  A bright 
yellow bitone,.  Makes gorgeous 
clumps.   $8.00

PURRFECT (Blyth 18) F   Gor-
geous bright salmon pink with darker 
hafts.   $10.00

HUNGARIAN RHAPSODY   
(Black 20) Purple S and peach styles; 
F purple with white luminata patch 
around tangerine bds.  Very nice! Buds! 
Branching and growth!!   $12.00

IT’S AMAZING (Black 12) Very 
short IB. Great color! $8.00

LITTLE EDGY (Blyth 20)  F  
Soft pink S; F white with dotted lavender 
band & orange bds.   $12.00

MEDITATION 
G A R D E N  
(Black 20) White 
w/ lilac plicata band 
and haft bar.  Hafts 
are also slightly 
touched gold.  Beau-
tiful stems with 11 
buds!  $12.00

NICKEL (Black 06) Fertile. 
UNIQUE!! Sass Medal 2012. $8.00

AUNT PITTY PAT (Black 19) 
White ground plicata with near solid 
standards and deep falls band; Tanger-
ine beards. $10.00

BLACK COMEDY 
(Black 17) Purple black 
bitone with orange beards. 
Nice!!  $7.00

BLANK VERSE (Keppel 19) 
Ruffled clean white glaciata with yellow 
touched hafts.  $10.00

CASUAL ATTIRE  (Black 17) 
Fantastic show stalks with buds galore       
 $8.00

CODE OF HONOR (T.John-
son 13) Beautiful form. Myriads of 
flowers on well-branched stalks. Spec-
tacular clumps.  $7.00

CONTINUATION (Black 19)  
Mulberry rose self with orange beard.
 $10.00 

COOL SISTER (Miller 19) Pale 
lavender white with chartreuse edge 
and hafts.  Red beards. $9.00 

CRAZY OVER YOU (Black 17) 
Nice clean and smooth color with bright 
orange beards.   $7.00 

ESCAPEE (Blyth 19)  F  Yellow 
S w/ slight plicata overlay; F white with 
brown plicata band. $10.00

HALF SISTER  (Miller 20) 
Bright dark orange w/ red wash over 
F and tangerine bds.  Very bright!
 $12.00

HOT SISTER 
(Miller 19) 
Deep blazing 
red self w/ red 
orange beard.
 $10.00
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SASSY SENORITA (Black 21) 
S light pink; Style arms shine through 
in medium pink; F light pink w/ deeper 
washed haft and pink bds.   $16.00

SMOOTH AS A BABY’S 
(Black 19) Very clean and crisp peach 
and white glaciata.  Classy! $10.00

STAR IN THE NIGHT (Black 
09) Stunning black bitone. Showy frost-
ed beard. Healthy clumps filled with 
stalks. Walther Cup winner 2011. Sass 
Medal 2016. $8.00

WEIRD SCIENCE SPEC-X 
(Black 19) Coming from a cross in-
volving iris Junonia.  Fertile with all 
bearded classes!. $12.00

YOUR TURN  (Black 21) TET. 
Solid, deep purple self with lighter edge 
and area around bd.  2 basal branches & 
15 to 18 buds.   $16.00

STANDARD DWARF BEARDED

Early blooming clumps with flower 
stalks 8" to 16" tall. Extremely vigor-
ous. Fantastic edger for front of the 
border.

A LITTLE GOOD NEWS (T.
Johnson 14) Showy clumps filled 
with bloom. Clean and pretty color and 
pattern. $7.00

ALAIA (T. Johnson 18) Won-
derful form and color.  A favorite here!  
Recommended!!  $9.00 

ANTSY(T.Johnson 17) Nice 
brown falls spot pattern with blue 
beards. Different!      $8.00

ARTIST’S HAND (Black 19) A 
very unusual and pretty blending of 
color!  Different! $10.00

ATOM SMASHER  (T. John-
son 21) Gold S; rich, near solid 
cranberry F.  Flashy!    $15.00 

BECKONING (T.Johnson 13) 
Big creamy yellow beards give a bold 
garden impact. $7.00

BEFORE THE DAWN (Black 
19)  Very rounded golden petals 
blushed peach $12.00

BELIEVE (T. Johnson 21) Light 
pink with deeper pink wash on either 
side of blue bd.   $16.00 

BERRYLICIOUS (Black 19) 
Almost solid raspberry over white bi-
tone plicata. $12.00

BIRD CALL (Black 19) Bright 
canary yellow glaciata with a slight 
brown wash when first open. $12.00

BLAZING GOLD (Black 13) 
Blazingly bright clumps! Can’t ignore 
those beards. $7.00

BLISSFUL (Black 16) Nicely ruf-
fled yellow and white glaciata. $8.00

BLUE EYED GIRL (T.Johnson 
17) Yellow with darker yellow fall wash 
on either side of huge violet beards!!     
 $9.00

BLUEBEARD’S GHOST 
(Black 06) White with dark blue 
beards. Cook-Douglas Medal 2012.
 $8.00

BLUSHING DIAMOND (T.
Johnson 17) Beautiful clear pink 
standards and edge on white falls.  Gor-
geous!!  $8.00

BOO TO YOU  (Black 21) White 
w/ sky blue f spot, hafts touched lemon.  
Vigorous, showy clumps.  $15.00 

BREATHTAKING (Black 16) 
Exquisite form with lovely blue beards. 
 $7.00
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DITZY BLOND (Miller 19) 
Yellow S; F cream w/ purple plic marks 
becoming solid at edge. $10.00

DON’T FIX IT (Black 18) Very 
unique coloring with the spot on the 
falls becoming broken color at the 
edges!   $8.00

DRIFTER (T. Johnson 20) Ruf-
fled peach blend with lighter area below 
blue bds   $12.00 

EARTHLY DELIGHT  (Black 
20) Khaki standards and band on cop-
per falls; different.   $12.00 

EGGLICIOUS (T. Johnson 20) 
White with egg yolk F spot.  Amazing 
clumps!   $12.00 

BUCKET LIST (Black 18) Very 
late, blooming with the TBs that has up 
to 6 buds. $8.00

BUDGIE (T. Johnson 21) Yellow 
with large, diffused rust spot and large 
orange bds.  Very round form.  $15.00 

BUG ZOO (Black 19) Yellow S, 
edge, haft and dart below beard on 
brown falls.  Crazy gorgeous! $10.00

BY THE SEA  (Black 21) White 
S; deep blue F with narrow light laven-
der rim & white bd.  Very floriferous.
 $15.00 

CANINE CAPER (Black 15) 
Unusual color and unique styles. Half 
plic parentage. Cool. $7.00

CARROT FLASH (Black 17) 
Flashy orange with large flaming or-
ange beards. $10.00

COLOR (Black 18) The name says 
it all!  Very bright yellow ground accents 
this little beauty!  $8.00

COMIC (Black 14) Light gold 
on white minimal plicata. Big orange 
beards. Fantastic parent. $7.00

CUTENESS (Black 19) Cuteness 
is just that very cute little flowers borne 
in profusion! $9.00

DANCING AROUND (T.
Johnson 17) White S and precise rim 
on blue to violet F.  Showy!!   $8.00

DANCING DACHSHUND  
(Black 20) Yellow ground plicata w/ 
wide brown sugar band.  2 branches 
with up to 6 buds!  $12.00 

DEBONAIR BEAR (Black 20) 
Y e l l o w 
standards; 
light lav-
e n d e r 
falls with 
Dark ruby 
full wash.  
Stunning 

color combo! $12.00 

CAT’S EYE (Black 02) Totally 
unique! Cook-Douglas 2008 $7.00

CHERRY HOLLOW (T. John-
son 18) Wine purple with deeper F 
spot and tangerine beards.  Nice color 
and form!   $8.00

CHORUS (T. Johnson 20) Flashy 
pink plicata with red beard.   $12.00 

CIAO BELLA (T.Johnson 19) 
Super wide formed Ginger brown 
over yellow ground plicata.  Very nice!
 $10.00

CIRCUS ACT (Black 17) One 
of the first truly broken colored SDB’s        
 $8.00

CLEAR BLUE SKY (T. John-
son 12) Ruffed Mid blue with showy 
white beards.  $7.00 
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GOING IN CIRCLES (Black 
13) Big red spots! Very popular. Showy 
clumps. COLOR! $7.00

GOOD FEELING (T. Johnson 
21) Pink S; F sanded and dotted deep 
violet.  3 to 4 buds.  Cute.  $15.00 

HEAR NO EVIL (Black 18) 
Yellow standards and mustard falls with 
nice wide round form.  Beautiful florifer-
ous clumps.  $8.00

HERE AND THERE  (T. John-
son 21) Yellow S; F white w/ rust red 
stitching and dotting.  Clean colors.   
 $15.00 

HEY LOOK AT ME  (Black 21) 
Vivid yellow-orange S; F burnished apri-
cot w/ lighter edge.  Brilliant tangerine 
bd.   $15.00 

ELEGANT CASHMERE  
(Black 20) Smoky lavender w/ pinkish 
tan spot & blue beard.   $12.00 

EXCLAIM (Black 13) Cute small-
er flowers. Brightest and cleanest of 
type. $7.00

EXTREME (Black 21) Peach, 
heavily washed dark orange w/ shock-
ing orange bd.  Bright and colorful! 
 $15.00 

EYE OF THE TIGER (Black 
08) A big show-off. Unique & wonder-
ful. Cook-Douglas Medal 2014. $7.00

FAB LIFE (T.Johnson 17) Well 
formed odd blue to dusty rose pink w/ 
blue beards.  Great!    $7.00

FAMILIAR FACE (Black 20) 
White  s tan-
dards w/ purple 
band; F white 
w/ purple lines.  
Pretty  $12.00 

FAMOUS (Black 21) Very dark 
grape purple luminata w/ yellow edge 
on S & area around yellow bd.   $15.00 

FIRE (Black 15) Satiny dark garnet 
red with black red spot. Burnt orange 
beards. Wide. $7.00

FISHNET STOCKINGS 
(Black 19) Clear yellow S, and haft on 
white falls with distil violet lines below 
beard.  Very nice luminata! $10.00

FLIRTY GIRL (T. Johnson 18) 
Very ruffled pink and rose pink on white 
ground plicata.  Nice! $9.00

FLYING MONKEY  (Black 
21) Very different & showy luminata w/ 
large white patch encircling big yellow 
bd..  $15.00 

FOOFORAW (Black 19) Golden 
apricot S; Peach F have a sanded and 
dotted plum overlay. Color! $10.00

FOREVER AGLOW (Black 19) 
Beetroot S over Ruby red falls w/deeper 
fall spot and smoldering orange beards.
 $10.00

FRECKLE FANTASY (Miller 
17) Blue white self with red freckles on 
either side of orange beard $8.00

FROGGY  WENT 

A-COURTIN (Black 19)  A 
strange blend of Brassy chartreuse and 
olive with lovely form. $9.00 

FULL ALERT  (T. Johnson 20) 
Canary yellow w/yellow bds.  Ruffled & 
bright!!   $12.00 

GATE TO PARADISE (Black 
14) Lovely form. Fabulous dark blue 
beards. Showy clumps. $7.00

GET READY  (T. Johnson 20) 
Light yellow 
S; F white w/ 
heavy purple 
dotted over-
lay.   $12.00 
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LEOPARD PRINT (T.Johnson 
06) Variable markings. $8.00

LET’S TALK   (Black 21) Dark 
plum with white area shining through 
below orange bd.   $15.00 

LINES IN THE SAND (Black 
20) Cream ground w/ heavy claret over-
lay in standards and lines on falls w/ red 
bd.   $12.00 

LITTLE BAND OF GOLD  
(Black 20) Yellow standards and 
edge on orange F with tangerine bds.  
Beautiful!!    $12.00 

LITTLE BIT OF LACE (Black 
19)  Yellow with F centers blended dark-
er.  Slight lace at petal edges. $10.00

LITTLE CHICK (T. Johnson 
19) Very clear canary yellow with blue 
tipped yellow beards.  Nice! $10.00

JOLLY (Black 19) Beautiful wine 
bitone with large yellow luminata sig-
nal. $10.00

JOYFUL LOVE (T.Johnson 14) 
Yummy mango peach blend. Early florif-
erous bloom. $7.00

JOYOUS ONE  (T. Johnson 21)  
Icy blue, F w/ gold washed area on ei-
ther side of frosted blue bd.  Floriferous!
 $15.00 

KERPOW (T. Johnson 18) Yel-
low S and edge on Rust F w/ tang. Bds.  
Extremely showy clumps! $8.00

KITTEN WHISKERS (Miller 
19) Soft orange with maroon rays on 
falls. $10.00

LEAD THE WAY  (T. Johnson 
20) Salmon S; F more orange w/ dark 
lavender bds.   $12.00 

IONIC BOND (T.Johnson 17) 
Plush violet bitone with bushy violet to 
blue beards.   $8.00

IRONIC (T. Johnson 18) The be-
ginnings of reverse bicolor SDBs.  Violet 
and pink blended S over blended rose 
Falls.  $8.00

IT’S A SMALL WORLD 
(Black 16) Very unique white with 
pink hafts and incredible pink styles. 
 $7.00

JEWELS (T.Johnson 14) Showy 
clumps. White beards. $7.00

JIG (T. Johnson 19) Almost solid 
mulberry plicata over white ground.  
Tangerine beards.  Ruffled! $10.00

HIT THE JACKPOT  (T. John-
son 21) Canary yellow w/ white area 
around large fuzzy deep violet blue bds.  
Wow!   $15.00 

I DREAMED A DREAM 
(Black 20) Purple S; Dark purple F 
with orange bd.  Up to 7 buds on two 
branches and spur.  $12.00 

I GO CRAZY  (Black 20) Near 
solid dark brown plic standards; falls 
yellow ground with blue plic overlay 
and gold beard.   $12.00 

INCLINATION (Black 18) 
Strongly contrasting red violet on 
white ground plicata with showy orange 
beards.  $9.00

INTELLECT (T.Johnson 15) 
Wide & round. Nice  $7.00
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LITTLE MISS SUNSHINE (T. 
Johnson 20) Ice blue w/ deep mus-
tard hafts & blue frosted beard Showy! 
 $12.00 

LOST MY MIND  (T. John-
son 21) Orange with heavy red violet 
stitched and dotted F.  Rounded form & 
bright colors. $15.00 

LOTTERY (Black 16) Brilliant 
orange with darker fall spot around tan-
gerine beards.  $7.00

LUCKY (Black 16) Very unique 
and distinctive with wonderful blue 
beards.  $7.00

LUST FOR LEMON (Black 16) 
Super formed clear yellow glaciata with 
white fall patch. $7.00

MAGIC SPLASH (T.Johnson 
17) Pink S, haft and rim on white falls 
w/ lovely frosted blue beards.    $8.00

METICULOUS (Black 18) Pre-
cisely ruffled Dark black cherry with 
black spot on F.  Dramatic!! $8.00

MISSING YOU (Black 21) Pink 
with violet stitched hafts & red beards.  
 $15.00 

MULBERRY JAM (T. Johnson 
20) White ground with wide mulberry 
plic band.  $12.00 

MY CHER (Black 12) Unique 
luminata. A pastel beauty that people 
love. Excellent parent. Cook-Douglas 
Medal 2018 $8.00

MY FAIR CHER (Black 20) 
White w/ lemon hafts and red bds.  A 
white glaciata!   $12.00 

MY LITTLE FRIEND (T. 
Johnson 19) Yellow ground almost 
completely overlaid with rich ruby red.  
Clumps!  $9.00

NEW RELEASE (Black 17) 
Classically formed unusual plicata with 
super root beer beards. $8.00

NEW TWIST (Black 20) S light 
yellow; F light pink and cream blend 
with pink bd.   $12.00 

NIBBLE (Black 
2 1 )  G r e e n i s h 
yellow self  with 
incredible stems 
carrying 4 branch-
es and 8 to 14 buds.  
Amazing! $15.00 

NOT MY CIRCUS (Black 20) 
Lilac standards; deeper Falls with White 
luminata patch and screaming red bds. 
 $12.00 

NOT MY MONKEY  (Black 
20) Yellow S and luminata patch on 
dark mahogany F with orange bd.
 $12.00 

NUTMEG MAMBO  (Black 
20) Mid gold S; copper-peach F w/ 
nutmeg shaded area on either side of 
tangerine bd.   $12.00 

OH CANADA (T.Johnson 15) 
Big flowers. Big spots on super wide 
falls. Colorful clumps. Neat two colored 
beards.  7.00

OH MY (T. Johnson 20) Medium 
to mustard with deep navy black beards.  
Color!   $12.00 
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PERFECT KISS (Black 19) Yellow 
S, haft and edge on white F.  Tang. 
Beards.  $10.00

PERFECT LOOK (T. Johnson 
20) Lt blue S & edge on deep magenta 
F w/ tangerine bds.   $12.00 

PET PROJECT (T. Johnson 20) 
Bisque pink standards haft and edge on 
white falls; Enormous blue bds!!  Very 
nice!!  $12.00 

PINK MEDLEY (Black 20) Stan-
dards light pink edged gold; F copper 
peach hafts blend to pink and are edged 
gold  $12.00 

PIRATE BABY (T. Johnson 18) 
Near solid purple S; F white and lemon 
ground with purple fall band and black 
bar across the hafts.  Dramatic looking! 
 $9.00

RADIATE (T. Johnson 19) 
Yellow buff, haft and edge on washed 
magenta falls.  $9.00

RADICAL RASCAL  (Black 
20) White ground plicata with purple 
overlay that can vary dramatically from 
slight to near solid depending on the 
flower. $12.00 

ROARING FIRE (Black 18) 
Nice diamond dusted finish on this 
smooth red with darker fall area around 
showy yellow bds.  $9.00

RUFFLEMANIA (Black 18) 
Gorgeous round and ruffled form on 
this pastel beauty. $8.00

RUNNING 
B A R E 
(Black 20) 
Cream washed 
m i d  c a n t a -
loupe; Wide & 
ruffled.  $12.00 

PLATITUDE (Black 19) Light 
smoky pink S; Mid red violet F with blue 
beard.  Nice and unique! 9.00

PORTLAND PINK (Black 15) 
LATE-VERY LATE bloom. Fabulous full 
ruffled form and clear pink color. Result 
of crossing 2 IBs. It should be sterile but 
it is fertile with all bearded classes. YES!
 $8.00

PREGO (T. Johnson 18) HEAVILY 
ruffled lavender purple with dark red vt. 
fall spot.  Great parent! $9.00

PUMPKINS (Miller 20) Orange 
standards and edge on maroon falls 
Bright!!      $12.00 

QUEEN OF THE DARKNESS 
(Black 19)  Purple & black bitone w/ 
Saturated orange beards.  Nice! $10.00

OH WOW (T.Johnson 17) 
Bisque pink with shocking large blue 
black beards that won’t be overlooked!!    
 8.00

OUTRAGEOUS VISION  
(Black 21) Mauve S over violet F with 
short white lines around orange bd. 7 to 
9 buds.   $15.00 

PEACH MEDLEY  (Black 21) 
Apricot pink.  A tad bit darker S and haft.  
Beards tipped white.  $15.00 

P E N N Y  F O R  YO U R 
THOUGHTS  (T. Johnson 21) 
Gold S; F gold w/ deep cinnamon dotted 
hafts & lighter dotted edge.  $15.00 

PERFECT BALANCE (T. 
Johnson 20) White ground plic with 
precise lilac purple band.  Beards are 
white w/ blue hair tips!!  Very wide and 
ruffled!   $12.00 
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SCOUNDREL (T.Johnson 10) 
Olive and violet broken color. Markings 
are randomly streaked. $8.00

SEARING EMBERS  (T. John-
son 20) Bright gold S and edge on 
deep mahogany black F with smolder-
ing tangerine bds.  Fantastic clumps 
and SHOWY!!!  $12.00 

SEE NO EVIL (Black 18) A very 
pretty plicata with orange S & orchid 
rose F over cream ground. $8.00 

SHE’S SO CUTE (Black 20) Mid 
pink standards; Cantaloupe falls with 
tangerine beard.   $12.00 

S H O R T -
HORN (Black 
20) Dark beetroot 
S and edge on 
wine F. Brown bd 
with shorthorn. 
 $11.00 

SKY AND MEADOW (Black 19) 
Off white S and rim on Olive falls with 
blue beards.  Unique! $10.00

SO NOTED (T.Johnson 19)  
Stark white standards and edge on 
indigo falls.  Beards brilliant orange.  
Gorgeous! $10.00

SOFT BLEND 
(Black 19) Well 
ruffled buttery 

peach.  Makes exquisite clumps with 
lots of bloom. $10.00 

SPEAK NO EVIL (Black 18) We 
love the smoothness and clarity of color 
on this well- formed beauty!   $8.00

SPICY HOT  
(T. Johnson 
21) Bright yel-
low, F heavily 
overlaid w/ dark 
maroon dots.  
Bright orange 
bd.  $15.00 

SPLASH  (Black 21) Wide, round-
ed, brass yellow w/ slightly deeper F 
spot & orange bds.   $15.00 

STOP AND STARE (T.John-
son 14) Amazing color contrast. Showy 
clumps filled with stalks. $7.00

STYLISH MISS (T.Johnson 
17) Lilac to pink and white plicata with 
showy pink styles and orange beards.   
 $8.00

SUNNY BABE (T.Johnson 17) 
Very bright yellow glaciata with showy 
yellow orange beards.  $8.00

SWEET BABY GIRL  (T. John-
son 21) White with wide lilac dotted 
band; F white w/ dark maroon spotted 
hafts & narrow lilac band.  Bright orange 
bds.  Beautiful!   $15.00 

SWEET DEVOTION (T.John-
son 17) Plicata with white ground and 
near solid overlay of lilac pink.  Very 
beautiful!!  $8.00

SWEET TWEET (T.Johnson 
19)  White S with lilac stitched edge; F 
white with orange hafts, lilac pink dot-
ted edge and center belly stripe.  Nice 
contrasting orange styles.  Ruffled!
 $9.00 

TAKE YOUR PICK  (Black 21) 
Solid dark purple standards and styles; 
Falls pink ground with near solid purple 
overlay.    $15.00 

TASTY TREAT (T. Johnson 
20) Rosy pink plicata w/ pink styles 
peeping through; bright red bds.  
Lovely and ruffled and a good parent!  
 $12.00 

THAT’S THE SPIRIT  (Black 
17) Very dark and dramatic violet lumi-
nata with super strong growth  $8.00
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VERY BERRY SHAKE  (T. 
Johnson 20) Deep raspberry red pli-
cata bands on white ground & deep red 
bds!  A super grower and a blooming 
fool!!   $12.00 

WHIMZEES (Miller 20) Coral 
pink w/ deep plum veined F spot.  
 $12.00 

WOODY WOODPECKER 
(T. Johnson 18) Light lavender with 
darker red F spot &  enormous orange 
beards!  Super!!  $9.00

WOW GEE WHIZ   (Black 21) 
Brassy yellow-green S, hafts and edge 
on dark mahogany F.  Large yellow patch 
encircles brilliant orange bds. $15.00 

WOWZIE (T. Johnson 20) Me-
dium sky-blue S with stunning indigo 
blue F spot and white tipped yellow bds.  
Showy! Fantastic!   $12.00 

YODA (Blyth 12) F  Gold stan-
dards. Rose wine falls with blue violet 
beards. Fun color. $8.00

YODEL (T. Johnson 18) Medi-
um purple with huge black fall spot 
and blue beards.  Intensely beautiful!  
 $9.00 

ZIG ZAG  (T. Johnson 21) Very 
flashy double rimmed plicata w/ near 
red bds.  Wonderful ruffled form.  Last 
year’s best-selling SDB.     $15.00 

ZOLTAR (T. Johnson 18) A love-
ly purple and black bicolor with yellow 
beard.  Excellent garden show-off!  
 $10.00 

THIMBLE (T. Johnson 19) Light 
blue S and edge on deep indigo blue 
falls.  Fantastic clumps! $10.00

TIME FOR MAGIC (Black 18) 
An extremely late SDB with two branch-
es and 4-5 buds!!  $8.00

TIZZY FIT  (T. Johnson 20) S 
cream with near solid mulberry band; 
F yellow with rasp plic hafts and edge; 
burnt orange bds.    $12.00 

TOURIST TRAP (Black 17) 
White ground plicata that is almost 
completely overlaid in deep violet.    
 $8.00 

TRIPWIRE (T. Johnson 20) 
Yellow S and edge on mahogany red F; 
orange bds.  All of the S have a small 
beard inside them consistently!  Differ-
ent but intriguing!      $12.00 

T U L A  ( T. 
Johnson 21) 
A very unique, 
different color 
w/ etched, & al-
most laced petal 
edges.  Named 
after my sweet lit-
tle dog.   $15.00 

TURTLE TANGO (Black 20) 
Light blue standards; mustard to green 
falls with blue bd.  $12.00 

TWITTER BUG (T. Johnson 
20) Bright lemon yellow plicata on 
white ground w/ green tones; intense & 
large orange bds.  Ruffled!!      $12.00 

TWO FACED (Black 19)Pale 
blue white w/ light turquoise spot. 
 $9.00

ULTIMATE (T. Johnson 03) 
Cook-Douglas 2010. $7.00
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BEARDED
Very Small plants & flowers no 
taller than 8". Usually earliest 
bearded iris to bloom. Great for 
rock gardens.

ALAS (T.Johnson 14) Sparkling 
diminutive accent for more intimate 
spaces.  $7.00

GIGABYTE (Miller 20) Well pro-
portioned peach w/ purple brush marks 
at hafts & tangerine bd. $12.00

HOT ORANGE (Black 19) Hot 
orange with Brilliant orange beards.
 $10.00

I’M NOT TIMID (Black 20) 
Butter peach S; F peach ground with a 
diffused spot of plum.  $12.00

KAY (T.Johnson 17) Startling 
deep black with bright yellow beards!!     
 $9.00

KEENO (T.Johnson 09) Amaz-
ing color! Wild! Caparne-Welch Medal 
2015. $8.00

LEGIT  (Miller 21) S flesh pink; F 
white, washed pale plum purple, darker 
on sides.  Dainty.  $15.00

MOUSE THAT ROARED 
(Black 21) Different color variant of 
luminata in shades of yellow and violet.  
Wide fat flowers. $15.00

PEACH PUFF (Black 20) Light 
peach S and band around a tan peach F 
spot; Tangerine bds. $12.00

PIXIE FUZZ (Miller 19) Stan-
dards maroon; Falls darker maroon with 
burnt orange beards. $10.00

RIBBIT (T.Johnson 20) Super 
round and ruffled mid lime green S; 
slightly lighter F w/ large green signal 
and bluish bds.  Fantastic especially in 
clump!! $12.00

TINY CLOWN (T. Johnson 19) 
Blended peach- pink S; F reddish violet 
w/ light peach hafts.  Red beard.  Cute!
 $10.00

TWINKLE LITTLE STAR 
(Black 20) White S and edge on dark 
indigo F and white bds.  Very showy and 
bright!  Cute! $12.00

WATER GOBBLINS (Black 
19) Petite white flowers with bold dark 
violet blue irregularly edged spot.  Very 
nice! $10.00

YES I CAN (Black 18) Makes a 
lovely carpet of little black cherry flow-
ers.  CUTE!! $9.00

ARILBRED
Exotic hybrids of the rather fin-
icky oncocyclus & regelia species 
crossed with other bearded irises 
for easier growth & better plant 
traits. Give them excellent drain-
age.

ARTFUL ACCENT (Black 18) 
Half bred with easy growth.  $8.00

BEAUTIFUL 
BROWN EYES  
(Black 21) White 
S netted mid lilac; 
F dusky mid rose 
w/ large brown 
signal.  Gorgeous!  

 $16.00

BLACK CHERRY TRUFFLE 
(Black 19) Rich dark ruby bitone w/ 
black cherry signal; near black bds.
 $10.00

BORDEAUX BLAZE  (Black 
21) S mid orchid; F mid violet w/ 
peach-apricot hafts, red black cen-
tral signal.  2 branches with 5 buds.  
 $16.00
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CONSPIRACY THEORY  
(Black 20) ABM- Standards pale lilac; 
falls tan to ecru blend w/ red brown sig-
nal; Nice! $13.00

DESERT SNOW (Black 13) 
Aril-median. OGB- A real show-off. Easy 
grower. Top overall HM. Winner of Wal-
ther Cup. $7.00 

DUBAI (T.Johnson 13) Beautiful 
onco form. Amazing big black cherry 
signal.  $8.00

EERIE ENCOUNTER (Black 
20)  R  OGB-Icy blue white S; F light 
yellow w/ deeper yellow wash below 
bds. Up to 6 buds and strong rebloom!!  
 $12.00

EGYPTIAN QUEEN (T. John-
son 07) Aril-median. Nice. Mohr Medal 
2013. $7.00

EGYPTIAN SANDS (Black 19) 
Grey S w/ yellow edge; F brassy gold w/ 
red black signal. $10.00

E Y E  O N 
AMERICA 
(Black 18) 
OGB  Medium 
lavender with 

a very large deep purple black signal.  
Stunning in clump!  $9.00

EYE ON THE PRIZE (Black 
20)ABM-  Red violet w/ near black sig-
nal.  Clumps!   $13.00

GALAXINA (Black 15) OGB- Big 
ruby spot. Easy growth. Massive clumps 
filled with bloom. Two branches and 5 
buds. Later blooming helps avoid dam-
age from late frosts. $8.00

GOLDEN COMPASS (T.John-
son 12) Bright and showy. Very neat 
yellow style arms. Easy to grow aril-me-
dian.  $10.00

HEART OF HEARTS (Black 
15) OGB- Fantastic aril signal on easy 
to grow plants. ‘Galaxina’ sib that has all 
the same superior traits. Has had limit-
ed fertility so worth trying as a parent.
 $9.00

OCTAVE (T. Johnson 08) Arilme-
dian.  OGB- Easy grower.  Lovely form.  
Nice small black signal.  Mohr Medal 
2013.   $8.00 

PANIC ATTACK (T.Johnson 
20) ABM- Mid lavender standards over 
lighter falls w/ large red violet signal 
and orange bds.  Makes lovely showy 
clumps!!   $13.00

PA R A B L E 
(T.Johnson 
11) Aril-median. 
OGB- Rich color 
with satin sheen. 
Attractive black 
signal. Easy and 
strong growth. 
Excellent! Award 
of Merit 2013.
 $7.00

PERRY DYER (Black 17) 
Named for a longtime friend and men-
tor.  Gorgeous clumps filled with stalks 
and up to five buds.  $9.00

PERSIAN PASSION (Black 19) 
Dark rose S over lighter rose F w/ small 
black signal. $10.00

PIRATE’S RANSOM  (Black 
20)OGB- Light orchid S lined darker; F 
darker reddish orange with deep black 
signal and auburn bds.  $13.00

POUNCE (T. Johnson 18) A 
quarter bred That makes a real garden 
show!! Easy to grow and good bloomer!  
Recommended!   $9.00
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PUSSYCAT EYES (Black 19) 
White S; F dark cherry with yellow edge 
and black signal.  A fantastic Arilbred 
with 7 buds! $10.00

RAISIN IN THE SUN  (Black 
20) OGB- Yellow with big chestnut sig-
nal and up to 6 buds  $12.00

RED AHEAD (Black 16) Light 
purple with huge red fall signal. Very 
showy!  $8.00

SHIMMY SHAKE (T.Johnson 
19) Purple S; Rosy violet F with large 
black cherry signal. $10.00

SMOKIN’ HOT (T.Johnson 
14) Gorgeous form with big black aril 
signals. Easy to grow. $9.00

SUSPECT (T.Johnson 06) Ar-
il-median. Easy growth. Abundant 
flowers. Mohr Medal 2012 $7.00

Cash And CarryCash And Carry

Truth Truth 
Or DareOr Dare

ShockaholicShockaholic

PrivatePrivate
PartyParty
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Breaking FreeBreaking Free HottieHottie

SnapshotSnapshot

Marital BlissMarital Bliss

Gossamer VeilGossamer Veil

Deeper MeaningDeeper Meaning

MoonglintMoonglint

Watercolor Watercolor 
PrintPrint

Raven GirlRaven Girl

All Things ConsideredAll Things Considered

Chamber Chamber 
Of SecretsOf Secrets
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